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ABSTRACT
Tropical Theileriosis is a parasitic disease of calves with a profound economic
impact caused by Theileria annulata, an apicomplexan parasite of the genus
Theileria. Transmitted by Hyalomma ticks, T. annulata infects and transforms
bovine

lymphocytes

and

macrophages

into

a

cancer-like

phenotype

characterized by all six hallmarks of cancer. In the current study we investigate
the transcriptional landscape of T. annulata-infected lymphocytes to define genes
and miRNAs regulated by host cell transformation using next generation
sequencing. We also define genes and miRNAs differentially expressed as a
result of the attenuation of a T.annulata-infected macrophage cell line used as a
vaccine. By comparing the transcriptional landscape of one attenuated and two
transformed cell lines we identify four genes that we propose as key factors in
transformation and virulence of the T. annulata host cells. We also identify miR126-5p as a key regulator of infected cells proliferation, adhesion, survival and
invasiveness. In addition to the host cell trascriptome we studied T. annulata
transcriptome and identified the role of ROS and TGF-β2 in controlling parasite
gene expression. Moreover, we have used the deep parasite ssRNA-seq data to
refine the available T. annulata annotation. Taken together, this study provides
the full list of host cell’s genes and miRNAs transcriptionally perturbed after
infection with T. annulata and after attenuation and describes genes and miRNAs
never identified before as players in this type of host cell transformation.
Moreover, this study provides the first database for the transcriptome of T.
annulata and its host cells using next generation sequencing.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
1.1

GENERAL INTRODUCTION

Theileria is

a

genus

of

protozoan

parasites

belonging

to

the phylum Apicomplexa. Theileria parasites infect a wide range of hosts
including domestic goat, sheep, cattle, horses and camels (2). There are two
types of Theileria species (i) the “transforming” and (ii) the “non-transforming”
species (3). The non-transforming Theileria species infect mainly red blood cells,
causing subclinical symptoms or persist as a chronic infection, with rare
outbreaks of clinical cases. The transforming Theileria species target and invade
cells of the immune system, inducing their uncontrolled proliferation and causing
severe disease (3). Among the transforming Theileria parasites are T. annulata
and T. parva, both infecting livestock.
Theileriosis causes the death of up to 1 million cattle per year in sub-Saharan
Africa alone and induces heavy economic losses (2) (Figure 1). T. annulata is
estimated to affect the productivity of 250 million cattle worldwide, causing
morbidity of indigenous breeds and mortality of 40-60% of exotic cattle (4). The
estimates of the economic impact of tropical theileriosis reached US$ 800 million
per annum in India alone. These losses are attributed to direct effects on fertility,
milk yield, abortion, growth rate and meat production. Indirect losses can be
attributed to control measures such as vaccination, chemotherapy and veterinary
monitoring (5). Theileria parva is found in sub-Saharan East, Central and
Southern Africa (Figure 2) and causes important losses in livestock and
production reaching hundreds of millions of Dollars (6). Mortality and morbidity
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may reach 100% in susceptible animals (7, 8). Fertility, growth and milk yield are
decreased by the disease as well. Like tropical theileriosis, combating East Coast
fever is costly. Vaccines, treatments and tick control all come at a considerable
cost. Animals that recover from theileriosis suffer from weight loss and reduced
fertility and milk production. Another burden to cattle industry consists on the
constraints theileriosis causes to the improvement and cross-breeding of calves
(9).

Figure 1: Economic losses caused by T. parva in 1989 in 11 African countries.
The sum is 168 million dollars. Published by the International Laboratory for
Research on Animal Diseases (ILRAD) in July 1991, volume 9, number 3.

T. parva and T. annulata are tick-transmitted protozoan parasites that cause fatal
lymphoproliferative diseases in cattle (10), i.e. East Coast fever and tropical
theileriosis, respectively. T. parva is found in Central, Eastern, and SouthEastern Africa, while T. annulata spreads through North Africa, Southern Europe,
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the Middle East and large parts of Asia (Figure 2). T. annulata has been reported
in Saudi Arabia in 1991 (11).

Figure 2: Geographic distribution of major Theileria species of cattle.

T. annulata and T. parva are obligate intracellular parasites that target and infect
cells of the immune system. T and B lymphocytes are the host cells of T. parva
while monocytes/macrophages, dendritic cells and B lymphocytes host T.
annulata. Theileria parasites bind to the host cell in a non-apical manner then
invade it by progressive circumferential movement, often referred to as
“zippering” (12). The choice of immune cells as hosts may seem foolhardy,
whereas, in fact, they constitute a safe refuge for the parasite. Once inside, the
schizont form of the parasite protects itself from destruction by the host cell’s
lysosomes. This step is performed through discharging the content of the
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schizont’s micronemes and rhoptries, thus lysing the surrounding host cell’s
membrane (Figure 3). This way, the schizont is perfectly positioned for
interaction with the host cell’s molecular machinery.
Once free inside the host cell’s cytoplasm, the parasite hijacks the signaling
pathways most critical to the homeostasis of the host cell, such as NF-kB, PI-3KPKB, and JNK leading to the “transformation” of the host cell (13). This
transformation is characterized by the loss of cell function and cell markers and,
more importantly, by uncontrolled proliferation (14) ensuring the proliferation of
the parasite along with the host cell. The infected cell acquires a cancer-like
phenotype characterized by the six hallmarks of cancer, i.e. independence of
exogenous growth factors, insensitivity to anti-growth signals, programmed cell
death evasion, uncontrolled proliferation, angiogenesis and invasiveness.
Subsequently, the parasitized cells migrate and infiltrate lymphoid as well as nonlymphoid tissues (2) causing severe disease and leading, in severe cases, to the
death of the infected animal.
Theileria-induced transformation is unique. Not only is it the only known
transformation caused by a eukaryote to another eukaryote, but it is also
phenotypically reversible. The transformation is parasite-dependent. Upon
elimination of the parasite after treatment with antitheilerial drugs, the
transformed cells re-acquire their original phenotype only to undergo apoptosis
after a few days. This can be explained by the incomplete nature of the
transformation. Theileria-induced host cell transformation, unlike transformations
induced by certain viruses, does not include permanent alteration of the host
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cell’s genome, e.g. mutations, insertions/deletions or translocations (2). Some
features of transformed lymphocytes include independence of exogenous growth
factors and antigenic stimulation, continuous proliferation and tumor formation in
nude or immunocompromised mice. These features are also characteristic of
cancer cells, suggesting a possible link between Theileria-induced transformation
and cancer. Theileria shares its transforming capacity with other pathogens, i.e.
transforming viruses and some prokaryotes, but interestingly, without any genetic
alteration in the nucleotide sequences.
Parvaquone and buparvaquone are antitheilerial drugs that kill Theileria parasites
with no toxicity to the host cell (15-17). After treatment with one of those drugs,
the parasite dies within a few days and the cured cells regain their normal
phenotype then undergo apoptosis, reflecting the incomplete nature of the
transformation (18). The existence of such a compound makes Theileria
infected/cured cells a good model for studying reversibility of host-cell
transformation.
1.2

HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

Theileria was discovered more than a hundred years ago in South Africa. After
the outbreak of a fatal cattle disease in 1901 in Zimbabwe (then Rhodesia) and in
South Africa, several experts in the field were consulted, among them was the
famous German microbiologist Robert Koch. Koch examined Theileria-infected
erythrocytes and described the presence of a large form and a small form of
Babesia, probably in an effort to describe a dual infection by Theileria and
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Babesia (19). Thus, Kock incorrectly defined the causal agent of the disease as a
virulent form of Babesia (20) and the vector as Boophilus decoloratus.
Later in 1903, Arnold Theiler and Charles Lounsbury proved the agent to be
distinct from Babesia, and gave it the name of Piroplasma parvum, later changed
by Bettencourt, França and Borges in 1907 to Theileria, in honor of Theiler
Arnold. Theiler and Lounsbury also identified Rhipicephalus appendiculatus as
the vector transmitting the parasite. In the same year, Dschunkowsky and Luhs
named the Caucasian Theileria species as Piroplasma annulatum (19). Other
Theileria species were discovered thereafter (19).
1.3

THEILERIOSIS

Tropical theileriosis, caused by T. annuata, is transmitted by Hyalomma ticks.
Infected ticks inject the sporozoite form of the parasite into ruminants during a
blood meal. The sporozoite will attach to and invade a lymphocyte or a
monocyte/macrophage. Once inside, the sporozoite starts a series of nuclear
divisions to form a schizont, which is the form responsible for the transformation
of the host cells. Infected cells will go through a phase of uncontrolled
proliferation, followed by migration and infiltration.
The symptoms of East Cost fever, caused by T. parva, are fever, anorexia, loss
of condition, generalized lymphadenopathy and decreased milk yield (6, 21).
Other symptoms include lacrimation, diarrhea, nasal discharge and corneal
opacity (22). In the terminal stages, and as a result of infiltration of infected cells,
infected animals develop edema in remote organs of the animal’s body, among
which lungs and the gastrointestinal tract are the most commonly affected (23,
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24). This fatal form of the disease is characterized by the blockage of the central
system’s capillaries by infected cells, causing neurological signs (22). The clinical
symptoms of Tropical theileriosis are not very different from those of East Coast
fever (25). One difference between the two is that T. annulata destroys red blood
cells, leading to anemia, jaundice and occasionally hemoglobinuria (24). In late
stages hemorrhagic diarrhea might be seen (19). Abortions can take place (26).
The “Turning sickness”, however, is not documented in tropical theileriosis in
cattle (27). These symptoms show up after an incubation period of 8 to 12 days if
the animal is experimentally infected and one to three weeks in case of natural
infection (27). As a result, the infected animal dies three to four weeks after
infection (28). On the other hand, recovering animals become asymptomatic
carriers but, in some cases, they exhibit stunted growth and poor productivity
(29).
However, animals living in endemic areas exhibit resistance (3). The African
Buffalo (Syncerus caffer) is also resistant to the disease; the infection of this
animal is asymptomatic (1). It is hypothesized that coevolution of Theileria and
the buffalo yielded the resistance of the later (30). What is more, although T.
parva infects cattle, African buffalo, waterbucks (Kobus spp.), water buffalo and
(Bubalus bubalis) only cattle develop symptomatic infections (31).
East Coast fever alone causes the loss of hundreds of millions of dollars every
year. In endemic regions, it can kill 50% of the calves, while the percentage
reaches 80-100% in other regions where the disease is newly introduced (2). The
mortality caused by tropical theileriosis ranges from 3% to 90%, depending on
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the parasite’s strain and the susceptibility of the animals (32).
1.4

INVASION AND LIFE CYCLE

The success of the infection by an intracellular parasite and its transmission is
dependent on the success of the invasion of the host cell. There are different
steps in the life cycle of Theileria where invasion is needed. In the mammalian
host, and following a tick bite, the sporozoite must invade a cell of the immune
system and, after a few days, merozoites invade erythrocytes. Likewise, in the
tick vector, the zygote and kinete should invade the gut and salivary gland
epithelial cells respectively.
The invasion of the lymphoid cells by sporozoites starts by the initial recognition
and binding. This step happens in a non-directed way. A junction is then formed
between the sporozoite and the host cell membrane. The sporozoite starts
“zippering” against the host cell membrane and losing its surface coat until it
becomes fully internalized within the lymphoid cell. The parasite discharges its
rhoptries and micronemes to dissolve the surrounding host cell membrane.
Following its release in the host cell cytoplasm, the sporozoite forms an array of
host cell-derived microtubules on its surface. The attachment, entry and release
into the cytoplasm take 30 min (2).
The host cell invasion in Theileria species differs from that of other apicomplexa
such as Toxoplasma and Plasmodium (12). The main difference between
Theileria and the other apicomplexa in the invasion process is the structure of the
sporozoite (12). Among many structural differences, apicomplexan parasites are
motile, highly polarized and possess an apical complex while Theileria
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sporozoites are spherical and have a reduced apical complex (12). Consistent
with their structure, sporozoites enter the host cell in any orientation, in contrast,
other apicomplexa re-orientate to enter the host apical-end first (12). After
attachment, the sporozoite enters the host cell by circumferential zippering in a
process that is actin cytoskeleton independent (12). Once attached, the entry
takes only minutes (2).

Figure 3: Entry of T. parva into bovine lymphocytes.
Reproduced from (12).

When a nymphal or adult Hyalomma tick takes a blood meal from an infected
African Buffalo, or cattle, infected with T. annulata it becomes infected with the
piroplasm stage of the parasite carried within the animal’s erythrocytes. Once
inside the tick’s gut, piroplasms are released from the infected erythrocytes.
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Gametogenesis then takes place in the gut’s lumen of the tick, yielding macroand micro-gametes, referred to “female” and “male” gametes respectively. These
later undergo syngamy, giving rise to diploid zygotes, which invade the gut’s
epithelial cells. After a series of differentiation, the kinetes are formed. Kinetes
then exit the epithelial cells of the gut, migrate to the salivary gland and infect
specialized cells of type III acini and undergo multiple nuclear divisions to form
multinucleate sporoblasts. After maturation, every sporoblast releases multiple
uninucleate sporozoites: the form infecting cattle. During its next blood meal, the
tick will inject the sporozoites into the animal. Once inside the animal,
sporozoites invade lymphoid cells and undergo asexual replication to form
multinucleate schizonts. In this form, the parasite transforms the infected cell,
which enters an uncontrolled proliferation state. In this phase, the parasite
synchronizes its life cycle with its host cell, guaranteeing a seat in every daughter
cell. A few days after infection, a fraction of the parasites stop their division, and
undergo nuclear division to produce uninucleate merozoites, which free
themselves from the dying cell to invade erythrocytes. Inside the erythrocyte,
merozoites give rise to piroplasms, the tick infective form of the parasite (1)
(Figure 4). Susceptible animals usually die after three weeks of infection (1).
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Figure1: Schematic of T. parva life cycle. Reproduced from (1).

Figure 4; Schematic of T. annulata life cycle.
Reproduced from (1).

1.5

SURVIVAL

Theileria parasites use genuine means to avoid recognition and destruction once
inside the host. Artlessly for parasites, the immune system cells are the enemy.
Surprisingly, those cells are the host of choice of T. parva and T. annulata. While
their role is to recognize and destruct the invader, lymphoid cells will be a very
safe refuge for T. parva and T. annulata, but how?
Some parasites escape phagolysosomal destruction thanks to a parasitophorous
vacuole, e.g., Leishmania, Plasmodium and Toxoplama species. Others, like
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Listeria and Trypanosoma cruzi, destroy the surrounding host cell membrane (2)
to avoid destruction. It seems that Theileria knows this trick.
During internalization, the host cell membrane surrounds the parasite. Once
inside the host cell, Theileria discharges the content of its two secretory
organelles, the rhoptries and micronemes, thus dissolving the surrounding host
cell membrane. The Golgi of the host cell is activated to form lysosomes.
Lysosomes target the host cell membrane surrounding the parasite. As this later
has been dissolved, the lysosomes are left with no means to destroy the
parasite: they gather around the parasite but are unable to fuse with it and lyse it
(33). As a result, the parasite ends up living freely in the immune cell’s
cytoplasm, with no risk of being lysed and perfectly poised to interfere with the
host cell’s molecular machinery. Now free, Theileria interacts with the host cell
microtubules around itself and starts interfering with the host cell’s signal
transduction pathways, leading it to a transformed phenotype.
1.6

PHENOTYPE OF INFECTED CELLS

Parasitized cells exhibit the six hallmarks of tumor cells, including uncontrolled
proliferation, independence of exogenous growth factors and ability to form
cancers in nude, irradiated or immunodeficient mice (2). In vivo, Theileriainfected cells are capable of migration, infiltration and proliferation in lymphoid
and non-lymphoid tissues, causing severe damage to remote organs, mainly the
lungs and the gastrointestinal tract (2). Interestingly, infected cells, in addition to
proliferating in an uncontrolled manner, induce uninfected cells to proliferate
upon establishment of the first parasitized cells. This phenomenon is known as
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Theileria mixed-lymphocyte reaction (34) and it designates the induction of
proliferative responses in autologous uninfected peripheral blood mononuclear
cells.
Not only do parasitized cells continuously proliferate, they also avoid apoptosis
after the clonal expansion they undergo. Under physiological conditions, most of
T cells are eliminated following their clonal expansion by a process called
activation-induced cell death (AICD) (12). Failure to do so may result in
malignancy or the development of autoimmune disorders. However, this is not
the case with Theileria-infected cells. Although parasitized cells express
increased levels of the cell surface death receptor (Fas) and its ligand (FasL),
they do not become more susceptible to cell death. This appears to be the result
of the expression of the NF-kB-dependent up-regulation of anti-apoptotic proteins
that act as inactive forms of caspases (e.g. c-FLIP functions as an inactive form
of caspase 8) (13) or block apoptotic signals at the level of initiator and effector
caspases (35) (e.g. c-IAP and X chromosome linked IAP (13)). C-FLIP, c-IAP
and X chromosome-linked IAP are constitutively expressed in T. parva
transformed cells (13). Upon elimination of the parasite by treatment with the
antitheilerial drug buparvaquone, the expression of antiapoptotic proteins is
down-regulated, and the cured cells become sensitive to Fas/FasL mediated
apoptosis (35). Other mechanisms for resisting apoptosis include the upregulation of pro-survival proteins such as Mcl-1, a member of the anti-apoptotic
Bcl-2 family, which neutralizes pro-apoptotic proteins like Bak and Bim, and
hijacking other key apoptotic signal transduction pathways in the host cell (36).
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1.7

SIGNAL TRANSDUCTION PATHWAYS IN PARASITIZED CELLS

The newly acquired properties of parasitized cells secure their continuous
proliferation and, consequently, the increase in parasite numbers. For this
purpose, Theileria parasites stimulate the host cells to secrete and express
molecules and genes that guarantee the uncontrolled proliferation of the infected
host cell and repress apoptosis.
The transformation of parasitized cells is accompanied by the expression of a
wide range of cytokines, some of which are hypothesized to contribute to
proliferation and survival (2). Infected T cells express high-affinity IL-2 receptor in
a parasite-dependent manner (37). This explains the independence of
exogenous growth factors exhibited by T. parva-infected cells. To seal the loop,
upon elimination of the parasite, the cured cells necessitate the addition of IL-2 to
the culture medium, further supporting the hypothesis that infected T cells
produce their own growth factors (2). T. annulata-infected cells, however,
showed a decrease in the expression of IL-2Rα mRNA followed by an increase
after buparvaquone treatment. This points towards an intermediate-affinity IL2R
expression in T. annulata transformed cells (38). Other lymphokines produced by
T. parva-transformed cells are IFNα, IL-1α, IL-4 and IL-10 (2) and T. annulatainfected cells express IL-1α, IL-1β, IL-6, IL-10, TNFα and IL-12 (2).
Besides being a transcription factor, NF-kB was reported to be involved in cell
cycle progression and inhibition of programmed cell death (39). Given its
importance as a central transcription factor, NF-kB is constitutively activated by
T. parva and T. annulata to ensure continuous transcription of genes important to
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survival and proliferation. Positioned in the cytoplasm, the schizont activated NFkB by recruiting and accumulating IKK aggregates on its surface, thus activating
them by proximity-induced phosphorylation. Activated IKK tags cytoplasmic
inhibitors of NF-kB for degradation, IkBα and IkBβ, thus setting NF-kB free to
translocate to the cytoplasm and proceed to transcription. Inducing the pathway
via IKK activation, the parasite bypasses the upstream activation steps and
avoids regulatory signals (40).
Being a proto-oncogene typically activated in transformed cells, c-Myc activation
by Theileria is not a surprise (41). In Theileria-transformed cells, c-Myc’s
promoter is activated and its half-life is prolonged (40). Acting as a transcription
factor, c-Myc regulates transcription of cell cycle genes, anti-apoptotic genes and
microRNAs, among others (41) in species ranging from the flies to humans (42).
The broad range of functions executed by c-Myc appears to contribute greatly to
the proliferation and survival of Theileria-transformed cells (40).
CK2 has been shown to be transcriptionally, translationally and functionally upregulated in T. parva-infected lymphocytes (43). Furthermore, the CK2 mRNA
expression levels dropped upon parasite elimination (44). The same study
showed that in the presence of antisense CK2 oligonucleotides, thymidine
incorporation by T. annulata infected cells is inhibited by 50%, thus confirming a
role of CK2 in Theileria-induced proliferation. What is more, given that it has
been proposed to participate in tumorigenesis through regulation of cellular
growth and proliferation (45), the five to 12-fold increase in CK2 phosphorylation
in T. parva infected cells (46) points towards an essential role of CK2 in T. parva-
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induced transformation.

Figure 5: Pathways implicated in Theileria-induced transformation.
Reproduced from (14).

1.8

DIVISION SYNCHRONIZATION

Theileria is an obligate intracellular parasite, and in order to persist in a cell
population, it should guarantee a place in both daughter cells (47). Effectively,
and contrary to what was previously speculated, early microscopic observations
provided evidence that Theileria distributes into both daughter cells to increase
the number of infected cells (48). The same study proposed the involvement of
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the host cell’s mitotic apparatus. Later, Irvin and colleagues showed that the DNA
synthesis of the parasite and the host cell are asynchronous (49). The
mechanism by which Theileria divides over both daughter cells involves the host
cell’s mitotic machinery and specifically the mitotic kinase Polo-like kinase 1
(PlK1) (47). PlK1 plays a major role in cell cycle regulation, by promoting
centrosome maturation in late G2/early prophase. It also supports the
establishment of the bipolar spindle and phosphorylates and activates a number
of cell cycle effectors like cdc25C and the anaphase-promoting complex (APC).
But along with its role as an early trigger for G2/M transition, PlK1 is also
involved in other cell cycle stages like centrosome maturation, bipolar spindle
formation (50), contractile ring formation and furrow ingression (47).
It has been speculated, since 1964, that Theileria uses the host cell’s spindle
apparatus to divide over the daughter cells (48) and with the important role PlK1
plays in cell cycle progression, Schubert et al. studied the involvement of PlK1 in
the interaction between Theileria and the host cell’s spindle apparatus (47).
Schubbert and colleagues found that PlK1 accumulates on the parasite’s surface
in a biphasic manner, during G2 and at the onset of anaphase. The binding of
PlK1 to the parasite surface is mediated by its Polo-box domain. Another
observation is that de novo synthesized microtubules align closely with the
parasite surface. The staining of microtubules shows that PlK1 inhibition
abrogated the association of the central spindle microtubules to the parasite
surface, suggesting a role for PlK1 in the interaction between the central spindle
and the parasite. This prevented the parasite from splitting between the daughter
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cells (47). All in all, PlK1 binds to the parasite’s surface and mediates its
alignment to the central spindle microtubules, thus, the parasite evenly divides
over the daughter cells, along with the host’s chromosomes. This way Theileria
infects new cells without exiting the intracellular milieu.
Recently, Woods and colleagues reported that T. annulata parasites recruit a
component of the host cell’s microtubules, the end-binding protein 1 (EB1), to
attach to the plus ends of the host cell’s microtubules (51).

Figure 6: Interaction between Theileria schizont and mitotic microtubules.
Reproduced from (47).

1.9

INVASIVENESS

The development of clinical disease, tissue damage and mortality caused by T.
parva and T. annulata is due, in a large part, to the dissemination of infected cells
to remote lymphoid and non-lymphoid organs (52). As mentioned previously,
invasiveness is a common feature between Theileria-infected lymphocytes and
metastasizing cancer cells (53). In an attempt to understand the regulation of
infected cell’s invasiveness, Baumgartner studied the actin dynamics of T.
annulata infected macrophages. Baumgartner’s results showed that the parasite
targets host cell actin dynamics in lamellipodia and podosomes (54). First, time-
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lapse microscopy showed that the parasite reduces the random motility of the
macrophage but increases directed movement. This was further confirmed by
fluorescence

microscopy,

as

infected

cells

displayed

single,

actin-rich

lamellipodial protrusion while cured cells did not show such structures, instead,
they expressed multiple ruffles. The single lamellipodium becomes a site for
assembly of multi-proteins responsible for motility and proteolysis, thus giving the
infected cell a polarized morphology, which characterizes infected cells and
which was mistakenly attributed to the parasite’s presence inside the cell (54).
Besides directed motility, parasitized cells are characterized by their ability to
degrade the extracellular matrix. T. annulata-infected macrophages exhibit an
increase in production and activity of metalloproteinases, especially MMP-9.
These levels were reduced in cells attenuated by long-term cell culture (55).
Moreover, metalloproteinase inhibitors prevented infected cell’s dissemination in
mice (56), further proving the importance of metalloproteinases for Theileriainduced invasiveness.
This succession of events leads to the assembly of adhesion multi-proteins in a
polarized fashion, forming a single lamellipodium characterized by persistence
and proteolytic activity and limiting random motility, thus promoting directed
movement and invasiveness (57).
1.10

VACCINES AND TREATMENT

Despite the extensive efforts dedicated to the development of a safe, cheap and
potent recombinant vaccine against Theileria, such a vaccine is not yet available
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(40). After decades of research, the 30 years old live vaccination is still being
used for T. annulata. The infection and treatment method for immunization
against T. parva is still being used as well (40, 58). In both cases, the vaccinated
animals develop a pronounced immunity against subsequent infections (1).
However, those vaccines do not overcome the problems of cost, safety and
cross-strain protection as cattle that recover from T. parva infection develop a
strong protection against the same strain but fail to recover from infection by
heterologous strains (1). Other vaccine-related issues include availability,
logistics and severe reaction to vaccination (40). Cattle are vaccinated against T.
parva by inoculation of live parasites followed by administration of a theilericidal
drug. When immunized, cattle develop a strong cellular response against the
infected

cells

mediated,

histocompatibility

complex

almost

exclusively,

by

(MHC)-class-I-restricted

parasite-specific
CD8+

major

cytotoxic

T

lymphocytes (1). Several groups continued their quest for a recombinant vaccine.
As cattle immune against T. parva carry sporozoite-specific antibodies, mainly
targeting T. parva p67 surface protein, Nene et al. went on to generate several
recombinant forms of the protein and screened for a potential vaccine candidate
(59). Despite the neutralizing effect of the protein’s specific antibodies in vitro, the
level of protection by those candidates did not exceed 50% (60).
The vaccination against T. annulata is performed by infection with attenuated cell
lines produced by prolonged tissue culture of infected macrophage lines (61).
The attenuation of infected macrophages is accompanied by a reduced
expression of pro-inflammatory cytokines and MMP-9, important factors for
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invasiveness (52, 62).
The development of theilericidal drugs constituted an important tool for knocking
on/off the infection with Theileria parasites, which allowed a deeper analysis of
the molecular basis of infection and transformation (2). Buparvaquone, also
referred to as BW720c, is the most potent anti-theilerial drug developed to date
(63). Buparvaquone is a second-generation hydroxynaphtoquinone related to
parvaquone with the novel feature of tertiary-butyl moiety, which gives it features
for therapy and prophylaxis of all forms of theileriosis (17). This compound has
been tested in field studies and in laboratory studies and showed a high
efficiency against T. parva, T. annulata and T. sergenti. Buparvaquone targets
and inhibits electron transport at complex III the parasite’s mitochondrial
respiratory chain (64). This compound is 20 times more active than parvaquone
in curing infection by both T. parva and T. annulata (65). This is due to the longer
half-life and activity of buparvaquone compared to parvaquone (66) (7 days
versus 2 days and EC50 = 3*10-4 mg/L versus 6*10-3 mg/L respectively). Both
compounds have a low toxicity with an LD50 exceeding 8g/kg. Additionally,
buparvaquone

is

efficient

against

other

protozoan

parasites,

including

Plasmodium falciparum (67), Leishmania spp. (68) and Cryptosporidium parvum
(69).
Despite the high efficiency of buparvaquone, cases of resistance have arisen in
Tunisia (70) and Iran (63). This was shown to be related to the occurrence of
mutations in the binding site of buparvaquone on cytochrome b gene of T.
annulata. The sequencing of the mitochondrial cytochrome b gene of the drug-
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resistant parasites revealed two point mutations in the highly conserved drugbinding site, A to G at nucleotide 325 in the QO site region one and C to T at
nucleotide 697 in the QO site region two in six and one of the seven resistant
animals respectively, thus substituting serine (AGT) to glycine (GGT) and proline
(CCT) to serine (TCT) (63).

Figure 7: Chemical structure of buparvaquone.
Reproduced from (71).

1.11

SIGNIFICANCE AND AIM

Bishop et al. have analyzed the transcriptome of T. parva using massively
parallel signature sequencing (MPSS) revealing a low baseline transcription of
the majority of parasite genes. The transcriptome of T. annulata-infected cells
has also been studied and published before (72). However, no study has thus far
compared three different infected cell lines or analyzed the host cell’s mRNA and
miRNA before infection, during infection and after parasite elimination. In the
current study we also compare the transcriptome of infected virulent and
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attenuated cell lines. In an attempt to define the most important genes playing a
role in transformation as well as virulence we combine the three datasets to yield
four genes that, we believe, are crucial for the transformed phenotype of the host
cell as well as their virulence. Moreover, no study has thus far used next
generation sequencing to identify, with high precision, the set of lymphocyte
genes transcriptionally impacted by T. annulata infection. The miRNome of T.
annulata-infected cells has not been published before. This is the first study to
sequence and compare the miRNome of T. annulata-infected lymphocytes and
their uninfected counterparts.
This project aims to unravel the coding and non-coding transcriptional hallmarks
of T. annulata-induced transformation and parasite virulence. Although the
implication of several host-signaling pathways is well established, we are far from
fully understanding how the transforming Theileria species provoke the cancerlike phenotype of the host cell. We aim to provide an explanation to the causes of
Theileria-induced transformation and a definition to its true nature. We will
characterize the miRNome and the transcriptome of infected lymphocytes and
their uninfected counterparts, in addition to virulent and attenuated cell lines. By
combining these three datasets we will draw the transcriptional landscape of the
transformation and virulence of T. annulata-infected lymphocytes.
This study also aims to define the miRNome of T. annulata infected lymphocyte
and compare it to their uninfected counterparts. This approach allowed the
identification of miRNAs playing a role in the transformation and virulence of the
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infected cells. Using next generation sequencing the discovery of novel miRNAs
with a potential role in the phenotype of transformed and attenuated cells.
What is more, this study aims to define the T. annulata genes inducing virulence
and study the transcriptional landscape of the parasite in virulence and
attenuation. Finally, we aim to use the parasite ssRNA-seq data to re-annotate
the T. annulata genome
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CHAPTER

2:

TRANSCRIPTIONAL

ANALYSIS

OF

Theileria

annulata-

MEDIATED TRANSFORMATION AND ATTENUATION OF THE HOST CELLS

2.1

INTRODUCTION

The comprehensive understanding of the interaction between the host cell and
the infecting pathogen requires the identification of the genes differentially
expressed (DE) after infection. The phenotype of the host cell could be the result
of the parasite’s rewiring of the host cell’s transcriptional machinery or the host
cell’s response to infection.
Next-generation sequencing offers an unprecedented opportunity for studying
gene expression and is the most comprehensive method to study dynamics of
transcriptional changes at single nucleotide resolution. The advantages of RNAseq over probe-based technologies include species independence, high
sensitivity (Figure 8, wide dynamic range and discriminatory power in addition to
the lack of cross hybridization (73). Furthermore, the cost of high-resolution tiling
arrays representing the full transcriptome of a eukaryotic cell may exceed the
cost of RNA-seq (73).
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Figure 8: Advantages of RNA-Seq compared with other transcriptomics methods.
Reprinted from (74).

2.2

LITTERATURE REVIEW

In 2010, Chaussepied et al. studied the transcriptome of the virulent Ode cell line
and its attenuated counterpart Ode (75). The virulent (Vir) Ode cell line is used at
low passage while its attenuated (Att) counterpart has reached this status by
prolonged passaging. This study has used microarray analysis and found that
TGF-β2 expression is reduced in the attenuated ode cell line and inferred the
important role played by TGF-β2 in the invasiveness and virulence of the parasite
(75).
The transcriptome of T. annulata-infected leukocytes was studied again in 2012
by the group of Brian Shiels, this time using the bovine lymphosarcoma cell line
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BL20 and its T. annulata-infected counterpart TBL20 B cell line model (76). This
study compared the gene expression levels of BL20 and TBL20 cells with or
without stimulation with lipopolysaccharide (LPS) and concluded that LPS
stimulation of BL20 induces gene expression changes similar to those induced
by T. annulata to TBL20 cells. One year later, the same group published another
study comparing the transcriptome of BL20 and TBL20 cells with or without
treatment with the antithelerial drug buparvaquone (BPQ) (72). However, none of
the aforementioned studies has used the powerful tool of NGS in order to unravel
the full dynamic of the transcriptome of T. annulata-infected cells and that of the
attenuated (Att) Ode cell line.

2.3

SIGNIFICANCE

The parasitic infection of eukaryotic cells commences a series of chemical and
signal transduction cascades that originate from altered gene expression levels
in the host cell. The changes initiated by parasitic infection helps in the survival of
the infecting agent. The identification and analysis of the genes DE upon
infection allows the understanding of the pathways and processes that are
caused by the pathogenic infection. In the case of transforming pathogens, the
DE genes may be hijacked by the pathogen to guarantee its survival and
proliferation. T. annulata is a transforming Theileria parasite. T. annulata
changes the phenotype of the host cell to a cancer–like phenotype, marked by all
the six hallmarks of cancer. The ability to change the phenotype of the host cell
in such a drastic manner reflects the ability of the parasite to manipulate the host
cell’s signal transduction pathways and alter the expression pattern of genes
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important for survival, proliferation and metabolism. It is well established that T.
annulata modulates the host cell’s gene expression and hijack its signaling
cascades profoundly (77-79). However, the transcriptome of T. annulata -infected
cells has not been investigated using the powerful tool of NGS before. This is the
first study in which deep RNA-seq is used to generate a high coverage datasets
for a precise analysis of gene expression levels between infected and un-infected
cells. What is more, the results presented in this chapter are generated from
three different cell lines to study transcriptional changes linked to the
transformation of the host and the virulence of the parasite.

2.4

AIM

The aim of this chapter is to define the changes introduced by T. annulata to the
transcriptional activity of the host cell and define the up- and down-regulated
genes upon host cell infection and parasite attenuation. While the changes
induced by the parasite to the NFκB (80), c-Myc (81), JAK/STAT (41) and PI3K
(82), among other pathways, are well established, other pathways responsible for
the transformation phenotype are yet to be defined. Using deep sequencing we
have obtained three datasets of DE genes describing the transcriptional Atlas of
transformed and attenuated cell lines. The comparison between the three
datasets allowed us to define four genes we present here as genes likely playing
key roles in host cell transformation and parasite virulence. In addition to the
information on up and down-regulated genes after T. annulata infection, after
parasite elimination or due to parasite attenuation, the transcriptome data will
complement the miRNome study, as the RNA-seq data will refine the list the of
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DE miRNAs targets by showing the inverse correlation between these later and
their respective target genes.

We also aim, to define the pathways and

mechanisms activated or repressed during infection, attenuation or after parasite
elimination.

2.5

RESULTS

2.5.1 SEQUENCING STATISTICS AND DATA QUALITY
We have sequenced the mRNA of the T. annulata -infected TBL20 and TBL3
cells and their uninfected counterparts in addition to the attenuated and virulent
(Vir) cell lines Ode Att and Vir (83). The sequencing using the Illumina platform
Hiseq2000 yielded on average 34.4 M reads per sample and a mapping
percentage between 79.76% and 88.81% (Table 1). The read quality of all
samples was good as shown by their clean reads (all above 94%) and mapping
percentage. We have mapped the sequencing reads to the Bos taurus genome
btau7, version Btau 4.6.1.The clustering of all samples shows that biological
replicates cluster together (Figure 9a). All samples have comparable FPKM
values as shown in the area and box plots in figure 9 making them comparable
(Figure 9 b and c). These results reflect the good quality of the sequencing data.
The transcriptome analysis workflow is illustrated in appendix 1.
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Table 1 Sequencing statistics of all datasets.

Statistical
analysis

All conditions
BL20

TBL20

BL3

TBL3

Ode Vir

Ode Att

Number of Raw
Reads

1.35E+07 2.20E+07

4.30E+07

5.03E+07

4.62E+07

5.18E+07

Raw bases

6.88E+08 1.12E+09

4.34E+09

5.08E+09

4.66E+09

5.24E+09

Number
of
Clean Reads

1.34E+07 2.19E+07

4.07E+07

4.81E+07

4.51E+07

5.06E+07

94.7

95.55

97.69

97.64

3.61E+07

4.11E+07

3.69E+07

4.04E+07

%
of
Reads

Clean

Mapped
Sequences
(btau7 genome)

99.65

99.73

1.19E+07 1.78E+07
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Figure 9: Quality of sequenced samples.
(a) Clustering of all samples. (b and c) FPKM distribution of all samples.
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2.5.2 IDENTIFICATION OF DEGS AFTER INFECTION AND ATTENUATION
The analysis of differential gene expression using the CuffDiff2 pipeline (84) has
identified 7707, 6394 and 2778 genes significantly DE between BL20/TBL20,
BL3/TBL3 and Att and Vir Ode cells, respectively, with an alpha value of 0.05
(Figure 10 a). In order to increase the confidence in the differential gene
expression analysis we have analyzed the sequencing data using two additional
tools: DESeq2 and baySeq. We have set the following thresholds to call a gene
DE:
a. q<0.05 and FC>2 for CuffDiff2
b. padj<0.05 and FC>2 for DeSeq2q
c. FDR< 0.05 and FC>2 for baySeq
The final list of DEGs from each cell line pair is the result of the intersection of
the DEGs from all three pipelines. Consequently, the number of DEGs has
dropped significantly (Figure 10 b). This approach allows the minimization of the
total number of DEGs for further analysis and guarantees the stringent selection
of the most significant DEGs.
The analysis of the chromosomal distribution of DEGs identified in the three
datasets reveals that the listed genes are evenly distributed throughout the
bovine genome’s chromosomes (Figure 11). The comparison between the genes
DE in the two infected cell lines shows a good similarity in the distribution and
FC. However, the profiles are not identical.
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Figure 10: Differentially expressed genes in TBL20, TBL3 and att Ode cells.
(a) DE genes between all datasets at α<0.05. (b) Histogram showing the
number of up- (red) and down (green) -regulated genes in all 3 datasets.
Venn diagram of DEGs in all 3 datasets analyzed by CuffDiff2, DESeq2 and
baySeq. The intersection between the 3 pipelines reflects the number of upand down-regulated genes.
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Figure 11: Chromosomal distribution of DEGs.
Outer ring: chromosomes of the Bos taurus genome (Btau 4.6.1). Second
outer ring: map of the DEGs in BL20/TBL20. Third outer ring: map of the
DEGs in BL3/TBL3. Inner ring: map of the DEGs in Vir/Att Ode. Each dot
represents 1 gene. Up-regulated genes are represented by red dots and
down-regulated genes by green dots.
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2.5.3 BIOLOGICAL FUNCTIONS OF DEGS
In order to understand the biological and molecular functions and gain insight into
the KEGG pathways linked to the genes DE after infection we have analyzed the
GO terms of the up- and down-regulated genes in each list. We have identified
the most enriched biological processes, KEGG pathways and molecular
functions of DEGs in BL20/TBL20 and BL3/TBL3 (Figures 12 and 13).
The most enriched biological processes in DEGs up-regulated in TBL20 cells
based on gene numbers in each GO term list are intracellular signaling cascade,
protein amino acid phosphorylation, positive regulation of macromolecule
metabolic process, regulation of cell proliferation, defense response and cell
adhesion. The KEGG pathways include pathways in cancer, cytokine-cytokine
receptor interaction, focal adhesion and axon guidance. The enriched molecular
functions of the up-regulated DEGs in TBL20 show a high transcriptional upregulation of calcium ion binding proteins, followed by GTPase regulator activity
and phosphoric diester hydrolase activity while the down-regulated genes in
TBL20 show enrichment for biological processes including intracellular signaling
cascade, phosphate metabolic process, immune response, regulation of cell
death and regulation of proliferation. The most enriched KEGG pathways of the
down-regulated genes include antigen processing and presentation, B cell
receptor signaling and primary immunodeficiency. The down-regulated genes are
highly enriched in purine nucleotide, purine ribonucleotide and ATP binding
proteins.
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BL20/TBL20 DEGs GO terms
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Figure 12: GO terms analysis of DEGs in BL20/TBL20.

Most enriched GO terms of biological processes, KEGG pathways and

molecular functions in BL20/TBL20 up- and down-regulated DEGs. Up-

regulated genes are represented by red bars and down-regulated genes by
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Similarly, the analysis of GO terms in TBL3 reveals an enrichment for upregulated genes in biological processes such as oxidation reduction, protein
amino acid phosphorylation, lipid biosynthetic process, response to organic
substance and cell activation. The up-regulated DEGs KEGG pathways are
pathways in cancer, regulation of actin cytoskeleton and Toll-like receptor
signaling pathways. The enriched molecular functions in TBL3 up-regulated
genes show a high enrichment in ion binding and nucleotide binding functions.
The TBL3 down-regulated genes show enrichment in biological processes such
as intracellular signaling cascade, phosphorylation and, similarly to TBL20 cells,
immune response and regulation of cell death. The down-regulated pathways
include pathways in cancer, chemokine signaling pathway and focal adhesion
and finally the enriched molecular functions include purine nucleotide binding,
protein kinase activity and carbohydrate binding. Interestingly, and in contrast to
TBL20 cells, calcium ion binding is enriched in down-regulated genes in TBL3.
This does not necessarily mean that the pathway is up-regulated in TBL20 and
down-regulated in TBL3 but rather that molecules involved in the regulation of
calcium ion binding, either positively or negatively, are up-regulated in TBL20
and down-regulated in TBL3. These terms are generally in accordance with the
phenotype of the TBL20 and TBL3 cells (Figure 13).
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Figure 13: GO terms analysis of DEGs in BL3/TBL3.

Most enriched GO terms of biological processes, KEGG pathways and

molecular functions in BL3/TBL3 up- and down-regulated DEGs. Up regulated

genes are represented by red bars and downregulated genes by green bars.
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2.5.4 TOP DEGS IN INFECTED AND ATTENUATED HOST CELLS
In order to define the genes most affected by transformation and attenuation of T.
annulata -infected cells we have identified the top ten DEGs in each dataset
based on fold change, (Figure 14, Table 2). The highest up-regulated DEG in
TBL20 is LOC101904981, a gene encoding for a hypothetical protein. The
second most up-regulated DEG is EMP1, a membrane glycoprotein proposed to
play a role in cell-cell interaction and cell proliferation and found highly expressed
in brain tumor cells, undifferentiated embryonic stem cells and during cell
proliferation (85). VWA5A, ANXA5 and MMP9 are the next highest up-regulated
genes after T. annulata infection of BL20 cells. In the exception of VWA5A, which
is hypothesized to be a tumor suppressor, ANXA5 and MMP9 are highly
expressed in different cancer types and linked to inflammation and cellular
growth and tumor invasion and angiogenesis, respectively (86). The high level of
up-regulation of VWA5A in TBL20 raises questions about the role played by this
gene, supposedly a tumor suppressor, in the transformation process of T.
annulata -infected cells, especially that the same gene in one of the top five
down-regulated genes after attenuation. The top down-regulated genes in TBL20
cells are LAIR1, ZNF512B, SPADH1, LOC789591 and LOC524810. The last two
genes encode hypothetical proteins, SPADH1 stimulates progesterone secretion
and cell division of bovine granulosa cells, ZNF512B is a transcription factor with
unknown function and LAIR1 is a strong inhibitor of natural killer cell-mediated
cytotoxicity. Moreover, LAIR1 is an inhibitory receptor which down-regulates
immunoglobulin and cytokine production by B lymphocytes (87). The down-
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regulation of LAIR1 may have an effect on the ability of the infected lymphocyte
to fight and clear infection. Loss of expression of LAIR1 is observed during B cell
proliferation (88).
Likewise in TBL3 ZBTB32, IL21R, LOC100850168, IL6R and CCDC102A are
the top five up-regulated genes, reflecting a strong induction of proliferation and
inflammation in TBL3 cells (89-91). On the other hand, the five most downregulated genes in TBL3 cells are KRT6C, BGN, MATK, CPEB1 and EXOC3L2.
The biological functions of these genes include inhibition of cell growth and
induction of cellular senescence (92-94), functions that should be down-regulated
in order to guarantee the continuous proliferation and resistance to apoptosis to
the infected-cells.
In the attenuated Ode cell line, the most highly up-regulated genes are CYTL1,
PTPRT, LOC100848898, ZNF608 and CHDH. The most up-regulated gene,
CYTL1, promotes cellular differentiation (95), a feature lost in the infected cells.
PTPRT, the second most up-regulated gene is a tumor suppressor (96). The top
5 up-regulated genes list includes also LOC100848898; a hypothetical protein,
ZNF608; a protein of unknown function but found down-regulated in many
cancers (97) and CHDH; a protein required for the dehydrogenation of choline in
mitochondria (98). On the other hand, the most down-regulated gene in Att Ode
is SKAP2, a gene known to promote tumor invasion and metastasis through the
regulation of podosome formation in macrophages (99). The rest of the top 5
down-regulated genes are MUM1L1 which is of unknown function, VWA5A which
is a candidate tumor suppressor (100) and HMGN3 and CDKN2A, both up-
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regulated in cancer cells (101, 102). Again, the down-regulation of VWA5A raises
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Figure 14: Top differentially expressed genes in the three datasets.
Circos plot (103) showing the top 5 up- and down-regulated DEGs in
BL20/TBL20, BL3/TBL3 and Att/Vir Ode.

Table 2: Top 10 DEGs in infected and attenuated cell lines.

Log2 FC

2.65E-7
8.38E-9
6.36E-5
1.13E-3
5.32E-5
1.28E-6
1.80E-8
6.46E-9
3.10E-9
8.72E-13

Att Ode vs Vir Ode
CYTL1
é6.20
PTPRT
é6.01
LOC1008488
é4.12
98
ZNF608
é3.45
CHDH
é3.37
CDKN2A
ê6.55
MUM1L1
ê7.04
VWA5A
ê7.28
HMGN3
ê7.49
SKAP2
ê8.50

0
1.94E-10
1.39E-15
0
0
1.86E-15
1.22E-11
4.05E-11
2.23E-11
0
0
0
0
0
0
2.05E-6
8.60E-9
1.07E-10
1.04E-7
6.70E-10

é9.44
é9.12
é9.08
é9.38
é8.89
ê7.08
ê7.70
ê7.32
ê7.62
ê7.97

FDR

DEGs in TBL3 vs BL3
ZBTB32
é10.14
IL21R
é10.07
LOC1008501
é9.49
68
IL6R
é9.19
CCDC102A
é9.10
EXOC3L2
ê3.62
CPEB1
ê 3.65
MATK
ê3.71
BGN
ê3.86
KRT6C
ê4.25

LOC1019049
81
EMP1
VWA5A
ANXA5
MMP9
LOC524810
LOC789591
SPADH1
ZNF512B
LAIR1

DEGs in TBL20 vs BL20

Gene symbol

Promotes cellular differentiation.
Tumor suppressor
Hypothetical protein
Unknown function. Down-regulated in many human cancers
Catalyzes the dehydrogenation of choline in mitochondria. Required in mitophagy.
Up-regulated in head and neck squamous cell cancer
Unknown function
May play a role in tumorigenesis as a tumor suppressor
Enhances access to nucleosomes, chromatin unfolding, and transcription from chromatin
Regulates podosome formation in macrophages to promote tumor invasion and metastasis

TF involved in proliferation of natural killer T-cells in response to viral infections
Potently promote the proliferation of both memory and naive phenotype CD8+ T cells
Hypothetical protein
Stimulates cellular responses like proliferation, differentiation and activation of inflammation
Associated with diabetic cataract
Associated with VEGFR-2 phosphorylation and VEGFA-directed migration of endothelial cells
Involved in translational control and promotes cellular senescence
Plays a role in signal transduction and suppresses cell growth and proliferation
Involved in regulation of cellular adhesion, migration and inhibits growth of cancer cells
Unknown biological function

Hypothetical protein
Plays a role in cell-cell interactions and cell proliferation. Highly expressed during proliferation
May play a role in tumorigenesis as a tumor suppressor
Plays a potential role in inflammation, cellular signal transduction, differentiation and growth
Degrades extracellular matrix. Promotes tumor invasion, migration and angiogenesis
Hypothetical protein
Hypothetical protein
Stimulates progesterone secretion and cell division of bovine granulosa cells
Transcription factor with unknown function
Inhibitory receptor, down-regulates immunoglobulin and cytokine production by B lymphocytes

Biological function

(95)
(96)
(97)
(98)
(102)
(100)
(101)
(114)

(89)
(90)
(91)
(108)
(109)
(94, 110)
(93)
(111, 112)
(113)

(85)
(100)
(104, 105)
(86)
(106)
(107)
(87)

Reference
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2.5.5 KEY GENES FOR TRANSFORMATION AND VIRULENCE
In order to define the genes crucial for the transformation and virulence of T.
annulata-infected cells we have compared the three lists of DEGs obtained from
BL20/TBL20, BL3/TBL3 and Ode Vir/Att cell lines and identified the DEGs
common in the three datasets (Figure 15). Seven genes are DE in all three
datasets: TAP, MMP9, IL4i1, RASGRP1, CYBB, SEPP1 and GZMA. However,
the genes playing a role in both the transformation and virulence of the host cell
and virulence of the parasite are the ones inversely DE between the three
datasets, i.e. Up-regulated after infection and down-regulated in attenuation, and
vice versa. This approach allowed us to identify a set of four genes (MMP9,
SEPP1, GZMA and RASGRP1) that we identify as high confidence and highly
DEGs playing a role in the transformation of the host cell and the virulence of the
parasite (Figure 16 a). The biological functions of MMP9, SEPP1, GZMA and
RASGRP1 are metastasis formation and cell invasion, selenium transport,
peptide cleavage by immune cells and regulation of B cell-development and
homeostasis and differentiation, respectively (Table 3).
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Figure 15: Genes commonly DE in the three datasets.
The circular plot represents the Bos taurus chromosome in BL20/TBL20 (oragne), BL3/TBL3 (blue) and Att/Vir
Ode (purple). The connecting lines represents genes DE in 2 or more datasets. The heatmaps represent the
genes DE in each dataset.
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a

Sequencing and qRt-PCR fold change results of the genes commonly
differentially expressed in BL20/TBL20, BL3/TBL3 and Ode Vir/Att datasets
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Figure 16: DEGs potentially playing a role in host cell transformation and
virulence.
(a) Venn diagram of the genes inversely DE in TBL20, TBL3 and att Ode cells.
(b) qRT-PCR confirmation of the genes inversely DE in TBL20, TBL3 and att
Ode cells.
Table 3: DEGs potentially playing a role in host cell transformation and virulence

8.87

-3.95

-2.87

-3.55

SEPP1

GzmA

RasGRP1

8.29

0

0

1.45E-05

-1.78

-2.25

1.97E-41

1.97E-41

1.2

1.02

2.63

-2.13

2.15E-15

Required for correct
functioning of lymphocytes in
chronic infections

(117)

(116)

(115)

(86)

Metastasis formation, cancer
cells invasion
Tumor suppressor. Pays a
role in the defense
mechanism against
trypanosomiasis.

Reference

Biological function

Plays a role in killing pathogen
infected cells and cancer
9.14E-21
cells.

1.01E-140

5.14E-94

Log2
Log2 FC
FC
Adj p value
Adj p value
(ATT)
(TBL3)

8.74E-174 -1.54 3.75E-248

0

Log2 FC
Adj p value
(TBL20)

MMP9

Gene
symbol
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2.5.6 QT-PCR CONFIRMATION OF THE SEQUENCING RESULTS
To confirm the sequencing results, we performed qRT-PCR on randomly
selected 22 genes in addition to the four genes identified as potential players in
both transformation and virulence (Figures 16 b and 17). GAPDH was used as a
reference gene as it has been identified by Kinnaird et al. as the best constitutive
control in BL20 cells (72). The qRT-PCR confirmation was conducted on
BL20/TBL20 and BL3/TBL3 cells. 22 genes were randomly selected for qRTPCR validation, all of which confirm the RNA-seq pattern. The fold change
averages of these genes were calculated and found to mostly correlate with
RNA-seq results, thus confirming our transcriptome data. The primers of all
genes are shown in Appendix 2.
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Figure 17: qRT-PCR confirmation of randomly selected genes in BL20 and BL3.
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2.6 DISCUSSION
The dramatic phenotypic changes introduced by T. annulata to its host cell reflect
a profound impact on the transcriptional landscape of these cells. A similar
conclusion was previously made by Kinnaird et al. by using comparative
microarray analysis of BL20 and TBL20 cells (72). This study has identified the
annotated genes DE after transformation of B lymphocytes by T. annulata and
after 24 h and 48 h of treatment with the antitheilerial drug buparvaquone. In an
elegant approach the DEGs were categorized in subgroups of reversibly and
irreversibly altered genes after parasite elimination and priority in analysis was
given to the reversibly altered genes as these are more likely to be under direct
control of the parasite. Functional analysis of this subgroup identified chromatin
structure modifiers, cytokines and growth factors, ion channels and transporters
and receptors (72).
Given the existence of this published data on the transcriptome of TBL20, we
have compared our RNA-seq results with the microarrays data previously
published by Kinnaird et al. (72). The comparison of the fold change values of the
top ranking up- and down-regulated genes in Kinnaird’s study and our data
reveals an overall similarity in the obtained results, providing further reliability to
our results (Appendix 3).
However, no study has, up to date, looked at the genes DE in three independent
cell lines commonly infected with T. annulata nor has any study published so far
use the strength of next generation sequencing to unravel the transcriptional
changes introduced by T. annulata to its host cell or adjusted by the host as a
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response to the parasite. This study represents the most comprehensive
transcriptome analysis of T. annulata host cells performed thus far as a result of
the use of sequencing, which yields clean, accurate and large dynamic range
results compared to microarrays. Moreover, our analysis method is based on the
use of three independent pipelines to provide a high level of confidence in the
results.
In this study, we provide a holistic view on the transcriptional landscape of two T.
annulata-infected cell lines and their un-infected counterparts and identify the
infection-affected transcripts. We have used two independent T. annulata –
infected B cell lines in an attempt to shed light on the genes manipulated by the
parasite in different backgrounds and identify the similarities and differences
between the transcriptional landscapes of the two transformed cell lines. The
comparison of the lists of DEGs in TBL20 and TBL3 cell lines reveals significant
differences; 33% of the genes up-regulated in TBL3 are up-regulated in TBL20
and 38% of the genes down-regulated in TBL3 are down-regulated in TBL20
(Appendix 4 a and b). These results are due mainly to the stringency of our
analysis method and to the transcriptional differences between the un-infected
cell lines BL20 and BL3 (Appendix 4 c). Consequently, the top up- and downregulated genes are not identical in TBL20 and TBL3.
However, the functional analysis of the TBL20 and TBL3 DEGs reveals overall
similarity in the pathways and biological functions activated or repressed by T.
annulata and consistent with the phenotype of the transformed host cells.
Biological processes such as cell activation, regulation of adhesion and
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migration, response to organic substances and amino acid phosphorylation are
enriched in the lists of up-regulated genes in TBL20 and TBL3. Likewise,
biological processes such as regulation of proliferation, regulation of cell death
and immune response are enriched in the lists of down-regulated genes in
TBL20 and TBL3 reflecting the commonalities between the two infected cell lines.
Expectedly, the biological processes and KEGG pathways enriched in the two
infected cell lines match their observed phenotype.
We identify four genes as potential key dual players in the transformation and
virulence of the host cells by intersecting the lists of DEGs from the three
sequencing datasets. The only gene up-regulated in TBL3 and TBL20 and downregulated in attenuated Ode is MMP9. This gene has been extensively
investigated in several Theileria-related studies. Baylis and colleagues were the
first to detect the overexpression of MMP9 in T. annulata-infected leukocytes and
link the pro-metastatic properties of MMP9 to the transformed phenotype of the
host cell. Cock-Rada et al. identified SMYD3 as an epigenetic regulator of MMP9 transcription through its binding to the MMP9 promoter (118). The existence of
this gene, along with others previously described in the literature, within our list of
highly up-regulated genes gives us strong confidence in our sequencing results
and analysis method. We identify three more genes playing a role in the host cell
transformation and the parasite’s virulence. These genes are SEPP1, GZMA and
RASGRP1 and are all transcriptionally down-regulated upon infection and upregulated after attenuation.
SEPP1 is a tumor suppressor gene acting through the reduction of oxidative
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stress by limiting reactive oxygen species (ROS) (115); The expression of
SEPP1 is reduced in many cancer types. Moreover, decreased SEPP1 levels
beget stem cell characteristics, proliferation, DNA damage, increased ROS
production and modulation of WNT signaling (119). SEPP1 plays also a role in
the defense mechanism against trypanosomiasis (120). SEPP1 repression in T.
annulata-infected leukocytes has been previously observed by Durrani (121).
The increased levels of SEPP1 in Att Ode cells correlates with their attenuated
phenotype and reflects the weakened ability of the parasite to control the
transcriptional levels of SEPP1 mRNA.
GZMA is a serine protease playing a role in killing pathogen-infected cells and
cancer cells through a caspase-independent pathway and is released via granule
exocytosis to infected or transformed cells marked for elimination (116). GZMA-/mice challenged with viral infections (Ectromelia virus and herpes virus) (122,
123), fungal infection (Candida albicans and Aspergillus fumigatus) (124), or
filarial infections (Litomosoides sigmodontis) (125) are more susceptible to
infection, suggesting a role of GzmA in resistance to infection and its involvement
in an anti-parasitic defense mechanism. This role is hypothesized to be
accomplished by a mechanism distinct from the cytolitic pathway (122). GZMA
also drives high levels of ROS in mitochondria causing oxidative stress, a
phenotype observed in Att Ode (126). The down-regulation of GZMA in T.
annulata-infected cells and its up-regulation in the Att Ode cells is in accordance
with the inability of the first to clear infection and the high ROS levels present in
the second.
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The last inversely DEG between infected and Att cells is RasGRP1. RasGRP1 is
required for the correct functioning of T lymphocytes challenged with bacterial
and viral infections. RasGRP1-/- mice exhibit a weakened and dysfunctional
immune system resulting from exhausted T cells characterized by increased
activation, proliferation and delayed pathogen clearance (117). This phenotype is
due to the persistent activation of T cells as a result of chronic infections (127).
2.7 CONCLUSION
Overall this study provides a comprehensive insight into the transcriptional
changes induced by T. annulata to the host cell and identifies a set of genes
potentially included in determining the transformation and virulence of T.
annulata-infected lymphocytes. By merging the lists of DEGs in the infected B
cell lines TBL20 and TBL3 as compared to their un-infected counterparts BL20
and BL3 and intersecting them to the list of DEGs after infection we have
obtained a list of 4 genes which are inversely DE in infection and attenuation.
These

genes

comprise

the

well

characterized

in

Theileria-mediated

transformation, MMP9, a metalloproteinase over-expressed in Theileria-infected
cells and conferring their metastatic properties (128). Another gene on this list is
SEPP1, a tumor suppressor gene down-regulated in many cancers and acting
through reduction of oxidative stress by limiting ROS (115), modulation of WNT
signaling (119), limiting DNA damage and conferring defense mechanisms
against trypanosomiasis (120). The other 2 genes in this list are GZMA and
RasGRP1, both implicated in host cell defense against pathogenic infections and
cancer cells (116, 117, 122, 123). RasGRP1 is also implicated in a phenotype of
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chronically infected B and T cells, i.e., cell exhaustion (127).
Unlike MMP9, SEPP1, GZMA and RasGRP1 have not been described in
Theileria infection before. To our knowledge, this is the first study reporting the
differential expression of these genes in infected and attenuated cell lines, as
compared to their un-infected and virulent counterparts, respectively.
Finally, Our RNA-seq data provides a guiding platform for the full transcriptional
landscape of BL20, TBL20, BL3, TBL3 attenuated and virulent Ode cell lines for
future Theileria-related research and could be used as an input for potential
bovine genome re-annotation.
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CHAPTER

3:

ANALYSIS

OF

Theileria

annulata-

MEDIATED

TRANSFORMATION AND ATTENUATION OF THE HOST CELLS microRNome

3.1 INTRODUCTION
Non-coding RNAs (ncRNAs) are functional RNAs transcribed from DNA, but not
translated into proteins. ncRNAs have long been considered as non-functional.
However, it is now well established that ncRNAs play a role in regulating gene
expression at the transcriptional and post-transcriptional level (129-131). The
best-characterized short ncRNAs are the 18 to 25 nucleotide long microRNAs
(miRNAs). miRNAs were discovered in 1993 by Ambros et al. when they found
the genetic locus of lin-4 in Caenorhabditis elegans and described its antisense
complementarity to lin-14 (132). In this study, miRNAs were described as
regulators of developmental timing. Later studies on miRNAs showed that they
have an inhibitory effect on target genes leading to their decreased expression
(133, 134).
miRNAs are transcribed by RNA polymerase II into primary miRNAs (pri-miRNA)
which get processed in two steps by Drosha and Dicer into 70 nt precursor
miRNAs (pre-miRNA) then into a 20 nt miRNA duplex, respectively. The first
step takes place in the nucleus after which the pri-miRNA is transported by
exportin-5 into the cytoplasm. One of the two strands of the 20 nt long miRNA
duplex binds to the argonaute and TNRC6 proteins to form the miRNA-loaded
RNA-induced silencing complex (miRISC) (Figure 19). This complex is capable
of silencing mRNAs bearing complete or partial similarity to the miRNA seed
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region. The seed region of a miRNA is a 6-8 nt long sequence present at the 5’
region of the miRNA. This region defines the targets of the miRNA as any mRNA
with complete or partial complementarity present, mostly, at the 3’ untranslated
region (UTR) of the mRNA. After binding to its target, the miRISC complex
causes the mRNA degradation through a variety of methods including mRNA
deadenylation and cleavage and translation repression (135). However, recent
studies report that this class of non-coding RNAs can also play the role in the
positive regulation of the target mRNAs through transcript stabilization (136),
promoting transcription (137) or translation stimulation (138).
The up- or down-regulation of miRNAs can cause drastic changes to normal
gene expression. This is due to the fact that miRNAs have up to hundreds of
mRNA

targets.

Changes

to

gene

expression

can

lead

to

malignant

transformation, especially if the targets of the DE miRNA include genes which
regulate cell homeostasis, proliferation, cell cycle progression, adhesion or
invasion (139, 140). Moreover, certain miRNAs are regulated by positive
feedback regulatory loops or mutual negative feedback loops. These regulatory
circuits exponentially amplify the phenotypic effect of miRNA expression (141). It
is thus estimated that miRNAs can regulate up to 60% of the human
transcriptome (142).
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Figure 18: microRNAs biogenesis and mode of action.
Reprinted from (143).

3.2 LITERATURE REVIEW
Post-transcriptional control of gene expression by miRNAs is increasingly
recognized as a central part of the host/pathogen interaction.

The role of

miRNAs in bacterial (144, 145), viral (146) and protozoan (147) infections is now
well established. Recently let-7 was identified as a modulator of macrophage
immune response to infection with Mycobacterium tuberculosis via targeting the
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NF-κB inhibitor A20 (148). Viral infections by several DNA viruses, including
adenovirus, polyomavirus and herpesvirus, are characterized by the expression
of miRNAs to regulate viral replication and pathogenesis through the targeting of
host as well as viral mRNAs (146). Viruses also manipulate the host cell’s miRNA
expression by two possible manners: (i) they increase the expression of host
miRNAs that favor viral replication or (ii) they express proteins that antagonize
host miRNAs which play a role in host immunity (149).
The importance of miRNAs in T. annulata infection has been first demonstrated
by the study of Marsolier et al. in which miR-155 was shown to be induced
through c-Jun activation and AP-1 activity. The authors of this study identify
DET1 as a novel target of miR-155. In T. annulata-infected cells, the
overexpression of miR-155 represses the DET1 protein, which is involved in

c-Jun degradation by ubiquitination. The stability of c-Jun drives the activity
of the BIC promoter, which contains miR-155, completing the positive
feedback loop regulating miR-155 expression in T. annulata-infected
leukocytes (150). This study was the first to describe the role of miRNAs in
T. annulata infection and the importance of the oncogenic miRNA miR-155

in the transformed induced by the parasite.
3.3 SIGNIFICANCE

With the advances in sequencing technologies and the continuous decrease in
sequencing cost, genome-scale miRNA profiling is more affordable. Recently, a
plethora of studies have described the miRNome of different organisms, tissues
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and cell types, identifying processes regulated by miRNAs, including
establishment and maintenance of tissue differentiation and organismal
development (151-155). Furthermore, miRNA profiling of disease versus healthy
tissues has shed light into the involvement of miRNAs in the progression of
diseases such as HIV (156), cardiovascular and autoimmune diseases (157) and
cancer (158-160).
The number of mature miRNAs in the human genome is currently 1881 (release
21, June 2014), whereas mRNAs are estimated at ~30,000. One miRNA can
regulate hundreds of mRNAs and, consequently, have a drastic effect on gene
expression networks (161). Therefore, miRNome profiling can be especially rich
in information as the changes in expression of many genes can be captured
through the expression of one DE miRNA (162). Given the essential role miRNAs
play in both normal and aberrant cell conditions, we believe that the cancer-like
phenotype of T. annulata-infected cells can be explained, at least partially, by a
change in the expression pattern of miRNAs in the host cell. Although the
miRNome of T. annulata-infected cells has been profiled and published by
Weitzman and colleagues (150), our study is unique in four aspects:
(i)

The current study is based on miRNA-seq data, a technology superior to

microarray chips in detecting low abundance miRNAs and differentiating
biological isoforms. NGS also has a broader dynamic range of quantification,
thus allowing detection of DE miRNAs with a high FC. What is more, NGS avoids
technical issues of microarray such as non-specific hybridization, cross-
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hybrididzation and limited detection of individual probes. More importantly,
because miRNA-seq does not rely on pre-designed detection probes, it allows
the discovery of novel miRNAs (163).
(ii)

In order to study the reversal of transformation after T. annulata

elimination, we have sequenced the miRNome of T. annulata-infected cells after
various time points following BPQ treatment. The previous study to the T.
annulata-infected cells miRNome used one time point after BPQ-treatment,
which is 64h.
(iii)

The study of Marsolier and colleagues focused on one miRNA, miR-155,

because of its involvement in many known cancers. Other DE miRNAs were not
described in their study. Here, we describe all DE known and novel miRNAs.
(iv)

We use the B20/TBL20 cell lines, while the cell type used in the study by

Marsolier et al. was BL3/TBL3.
3.4 AIM
By sequencing the miRNome of T. annulata-infected cells and comparing it to
both un-infected and BPQ-treated counterparts we aim to unravel the role of
miRNAs in the reprogramming of the host cell after infection and parasite death.
What is more, and thanks to the use of high-throughput sequencing with high
coverage, we aim to identify candidate novel miRNAs. These candidate novel
miRNAs might be DE and play a role in T. annulata-mediated transformation of
the host cell. miRNAs are increasingly being linked to cancer early detection,
management and treatment (164). Given the cancer-like phenotype of T.
annulata-infected cells, the identification of the miRNome of infected and non-
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infected cell lines is an important step to understand the host cell transformation
mechanism by T. annulata.
3.5 RESULTS

3.5.1 SEQUENCING STATISTICS
We have sequenced small RNA libraries from three biological replicates of BL20,
untreated and BPQ-treated TBL20 cells on Hiseq2000 platform. We have
obtained on average 3.721 million reads per sample with an average mapping
rate of 94.97% (Table 4). The density of the different samples shows that
comparability between the samples is possible (Figure 20). The outlier samples
have been removed. The clustering of the samples shows that biological
replicates and samples closely related cluster together mainly in three clusters
(Figure 21 a and b):
i.

Non-parasitized cells: Includes non-treated and BPQ-treated BL20.

ii.

Infected cells: This cluster includes the infected TBL20 cells and the early
BPQ treatment time points (12 and 24 hours post BPQ-treatment).

iii.

BPQ-treated cells: Includes the late BPQ-treatment time points (36, 48
and 64 hours post BPQ-treatment)

The clustering of the sample in these three points towards 2 facts (i) The effect of
BPQ-treatment on the host cells miRNome, even after 64 hours of treatment, is
less important than the effect of the parasite as shown by the clustering of the
samples, (ii) The effect of BPQ on the host cells starts to show an effect on the
miRNome of the host cell between 24 and 36 hours post-treatment.
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Table 4: miRNome Sequencing statistics of all samples

Number of reads

Number of Mapped
Reads

Percentage of
Mapped Reads

BL20_BW64h1

1.10E+07

1.03E+07

93.77

BL20_BW64h2

1.11E+07

1.06E+07

95.13

BL20_BW64h3

5.87E+06

5.45E+06

92.78

BL20_2

2.98E+06

2.86E+06

96.11

BL20_3

1.81E+06

1.74E+06

96.13

TBL20_1

9.55E+06

9.04E+06

94.69

TBL20_2

1.78E+06

1.70E+06

95.39

TBL20_3

2.35E+06

2.25E+06

95.72

TBL20_BW12h1

1.74E+06

1.67E+06

96.04

TBL20_BW12h2

3.48E+06

3.33E+06

95.85

TBL20_BW24h1

4.72E+06

4.53E+06

96.05

TBL20_BW24h3

1.71E+06

1.64E+06

95.82

TBL20_BW36h1

1.28E+06

1.21E+06

94.6

TBL20_BW36h2

2.07E+06

1.98E+06

95.24

TBL20_BW36h3

5.42E+05

5.19E+05

95.8

TBL20_BW48h1

1.97E+06

1.87E+06

94.95

TBL20_BW48h2

8.65E+05

8.19E+05

94.62

TBL20_BW48h3

1.59E+06

1.51E+06

94.69

TBL20_64h1

3.16E+06

3.00E+06

94.98

TBL20_64h2

7.32E+06

6.85E+06

93.66

TBL20_64h3

1.29E+06

1.19E+06

92.41
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Figure 19: Read density of all samples.
The x-axis represents read numbers in log10 scale and the y-axis represents
the density of each read number.
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Distance Matrix− known miRNA log10(expression+1)
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Figure 20: Clustering of all samples.hclust (*,d"ward.D")
(a) Lattice showing the clustering of all samples. Colors represent the log10
value of read count with yellow representing the highest values. (b)
Dendrogram showing the clustering of all samples included in the study.
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3.5.2 IDENTIFICATION OF DE miRNAS
The total number of mature miRNAs of Bos taurus in miRBase is 793 (release
21, June 2014). Out of these, 481 were detected in our 8 conditions combined.
The expression of these 481 in TBL20 cells compared to BL20 shows the
differential expression of a significant number of miRNAs: 240 out of 481
miRNAs are more than 1 FC up- or down-regulated (Figure 22).

Log2$Fold$Change$of$Known$miRNAs$is$TBL20$against$BL20$
10#
9#
8#
7#
6#
5#

Log$2$Fold$Change$

4#
3#
2#
1#
0#
!1#
!2#
!3#
!4#
!5#
!6#
!7#
!8#

Figure 21: Histogram of the log 2 FC values of all known Bos taurus miRNAs
in TBL20 compared to BL20.
The red lines delineate miRNAs DE by more than 2 FC.
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Due to the high specificity and efficiency of baySeq and DESeq2 in analyzing
miRNA-seq differential expression (165), we have used these two pipelines to
run the obtained sequencing data:
a. baySeq
b. DESeq2
We consider a miRNA to be DE following two criteria:
a. FC greater than 2
b. Adjusted p value less than 0.05 (DESeq2) and FDR less than 0.1
(baySeq)
In order to define the final list of DE miRNAs, we have identified the miRNAs
defined as DE by each pipeline and then compared the list of up- and downregulated miRNAs in both baySeq and DESeq. This analysis yielded a final list of
35 DE known miRNAs, 23 of which are up-regulated and 12 down-regulated
(Figure 23).
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Figure 22: Venn diagram of known miRNAs.
(a) up-regulated and (b) down-regulated miRNAs as detected by DESeq2
and baySeq.

The log 2 FC values of the 35 DE miRNAs in all conditions against BL20 cells are
listed in table 5.
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Table 5: Log 2 FC of the 35 DE miRNAs in all conditions compared to BL20.
BL20
+ BPQ

TBL20
- BPQ

64h

+ BPQ
12h

24h

36h

48h

64h

bta-miR-125b

0.41

10.14

9.94

10.54

9.08

8.68

9.27

bta-miR-126-5p

0.41

7.85

7.26

6.37

5.19

7.02

7.70

bta-miR-6526

0

7.38

7.68

8.03

7.95

8.77

8.62

bta-miR-100

1.22

7.10

7.36

9.53

7.30

7.09

9.51

bta-miR-146a

3.85

5.29

6.20

5.82

5.68

5.43

6.09

bta-miR-105b

0.22

5.21

5.07

4.98

2.05

1.93

3.50

bta-miR-27a-3p

5.17

5.16

4.16

4.72

4.28

4.64

6.17

bta-miR-138

1.46

4.80

2.97

3.82

2.75

2.25

2.38

bta-miR-143

2.22

4.42

4.66

4.47

3.88

1.63

3.67

bta-miR-24-3p

5.54

4.23

4.90

4.51

4.48

4.60

5.34

bta-miR-767

0.01

4.12

3.74

3.89

0.65

0.81

3.14

bta-miR-23a

4.88

4.10

3.85

4.36

3.93

4.59

4.52

bta-miR-27a-5p

3.38

4.06

2.55

2.28

3.30

2.81

3.53

bta-miR-34c

1.7369

3.88

2.94

3.61

2.83

2.55

3.43

bta-miR-105a

-0.26

3.51

3.62

3.55

0.73

1.22

3.07

bta-miR-148a

3.57

3.27

4.29

4.41

3.34

3.22

4.32

bta-miR-365-3p

4.66

3.18

3.02

3.46

2.69

2.77

2.61

bta-miR-155

2.3

3.15

2.77

2.84

2.05

2.54

2.79

bta-miR-1296

1.88

3.07

2.40

2.71

1.18

1

0.66

bta-miR-652

3.43

3.04

2.91

2.66

2.10

1.97

3.15

bta-miR-6123

2.61

2.99

2.19

3.74

1.09

1.11

1.06

bta-miR-331

4.37

2.60

1.60

3.16

2.83

2.07

1.75

bta-miR-486

1.40

-1.36

-0.90

-0.64

-2.21

-2.39

-1.74

bta-miR-149-5p

-0.56

-1.42

-3.28

-2.28

-3.82

-3.46

-2.53

bta-miR-181a

1.29

-1.46

-2.24

-1.99

-3.36

-2.49

-0.53

bta-miR-127

1.40

-1.64

-0.80

-1.33

-4.13

-3.89

-3.78

bta-miR-30f

2.85

-2.16

-2.73

-0.25

-0.83

-0.63

0.97

bta-miR-149-3p

-0.16

-2.49

-1.32

-2.32

-2.16

-2.90

-2.90

bta-miR-504

2.08

-2.64

-2.64

-1.83

-3.22

-3.64

-0.98

bta-miR-141

4.77

-2.80

-2.22

-1.80

-2.80

-2.39

-2.07

bta-miR-200c

6.62

-4.40

-3.08

-3.60

-3.29

-3.82

-2.60

bta-miR-133a

3.50

-5.11

-5.57

-4.23

-4.36

-4.28

-3.42

bta-miR-21-3p

3.41

2.29

2.86

3.20

1.87

1.26

1.98

bta-miR-9-5p

1.47

-1.58

-1

-1

-1.16

-0.84

-1.16

bta-miR-370

-2

-2

-2

-2

-2

-2

-2
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T. annulata-transformed cells acquire a cancer-like phenotype characterized by
uncontrolled proliferation, independence of exogenous growth factors, escape
from apoptosis and ability to form tumors in immune-compromised mice. The DE
miRNAs form three distinct groups based on the level of differential expression
(Figure 24, Table 6):
(i). Highly up-regulated miRNAs: This group comprises miR-125b, miR-100, miR126-5p, miR-146a and miR-6526. All miRNAs of this group are defined as
oncogenenic miRNAs, among other functions, in the exception of miR-6526,
which is not well characterized. This result is highly consistent with the cancerlike phenotype of TBL20 cells. This observation indicates that T. annulata likely
down-regulates tumor suppressor genes by up-regulating the expression level
of miRNAs targeting them. However, in addition to their roles as oncogenes,
miRNAs of this group have also been described as tumor suppressor genes.
This duality in function is characteristic of many miRNAs as a result of their
different functions in distinct cells/tissues and their large number of target
genes.
(ii). Moderately up-regulated miRNAs: This is the largest group and includes 18
miRNAs, 9 of which are have been described to have oncogenic potential (miR105b, miR-27a-3p, miR-24-3p, miR-767, miR-105a, miR-155, miR-1296, miR652 and miR-21-3p), 4 of which are described in different studies as acting on
both oncogenes and tumor suppressor genes (miR-138, miR-23a, miR-148a,
miR-365-3p) and 4 of which are tumor suppressor miRNAs (miR-143, miR-27a5p, miR-34c, miR-331), while one miRNA (miR-6123) is not described either as
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oncogenic nor as tumor suppressor miRNAs.
(iii). Down-regulated miRNAs: This group includes miR-133a, miR127, miR200c, miR-486, miR-181a, miR-122, miR-149-3p, miR-141, miR-149-5p,
miR-504 and miR-30f. These miRNAs are reported as tumor-suppressor
miRNAs, except miR-30f, for which there are no cancer-related studies up
to date. This function is again consistent with the cancer-like phenotype of
the T. annulata-transformed cells and points towards a T. annulatamediated activation of oncogenes through the down-regulation of the
miRNAs targeting them. Only one miRNAs of this group, miR-181a, is
described as an oncogenic miRNA in other studies (Table 6).
In order to investigate the expression of these 35 miRNAs after attenuation of the
host cell, we have calculated their FC in Att Ode compared to Vir Ode. Some of
the miRNAs were not expressed in the Ode cell line, and so appear to be B-cell
specific. The majority of the up-regulated miRNAs after infection (19 out of 23)
are down-regulated after attenuation and three are slightly up-regulated. On the
other hand, only two of the down-regulated miRNAs are up-regulated after
attenuation (miR-200c and miR-30f).
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Figure 23: Heatmap of the FC values of DE miRNAs between BL20 and TBL20
in all conditions against BL20.
Values represent log2 Fc of each condition against BL20. Blue illustrates downregulated and orange up-regulated miRNAs. Non-expressed miRNAs in the
Ode cell line are represented in white.
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Table 6: Functions of the DE miRNAs between BL20 and TBL20 cells.
Up-/Downregulation

bta-miR-125b
bta-miR-126-5p
bta-miR-6526
bta-miR-100
bta-miR-146a
bta-miR-105b
bta-miR-27a-3p
bta-miR-138
bta-miR-143
bta-miR-24-3p
bta-miR-767
bta-miR-23a
bta-miR-27a-5p
bta-miR-34c
bta-miR-105a
bta-miR-148a
bta-miR-365-3p
bta-miR-155
bta-miR-1296
bta-miR-652
bta-miR-6123
bta-miR-331
bta-miR-21-3p
bta-miR-486
bta-miR-149-5p
bta-miR-181a
bta-miR-9-5p
bta-miR-127
bta-miR-370
bta-miR-30f
bta-miR-149-3p
bta-miR-504
bta-miR-141
bta-miR-200c
bta-miR-133a

Up
Up
Up
Up
Up
Up
Up
Up
Up
Up
Up
Up
Up
Up
Up
Up
Up
Up
Up
Up
Up
Up
Up
Down
Down
Down
Down
Down
Down
Down
Down
Down
Down
Down
Down

Oncogene or tumor suppressor gene

Oncogene, tumor suppressor gene
Oncogene, tumor suppressor gene
Oncogene, tumor suppressor gene
Oncogene, tumor suppressor gene
Oncogene
Oncogene
Oncogene, tumor suppressor gene
Tumor suppressor gene
Oncogene
Oncogene
Oncogene, tumor suppressor gene
Tumor suppressor gene
Tumor suppressor gene
Oncogene
Oncogene, tumor suppressor gene
Oncogene, tumor suppressor gene
Oncogene
Oncogene
Oncogene
Tumor suppressor gene
Oncogene
Tumor suppressor gene
Tumor suppressor gene
Oncogene, tumor suppressor gene
Oncogene, tumor suppressor
Tumor suppressor gene
Oncogene, tumor suppressor gene
Tumor suppressor gene
Tumor suppressor gene
Tumor suppressor gene
Tumor suppressor gene
Tumor suppressor gene

References

(166-168)
(169) (170)
(171, 172)
(173-175)
(176)
(177)
(178, 179)
(180, 181)
(182)
(183)
(184, 185)
(186)
(187)
(176)
(188, 189)
(190, 191)
(192)
(193)
(194)
(195)
(196-198)
(199-201)
(202)
(203, 204)
(205, 206)
(207)
(208, 209)
(202, 210)
(211-213)
(214)
(215, 216)
(217-220)
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3.5.3 CONFIRMATION OF miRNA-SEQ RESULTS BY QRT-PCR
In order to confirm the sequencing results we have used qRT-PCR on randomly
selected ten DE miRNAs, five up- and five down-regulated (Figure 25 a). All

miRNA-seq confirmation with qRT-PCR

tested miRNAs show a good confirmation of the miRNA-seq data both in level

qRT-PCR
miRNA-seq

and direction of differential expression.

miRNA-seq confirmation with qRT-PCR
qRT-PCR
miRNA-seq

200c
30f
141

200c
133a
30f
149-5p
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6526
149-5p
146a
100
105b
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Figure 24: 125b
Comparison of small-RNAseq and qRT-PCR results.
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5

0

-5

-1
0
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5

Bar chart representing the Log2 FC of 10 randomly selected miRNAs from
miRNA-seq data (grey) and TaqMan
log2FCqRT-PCR (black). The error bars
represent SEM values between 3 biological replicates.
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3.5.4 IDENTIFICATION OF DE miRNAS TARGET GENES AND THEIR GO
TERMS
We have identified the targets of the DE miRNAs using RNAhybrid (221), a
miRNA target prediction tool using the following parameters:
a. Energy -20
b. p value < 0.05
Using these parameters we have predicted the target genes of the DE miRNAs.
However, miRNAs have hundreds, sometimes a few thousands of targets. The
role of a miRNAs in a cellular type and a given biological condition depends on
the set of targets effectively affected by the DE of the targeting miRNA and
exhibiting an inverse correlation with the expression level of the miRNA. In order
to limit the list of target genes to the ones we believe play a role in the T.
annulata-infected cells phenotype we have selected only the target genes that:
a. Inversely correlate with the expression level of the DE miRNAs
b. Are predicted as being up or down by a q value < 0.05.
This allowed us to limit the number of target genes of the up-regulated miRNAs
to 1,691 and the target genes of the down-regulated miRNAs to 1,678.
In an attempt to understand the biological functions of the target genes and thus
understand the effect of the DE miRNAs up- or down-regulated in the T.
annulata-mediated host cell transformation, we have defined the biological GO
terms of the target genes using genecodis (222-224), a GO terms enrichment
analysis tool.
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a

b

Figure 25: GO term enrichement of up-regulated miRNAs inversely correlated
targets.
(a) Pie chart of GO terms of biological process (b) word cloud of KEGG
pathways terms (222-224).
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The biological processes of the up-regulated miRNA target genes show a high
enrichment of two functions: negative regulation of transcription and signal
transduction, which reflects a down-regulation of genes involved in different
signal transduction pathways and a miRNA-mediated control of genes involved in
negative regulation of transcriptional activity. Other targeted genes biological
processes include positive regulation of I-Kappa B kinase/NFKB cascade, protein
phosphorylation, T cell differentiation, negative regulation of MAPK activity, and
negative regulation of interleukin-6 production (Figure 26 a). The enriched KEGG
pathways for this class of down-regulated genes are pathways in cancer, MAPK
signaling pathway, endocytosis, regulation of actin cytoskeleton, lysosome,
antigen processing and presentation and apoptosis. Interestingly, 5 cancer
regulation pathways are enriched: pathways in cancer, small cell lung cancer,
prostate cancer, colorectal cancer and endometrial cancer (Figure 26 b). The
biological processes linked to the inversely correlating targets of the downregulated DE miRNAs show an enrichment in terms such as signal transduction,
protein transport, small GTPase mediated signal transduction, carbohydrate
metabolic process, apoptotic process, cell cycle, cell division,RNA splicing and
mRNA transport. These terms describe transcriptionally active and proliferating
cells, a description congruent with the phenotype of T. annulata-transformed
cells. The analysis of the enriched KEGG pathways displays pathways in cancer
as the most enriched pathway, followed by pathways such as protein processing
in endoplasmic reticulum, endocytosis, RNA transport, Wnt signaling pathway,
regulation of actin cytoskeleton and focal adhesion (Figure 27 a and b).
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a

b

Figure 26: GO term enrichement of up-regulated miRNAs inversely correlated
targets.
(a) Pie chart of GO terms of biological process (b) word cloud of KEGG
pathways terms.
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3.5.5 FUNCTIONAL CHARACTERIZATION OF miR-126-5p
3.5.5.1

EXPRESSION OF miR-126-5p IN ATT ODE

miR-126-5p is the second most up-regulated miRNA in TBL20 compared to BL20
cells. Consequently, we have selected this miRNA for further functional
characterization. First, we have questioned the expression level of this miRNA in
Att and Vir Ode cells. Our sequencing data shows that miR-126-5p is downregulated after attenuation (Figure 24). In order to confirm this result, we have
tested the level of expression of miR-126-5p in Ode and BL20/TBL20 cells by
qRT-PCR (Figure 28 a and b).
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Figure 27: qRT-PCR confirmation of miR-126-5p relative expression in
BL20/TBL20 and Att/Vir Ode.
(a) TBL20 compared to BL20 and (b) Att Ode compared to Vir Ode. The error
bars show SD values from 3 biological replicates.
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These results confirm that miR-126-5p is up-regulated after infection and downregulated after attenuation, and therefore might play a role in infected leukocyte
virulence. Next, and in order to define the biological function of miR-126-5p in the
transformation and virulence of the T. annulata-infected cells, we have
overexpressed and inhibited the cellular levels of miR-126-5p by transfecting with
agonist and antagonist sequences of this miRNA. qRT-PCR was used as a
method to confirm the increase or decrease in cellular levels of miR-126-5p
following transfection with the mimic or inhibitor sequences, respectively (Figure
29).
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Figure 28: qRT-PCR confirmation of the cellular levels of miR-126-5p after
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antagonist sequences.
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3.5.5.2

EXPRESSION LEVELS OF KNOWN TARGETS OF miR-126-5p

A further confirmation of the expression levels of miR-126-5p before and after
transfection is the investigation of the expression levels of known targets of miR126-5p. DLK1 and SPRED1 are known targets of miR-126-5p. Their expression
in TBL20 compared to BL20 cells is down-regulated, a result consistent with the
up-regulation of the miRNA targeting them. We have also tested the level of
expression of another member of the SPRED family, SPRED2, and found that it
is down-regulated in TBL20 cells as well, suggesting that it could be a target of
miR-126-5p (Figure 30 a).
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We have then assessed the expression levels of DLK1 and SPRED3 after
transfection of BL20/TBL20 and Vir/Att Ode with the mimic and inhibitor
sequences of miR-126-5p. The results show an up-regulation after transfection
with the mimic and down-regulation after transfection with the inhibitor
sequences, respectively, further confirming the efficiency of the transfection and
the possibility that SPRED3 is a target of miR-126-5p (Figure 31 a).
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Figure 30: Relative expression of SPRED3 and DLK1 after transfection with
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(a) Relative expression of SPRED3 and (b) DLK1 in Att Ode compared to Vir
Ode cells before and after transfection with inhibitor and mimic sequences of
miR-126-5p. The error bars show SD values from three biological replicates.
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3.5.5.3

CELLULAR FUNCTION OF miR126-5P IN Theileria annulataINFECTED CELLS

Following transfection with mimic and inhibitor sequences of miR-126-5p, we
have studied a number of phenotypic characteristics of T. annulata-infected cells.
First, we have evaluated the proliferative capacity of TBL20 cells after overexpression or knock-down of miR-126-5p. We have also calculated the survival
of these cells after 36 hours of transfection (Figure 32 a and b).
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Figure 31: Effect of miR-126-5p on proliferation and survival of T. annulata infected cells.
(a) TBL20 cell numbers after transfection with miR-126-5p mimic and inhibitor
sequences (b) Survival rate of TBL20 at 36 hours after transfection with
inhibitor and mimic sequences of miR-126-5p. The error bars show SEM values
from six biological replicates.
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The increase in the survival and proliferative capacity of TBL20 following miR126-5p over-expression and their decrease upon its knock-down points towards
a positive role of this miRNA in the regulation of cell proliferation and survival.
Since T. annulata-infected cells are characterized by increased adhesion we
have investigated this phenotype in order to define if the up-regulation of miR126-5p plays a positive role in this context. First, we have investigated the
adhesion of BL20/TBL20 cells before and after overexpression or knock-down of
miR-126-5p (Figure 33 a). The adhesion of BL20 and TBL20 cells to the
extracellular matrix decreases with the inhibition of miR-126-5p revealing a
positive role of miR-126-5p in the adhesion of T. annulata-infected cells to the
extracellular matrix. In an attempt to understand the underlying mechanism of
this regulation of adhesion, we have studied the expression levels of integrin 1
and integrin 5 after miR-126-5p overexpression and knock-down. Expectedly, the
knock-down of miR-126-5p leads to the down-regulation of integrin 1 and 5 levels
and its overexpression leads to the up-regulation of integrin 5 (Figure 33 b and
c). Next we have studied the involvement of miR-126-5p in the invasiveness of
TBL20 and Vir Ode cells. We have tested the metastatic potential of the
BL20/TBL20 and Vir Ode cells before and after transfection with the miR-126-5p
mimic and inhibitor sequences using a matrigel-chamber assay. The metastatic
potential of BL20, TBL20 and Vir Ode cells increases when miR-126-5p is
overexpressed and decreases when miR-126-5p is inhibited in all tested cell
lines (Figure 34 a and b). This result shows that miR-126-5p positively regulates
the metastatic potential of T. annulata-infected cells.
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Figure 32: Effect of miR-126-5p on the adhesion of T. annulata-infected cells.
(a) Adhesion of Bl20 and TBL20 before and after miR-126-5p overexpression
and knock-down (b and c) Expression level of ITGB1 (b) and ITGB 5 after
transfection with inhibitor and mimic sequences of miR-126-5p. The error bars
show SD values from three biological replicates.
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Another layer of confirmation of the pro-oncogenic role of miR-126-5p in T.
annulata-infected leukocytes was obtained by a wound healing assay applied to
BoMac cells transfected with the mimic or the inhibitor sequences of miR-126-5p.
The results of this assay show a faster healing of the applied wound after eight
hours compared to the mock and control transfected cells. The cells transfected
with the inhibitor sequence showed a slower healing (Figure 35). These results
reflect an increase in cell proliferation and migration after over-expression of
miR-126-5p.
The metastatic potential of T. annulata-transformed cells is mediated by the overexpression of the matrix metalloproteinase 9 (MMP9) (128). Given the important
and well-documented role of MMP9 in mediating the metastatic phenotype of T.
annulata-transformed cells we have quantified the mRNA levels of MMP9 after
overexpression and knock-down of miR-126-5p in order to identify any possible
connection between the two. The overexpression of miR-126-5p led to an
increase in the mRNA level of MMP9 and, inversely, the knock-down of miR-1265p resulted in a decrease in the number of MMP9 mRNA transcripts (Figure 36
a). This proportional expression suggests a positive activation of MMP9
transcription/mRNA stabilization by miR-126-5p through the targeting of an
MMP9 regulator. In T. annulata-infected cells, MMP9 is transcriptionally activated
through the AP-1 mediated SMYD3 recruitment to the MMP9 promoter resulting
in an increased trimethylation of the histone H3K4 (H3K4me3) at the MMP9
promoter (118). Consequently, we have examined the effect of miR-126-5p on cJun, a subunit of the AP-1 transcription factor. The results show that miR-126-5p
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levels positively correlate with c-Jun mRNA levels (Figure 36 b). This positive
regulation explains the MMP9 transcriptional activation following miR-126-5p
overexpression.
All in all, the functional characterization of miR-126-5p reveals a positive role in
the regulation of cell proliferation, survival, adhesion and metastasis, in addition
to the activation of c-Jun-mediated transcription of MMP9.
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Figure 33: Involvement of miR-126-5p in the metastatic potential of T. annulatainfected cells.
(a)

Bar chart representing the invasive capacity of BL20/TBl20 cells before

and after transfection with miR-126-5p agonist and antagonist sequences (b)
Bar chart representing the invasive capacity of Vir Ode cells before and after
transfection with miR-126-5p agonist and antagonist sequences. The error bars
show SD values from three biological replicates.
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Figure 34: Role of miR-126-5p in wound healing.
Wound healing assay of BoMac cells after transfection with miR-126-5p mimic
and inhibitor sequences. Pictures were taken after four and eight hours of
wounding.
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Figure 35 : Effect of miR-126-5p on the expression levels of MMP9 and c-Jun.
(a) relative expression of MMP9 in BL20/TBl20 cells before and after
transfection with mir126-5p overexpression and knock-down (b) relative
expression of c-Jun in Att/Vir Ode cells before and after transfection with
mir126-5p overexpression and knock-down. The error bars show SD values
from three biological replicates.
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3.5.6 NOVEL miRNA PREDICTION
We have detected 365 candidate novel miRNAs in our small RNA sequencing
data using the parameters detailed in the materials and methods section. The full
list of predicted candidate novel miRNAs is presented in appendix 5.
In order to determine if any of the candidate novel miRNAs is DE between BL20
and TBL20, the sequencing data of the candidate novel miRNAs was analyzed
by DESeq2 and baySeq. DE candidate novel miRNAs are defined as having a:
a. padj value < 0.05 for DESeq2 and FDR < 0.1 for baySeq
b. FC > 2 between BL20 and TBL20
Using these criteria we have identified 15 candidate novel miRNAs as being DE,
five are up-regulated and ten are down-regulated in T. annulata-infected B
lymphocytes compared to their uninfected counterparts. The mature sequences,
FC values, padj values, coordinates and annotation of their loci are shown in
table 7.
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Table 7: Novel miRNAs DE between BL20 and TBL20 cells
Sequence

Chr.

Strand

Annotation

log2
FC

padj

novel
180

UGUUCGGUAUUGCCUGACUUC

chr20

-

Intergenic

14.35

1.6E-12

novel
5806

CCCUAGAUAUCUGAGAUGCA

chr19

-

Intergeic

8.21

1.4E-02

novel
1049

UUCGGCGCCACCACCCUGCGGGU
C

chr28

-

Intergenic

7.54

3.7E-02

novel
486

GUGGGCUGUGCCUGGUGACUU

chr5

-

Intergenic

7.44

4.1E-02

novel
5315

CCGCCCAGGACAGCUCACCCGGU

chr5

+

SH3BP1
Intron

2.40

2.7E-02

novel
5736

ACGCCCUUCCCCCCCUUCUUCA

chr5

-

KIAA0930
Intron
-2.32

9.7E-11

novel
198

AACUUUUGCCCCUAGUAACGGACU

Un_JH
126132

+

Intergenic

-3.31

1.1E-04

novel
1894

UCCUGUACUGAGCUGCCCCGAG

chr27

-

ANK1
Intron

-3.86

2.1E-02

novel
1141

AUGGAGAGUUCAAGAGGGCG

chr8

+

Intergenic

-7.42

2.2E-02

novel
2015

GAGGAGGGGCGCGCUGUGCUC

chr16

-

Intergenic

-7.76

1.4E-02

novel
2263

UGAGGCCGGGAGCGGCCGGGCUC

chr21

+

PRC1
Intron

-7.80

1.3E-02

novel
163

UCUGGCUCCUCUCCCCUCUUAGG

chr25

-

ALDOA
Intron

-8.13

7.1E-03

novel
5594

AGGGGCUGGCUUUCCUCCGGCC

chr17

+

Exon

-8.27

5.6E-03

novel
700

UCCACCGCGGGGGCCCGGGGU

chr10

+

TTC7B
Intron

-9.46

2.8E-04

novel
8

CUCCUGUCUGAGCCUCGUCC

chr11

-

KCNIP3
intro

-13.94

1.5E-12

3.5.7 CONFIRMATION OF EXPRESSION OF CANDIDATE NOVEL miRNAS
BY QRT-PCR
In order to prove the existence of the predicted candidate novel miRNAs by a
second, independent method, we have used qRT-PCR. We have tested the DE
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of novel candidates 5806 and 180 in addition to three candidate novel miRNAs
from the baySeq list of DE candidate novel miRNAs (candidate novel 5169, 5247
and 2088). What is more, we have tested the expression of these candidate
novel miRNAs in Att Ode cells compared to Vir Ode (Figure 37).
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Figure 36: Confirmation of the expression of candidate novel miRNAs.
qRT-PCR detection of five candidate novel miRNAs in BL20/TBL20 and Att/Vir
Ode cells. The error bars show SEM values from three biological replicates.

The detection of these candidate novel miRNAs by qRT-PCR proves their
existence in BL20/TBL20 and the Att/Vir Ode cells. The two tested DE candidate
novel miRNAs were both confirmed as up-regulated: 1.7 and 20 FC for candidate
novel 180 and 5806, respectively. The rest of the tested candidate novel miRNAs
were slightly up-regulated as well by less than 2 FC. Interestingly, all tested
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candidate novel miRNAs, initially up-regulated in TBL20 cells, were downregulated in attenuated Ode cells as compared to virulent Ode cells.
3.5.8 TARGET GENES OF THE DE CANDIDATE NOVEL miRNAS
To better understand the biological functions of the DE candidate novel miRNAs
we have used RNAHybrid to predict their target genes.
In a next step we have identified the KEGG pathways of their target genes
biological processes. Figure 38 displays the enriched KEGG pathways of the
inversely correlating predicted targets of the DE candidate novel miRNAs. The
enriched terms in the up-regulated candidate novel miRNAs targets include
MAPK signaling pathways, lysosome and focal adhesion, while the enriched
terms in the down-regulated novel candidate miRNAs targets include purine and
pyrimidine metabolism, lysosome and splisosome.
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3.6 DISCUSSION
The high impact of miRNA expression levels on the phenotype of cells under
different conditions, e.g., under infection, in cancer or simply in homeostasis is
well known. The comparative analysis of miRNAs expression between two
different conditions brings useful information on the differences between the
compared conditions. Here, we have analyzed the miRNome of T. annulatainfected TBL20 cells and compared it to their un-infected counterparts. This
analysis yielded a list of 35 DE miRNAs, 23 up- and 12 down-regulated, the
functions of which correlate with the observed phenotype of T. annulata host
cells.
In order to further understand how the DE miRNAs explain the phenotype of the
T. annulata-transformed TBL20 cells, the following is a literature review of the
reported functions of the most up- and down-regulated miRNAs with an
emphasis on roles in proliferation, apoptosis, migration, oncogenesis and
angiogenesis.
1. HIGHLY UP-REGULATED miRNAS
i.

miR-125b:

The most up-regulated miRNA is miR-125b. This miRNA is not expressed in
BL20 cells and highly expressed in TBL20 cells scoring a log 2 FC value of 10.14
(Table 5). miR-125b is a double-faced regulator of gene expression working as
both a tumor suppressor gene and an oncogene in different types of cancers
(225). miR-125b is down-regulated or completely lost in a variety of solid cancers
like cervical (226), ovarian (227), thyroid (228), lung (228, 229) and hepatic (230)
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cancers in addition to neuroblastoma (231) and melanoma (232) but upregulated in hematologic malignancies including B cell acute lymphoblastic
leukemia (233, 234), acute myeloid leukemia (235) and megakaryoblastic
leukemia (166). miR-125 is also associated with some bacterial infections.
Rajaram and colleagues showed that mycobacterium tuberculosis induces
overexpression of miR-125b to block tumor necrosis factor (TNF) biosynthesis
(236). miR-125b is also important in antiviral defense by down-regulating the
expression of surface antigens (237).
ii.

miR-126-5p:

miR-126-5p is linked to proliferation through the targeting of Notch1 inhibitor
delta-like homolog (Dlk1) and thus promotes the replicative regeneration of
arterial endothelial cells (169). miR-126-5p is also reported as a pro-angiogenic
miRNA since its deletion in mice causes hemorrhages, leaky vessels and loss of
angiogenesis (238). Among the targets of miR-126-5p is klotho (239), an aging
suppressor gene that plays an important role in cancer cell proliferation inhibition
through regulation of multiple growth factor signaling pathways such as Wnt and
IGF-1 (240, 241).
iii.

miR-6526:

miR-6526 is a miRNA for which there are no studies related to a potential role in
cancer, proliferation, angiogenesis or apoptosis regulation.
iv.

miR-100:

miR-100 is up-regulated in patients with acute myeloblastic leukemia. In vitro
experiments proved the role of miR-100 in promoting cell proliferation of
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promyelocytic

blasts

and

arresting

their

differentiation

to

the

granulocyte/monocyte lineage. The same study identifies RBSP3 as a target of
miR-100 and validates the involvement of RSBP3 in cell differentiation and
survival in acute myeloblastic leukemia (171).
2. HIGHLY DOWN-REGULATED miRNAS
i.

miR-133a:

miR-133a is down-regulated in many cancers, e.g. colorectal cancer (217),
gastric cancer (242) and

prostate cancer (243). miR-133a acts through the

induction of G0/G1-phase arrest and direct targeting of RFFL mRNA leading to a
reduction in Ring finger and FYVE-like domain containing E3 ubiquitin protein
ligase (RFFL) protein levels thus enhancing apoptosis and inhibiting cell
proliferation in colorectal cancer (217). miR-133 is suggested as a tumor
suppressor in vivo and in vitro (242). In prostate cancer miR-133 targets purine
nucleoside phosphorylase, a potential oncogene which promotes invasion,
proliferation and migration (243). In the aforementioned studies, the restoration of
miR-133a inhibits proliferation, migration and invasion of cancer cells.
ii.

miR-200c and miR-141:

The miR-200 family is a family of 5 tumor suppressor miRNAs: miR-200a, miR200b, miR-200c, miR141 and miR-429. The miR-200 family is reported as downregulated in a number of cancers including pancreatic (244), renal (245), breast
(246), prostate (247), gastric (248) and bladder cancer (249). The miR-200c
family members suppress cancer formation through various mechanisms, e.g.
inhibition of epithelial mesenchymal transition, repression of tumor metastasis,
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prevention of cancer stem cell self-renewal and modulation of proliferation and
metastasis (216).
The biological functions of the DE miRNA targets accurately describe the
phenotype of the T. annulata-infected cells, i.e., up-regulation in transcriptional
activity and signal transduction pathways and down-regulation in protein
transport and apoptotic processes. The KEGG pathway analysis of the DE
miRNA targets shows the involvement of these miRNAs in various cancer
pathways, in addition to other signaling pathways and cellular functions.
Our list of up-regulated miRNAs confirms the study of Marsolier et al where miR155 is found to be up-regulated after infection (150). Indeed, miR-155 figures in
our list of up-regulated miRNAs, although it is not the most up-regulated one. In
the current work we focus on miR-126-5p, the second most up-regulated miRNA
after Ta-infection of the host cell and one of the down-regulated miRNAs in the
attenuated cell line Att Ode. This pattern of expression is characteristic of an
important function in host cell transformation and virulence. The functional
characterization of miR-126-5p in BL20/TBL20 cells and Att/Vir Ode reveal a
polyvalent role in the positive regulation of the host cell proliferation, survival,
adhesion and metastasis. We have linked miR-126-5p expression to the
transcriptional levels of MMP9 and c-Jun. c-Jun stimulates the transcription factor
AP-1 which, on its turn, induces MMP9 expression (250). By linking miR-126-5p
to the expression levels of c-Jun we are describing a possible pathway for miR126-5p-mediated

regulation

of

T.

annulata-host

cells

invasiveness

transcriptional activation of MMP9 through the up-regulation of c-Jun.

by
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3.7 CONCLUSION
This study is the first of its kind to use NGS to profile the miRNome of T.
annulata-infected leukocytes and compare the dynamics of miRNA expression
before and after infection and in virulence and attenuation. In this chapter we
have provided the full list of miRNAs DE after T. annulata-infection and their
expression after parasite elimination using the antitheilerial drug buparvaquone in
addition to their expression after attenuation. We have focused on miR-126-5p
and characterized its role in T. annulata-infected cells. Our results suggest a
positive role of this miRNA in regulating transformed cells proliferation, migration,
survival and adhesion. We also link the expression of miR-126-5p to the
expression levels of MMP9 and c-Jun, a pathway that could explain the prooncogenic function of miR-126-5p in T. annulata-infected cells.
The depth of our sequencing has permitted the prediction of 365 candidate novel
miRNAs, out of which we have tested by qRT-PCR the existence of 5, all of
which were expressed in all tested cell lines, i.e., BL20, TBL20, Att and Vir Ode
cells. 15 of the candidate novel miRNAs are DE after infection with T. annulata,
suggesting a potentially important role in tumorigenesis. The existence and
implication of these candidate novel miRNAs in human cancers could prove
profitable.
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CHAPTER 4: TRANSCRIPTOME OF Theileria annulata AFTER ATTENUATION
AND RE-ANNOTATION OF THE PARASITE GENOME
4.1 INTRODUCTION
The role of T. annulata proteins in the infection of the host cell is well
documented from the invasion to the efficient transformation of the host cell to a
cancer-like phenotype serving the parasite’s need for continuous proliferation. In
1983, the proteins of T. parva were studied by immunoprecipitation by Creemers,
showing their molecular weights (251) and 1 year later, the first step of infection,
i.e. the binding of the T. annulata sporozoite to the host cell, was shown by
Dobbelaere et al. to be mediated by the parasite surface protein p67 (252). The
interaction between the schizont form of T. annulata and T. parva during host cell
division was shown by Xue et al. to be dependent on the parasite protein gp34, a
schizont surface protein expressed by both T. annulata and T. parva (253).
Another parasite protein ToMPR was shown by Kim et al. to be expressed only at
the early stage after invasion with T. orientalis and before release from the host
erythrocyte. This protein is hypothesized to be involved in parasite invasion and
egress from the host cell (254). Wiens et al. have isolated T. annulata schizonts
during cell cycle progression and studied the phosphorylation status its surface
proteins (255). This analysis revealed extensive parasite surface proteins
phosphorylation, including TaSP and p104. This phosphorylation could be
involved in parasite-host interaction or parasite hijacking of the host cell’s signal
transduction pathways. More recently and after a screening of T. annulata
genome to identify parasite genes responsible for host cell transformation,
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Marsolier et al. described the role of Pin1, a parasite protein similar to the
mammalian protein Pin1 regulating cell proliferation. The study shows that the T.
annulata -secreted protein PIN1 activates an oncogenic pathway through
interaction with the ubiquitin ligase FBW7 and, subsequently, stabilization of the
proto-oncogene c-Jun (256).
The aforementioned studies illustrate the importance of studying and defining the
role of parasite proteins in infection and host-parasite interaction. In this context
we used the T. annulata -infected cell line Vir Ode and its attenuated counterpart
Att Ode to identify parasite genes involved in T. annulata virulence. The
attenuated Ode cell line is a T. annulata vaccine developed in 1987 by Singh and
colleagues by prolonged passage of strain Hissar-infected macrophages
originating from a cow in Hissar, Haryana, India (83). With an aim to describe the
transcriptome of T. annulata schizonts in virulence and attenuation and compare
both transcriptomes, we have sequenced the parasite transcripts to a high depth
for a good representation of all parasite transcripts. The same ssRNA-seq data
was used to refine the T. annulata annotation at a single base pair resolution.
4.2 SIGNIFICANCE
The differential expression of genes during different cellular conditions describes
the cell status and can be used to infer the set of genes playing a role in the
condition of interest. The attenuation of T. annulata-infected macrophages leads
to transcriptional and phenotypic changes in these cells including fluctuation of
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population genetics, a decrease in MMPs expression, and a reduction in the
ability of the macroschizont to differentiate into a microschizont. These
alterations lead to a loss of virulence of the infected cell line. Although T.
annulata proteins have been studied at many parasite stages (252, 254) and the
involvement of parasite genes in invasion and infection has been described (254,
256), a transcriptome study of parasite genes during virulence and attenuation is
still wanting.
The genome of T. annulata has been sequenced and compared to that of
Theileria parva and Theileria orientalis (257) and the transcriptome of T. annulata
and its host cells has also been described and compared to that of un-infected or
BPQ-treated counterparts (72). The T. parva transcriptome has also been
analyzed using Massively parallel signature sequencing (MPSS) (258). However,
the transcriptome of T. annulata has not been described in attenuated and
virulent conditions. Consequently, the full list of genes transcriptionally altered
after parasite attenuation is not known yet. The T. annulata sequencing and
genome annotation have been performed 11 years ago. Thanks to the high
coverage obtained by our deep ssRNA-seq data, the re-annotation of the T.
annulata genome is possible.
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4.3 AIM
In this study, we aim to describe the transcriptome of T. annulata during virulence
and attenuation and compare the transcriptome of the parasite between both
conditions. This approach will reveal the pattern of transcriptional activity and the
genes up- or down-regulated after attenuation. These genes may be associated
with the virulent phenotype of the transformed host cell. Moreover, we aim to use
the high coverage ssRNA-seq reads to re-annotate the T. annulata genome with
an aim to correct gene boundaries at single base pair resolution and also to find
transcriptionally active new genes that may have been missed in earlier
annotation efforts (259).

4.4 RESULTS

4.4.1

SEQUENCING STATISTICS AND DATA QUALITY

We have sequenced the mRNA of the T. annulata-infected macrophage cell lines
Ode Vir and Ode Att to a high depth in the illumina Hiseq4000 platform in order
to guarantee a good coverage of the parasite transcripts. The sequencing
statistics are shown in Table 8. The comparison of the FPKM values of all
samples shows that they are comparable (Figure 39 a). The FPKM values of all
parasite genes shows that most genes have values between six and ten log 2
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FPKM (Figure 39 b). 93% of the genes had an FPKM value superior to 2 and
only 88 genes had an FPKM value equal to 0. These values reflect an overall
deep coverage of the majority of parasite genes.

Table 8: Sequencing statistics of the Att and Vir Ode cell lines.
Ode

Ode

Ode

Ode

Ode

Ode

Att 1

Att 2

Att 3

Vir 1

Vir 2

Vir 3

Number of Raw
Reads

2.63E+8

2.43E+8

2.23E+8

2.72E+8

2.39E+08

2.56E+08

Number of
Trimmed Reads

1.86E+8

1.85E+8

1.70E+8

1.95E+8

1.76E+08

1.88E+08

70.98

76.11

76.05

71.45

73.63

73.48

3.43E+6

3.53E+6

3.08E+6

4.23E+6

4.05E+06

4.52E+06

Percentage of
Trimmed Reads
Number of
Mapped Reads
on T. annulata
genome
(PiroplasmaDB27)
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Figure 38: FPKM values of parasite genes.
(a) Box plot of log 10 FPKM values of all samples. (b) Log 2 FPKM values of
parasite genes in Vir and Att Ode cells RNA-seq data.
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4.4.2 TRANSCRIPTOME OF Theileria annulata AFTER ATTENUATION
Before applying any thresholds for the identification of DEGs, the visualization of
gene expression in Att and Vir Ode revealed a general down-regulation of
parasite transcripts after attenuation (Figure 40 a). This predominant downregulation of parasite transcripts is also reflected by the proportion of DEGs
bypassing the threshold of padj<0.05 (Figure 40b). The percentage of the genes
showing a negative FC value after attenuation as compared to their expression in
the virulent cell line Vir Ode in this list of significantly DEGs represents 75%.
In order to have a closer look at the level of this predominant down-regulation
and in order to exclude the possibility of a general down-regulation as a result of
insufficient sequencing we have plotted the expression values of the 50 most
expressed genes in both Vir and Att Ode cells (Figure 41 a, b and c). The figure
shows a slight but general down-regulation of the 50 most expressed genes,
further confirming that the predominant down-regulation of parasite transcripts is
not an effect of insufficient sequencing and reflecting a trend otherwise missed
by our analysis method of DEGs. In order to define the parasite genes DE after
attenuation we have applied padj and FC thresholds. These thresholds identify
47 DE parasite genes (Figure 41 d). The names, FC and functions of these
genes are illustrated in table 9.
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a

Log2FC

Log2 (A.+1)

< 0.5
-0.5 <> 0.5
> 0.5

Log 2 Fold Change Values of 1000 most expressed T. annulata Transcripts

Log2 (Vir+1)

b

1.0

Log2 FC

0.5

0.0

-0.5

Figure 39: General down-regulation of parasite transcriptome after attenuation.
(a) scatter plot showing log 2 FC of all parasite genes. (b) area plot of log 2 FC
of the 1000 most expressed parasite genes based on normalized RC in both
the Vir and Att cell lines.
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> 20K of 50 Most Expressed Genes

a

d

Number of Reads

100000

Vir
Att

80000
60000
40000
20000

TA
0
TA 672
1 0
TA 16
1 10
TA 21
1 05
TA 57
0 50
TA 65
1 45
TA 73
0 75
TA 782
1 0
TA 15
08 65
TA 1
1 45
TA 41
0 55
TA 84
0 25
TA 24
15 95
70
5

0

11K to 20K of 50 Most Expressed Genes

b

Vir
Att

Number of Reads

25000
20000
15000
10000
5000

TA
06
TA 105
04
TA 620
20
TA 980
08
TA 365
16
TA 090
20
TA 405
08
TA 265
17
TA 315
04
TA 450
12
TA 045
14
TA 920
17
TA 795
03
TA 585
18
TA 055
12
TA 370
05
TA 395
05
TA 370
06
TA 690
10
75
5

0

< 11K of 50 Most Expressed Genes

c
Number of Reads

15000

Vir
Att

10000

5000

TA
02
4
TA 80
20
5
TA 90
11
4
TA 70
12
4
TA 60
02
5
TA 50
14
8
TA 95
19
5
TA 55
09
9
TA 65
14
9
TA 45
10
5
TA 00
07
2
TA 90
13
9
TA 10
09
5
TA 90
04
7
TA 35
13
9
TA 50
11
0
TA 30
05
1
TA 45
20
38
0

0

Figure 40: Down-regulated parasite genes after attenuation.
(a) Normalized Read numbers of the 50 most highly expressed parasite genes
more than 20K reads, (b) 11K to 20K reads and (c) less than 11K reads. (d)
Heatmap of the 47 DE parasite genes. Red represents down- and green upregulated genes.
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Table 9: List of significantly DE parasite genes after attenuation
Predicted GO
Function

Predicted GO
Process

Predicted GO
Component

9.9E-11 SVSP family, putative

null

null

null

SVSP family member,
putative

null

null

null

1.49

2.4E-10 hypothetical, conserved null

null

null

1.42

1.8E-05 hypothetical protein

null

null

null

TA18480

1.35

cox15 homolog,
1.1E-02
putative

oxidoreductase
activity, acting on
the CH-CH group of
donors

heme a biosynthetic
process, oxidation- membrane
reduction process

TA16040

1.34

1.0E-02 SVSP family, putative

null

null

null

TA16775

1.34

4.4E-02 hypothetical, conserved protein binding

null

null

TA06060

1.32

4.4E-02 hypothetical, conserved catalytic activity

metabolic process

null

TA14620

1.31

4.4E-02 hypothetical, conserved null

null

null

TA17215

1.29

4.3E-02 hypothetical protein

null

null

null

TA18860

1.29

4.9E-02 conserved, SVSP family

null

null

null

TA17540

1.24

4.3E-02 SVSP family, putative

null

null

null

TA10310

1.22

6.6E-03 hypothetical, conserved nucleic acid binding

null

null

TA12370

1.16

4.3E-02 hypothetical, conserved null

transmembrane
transport

integral to
membrane

TA18055

-1.15 2.6E-02 hypothetical, conserved null

null

null

null

null

null

protein binding

null

null

regulation of
transcription

null

Gene ID

FC

TA17550

1.68

TA09795

1.64

1.6E-05

TA14330
TA16820

TA16320
TA15970
TA07550

TA09760

TA11405

padj

Product Description

mitochondrial
-1.19 4.3E-02 phosphate carrier
protein, putative
CTD-like phosphatase,
-1.22 8.6E-03
putative

sequence-specific
-1.22 1.5E-02 hypothetical, conserved DNA binding TF
activity
cofactor binding,
phosphatidylserine
phosphatidylserine
-1.24 2.6E-02
decarboxylase, putative decarboxylase
activity
subtelomeric sfifragment-related
-1.24 4.3E-02
null
protein family member,
putative

phosphatidylethanol
amine biosynthetic null
process,
null

null
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TA13780

-1.25 4.5E-02 hypothetical, conserved null

transcription
initiation from RNA
polymerase II
promoter

TA19560

-1.25 3.0E-02 hypothetical, conserved null

null

null

TA02685

-1.25 2.6E-02

chromodomain protein
(HP1-like), putative

null

null

nucleus

TA20580

-1.26 1.3E-03

ribonucleoprotein,
putative

nucleic acid binding,
null
protein binding

null

TA02495

-1.26 9.0E-05 hypothetical protein

zinc ion binding

null

TA12925

(subtelomeric) ABC-1.27 9.4E-03 transporter family
member, putative

TA02810
TA13175
TA11800
TA16985

TA17690

TA07045

ATPase activity,
coupled to
transmembrane
movement of
substances,
transferring
-1.28 4.2E-02 protein kinase, putative phosphoruscontaining groups
purine nucleoside
-1.28 1.1E-02
catalytic activity
phosphorylase, putative

transmembrane
integral to
transport, transport membrane
protein
phosphorylation

null

nucleoside
metabolic process

null

null

null

null

null

null

zinc ion binding

null

intracellular

-1.28 4.3E-02 hypothetical, conserved null
cysteine repeat
-1.28 4.3E-02 modular protein 2
homologue, putative
regulator of
chromosome
-1.29 5.2E-08
condensation protein,
putative

null

transcription
factor TFIID
complex

-1.31 8.6E-03 hypothetical, conserved null

null

null

TA17365 -1.31

(subtelomeric) ABCtransporter protein
9.4E-03
family member,
putative

ATPase activity,
coupled to
transmembrane
movement of
substances,

transmembrane
transport,

integral to
membrane

TA16280 -1.34

Tpr-related protein
2.3E-02 family member,
putative

null

null

null

TA16965 -1.34

3.1E-02 hypothetical protein

binding

null

null

TA03790 -1.35

6.6E-03

U2 snRNP auxiliary
factor, putative

nucleic acid
binding, zinc ion
binding

null

null

TA15885 -1.35

6.6E-03

integral membrane
protein, putative

null

null

null

TA07715 -1.37

4.3E-02 hypothetical, conserved

zinc ion binding

null

null

TA03480 -1.37

4.7E-02 hypothetical, conserved

null

null

null

TA04695 -1.37

2.5E-03 hypothetical protein

null

null

null
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TA08970 -1.37

4.7E-02 hypothetical, conserved

null

null

null

TA04420 -1.37

3.0E-02 hypothetical protein

null

null

null

TA18010 -1.38

2.6E-02

null

null

null

TA17705 -1.4

3.0E-02 hypothetical protein

null

null

null

TA04435 -1.45

3.3E-04 hypothetical protein

null

null

null

DNA binding,
nucleic acid
binding, zinc ion
binding

regulation of
transcription from
RNA polymerase II
promoter,
elongation,

nucleus

null

null

null

integral membrane
protein, putative

transcription elongation
factor, putative

TA20305 -1.51

2.5E-03

TA15340 -1.53

6.9E-05 hypothetical protein

Att Ode cells display higher levels of ROS compared to their virulent counterparts
and these high ROS levels are responsible for the decrease in the invasiveness
of the Att Ode (126). The general down-regulation of parasite genes after
attenuation could be an indication of parasite “damage” due to the effect of high
levels of ROS in the attenuated cells. In order to test this hypothesis we have
treated the Att Ode cells with the ROS inhibitor N-Acetyl-Cysteine (NAC) and the
results show a rescue of gene expression levels in Att Ode cells (Figure 42).
Furthermore, when we increased the ROS levels in the Vir Ode cells by treating
them with Aminotriazole (AT), a selective inhibitor of catalase activity, the
expression levels of 9 tested genes decreased as determined by qRT-PCR.
These nine genes were selected after analysis of our RNA-seq results to
represent down-regulated genes and non-DE genes. These results support our
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hypothesis of parasite gene down-regulation as a result of parasite damage due
to high ROS levels.

Figure 41: ROS impact parasite genes transcription.
The increase in ROS levels by AT or by attenuation in Att Ode cells downregulates parasite gene expression. ROS inhibition by NAC or TGF- β 2
restored parasite gene expression.
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Another feature of Att Ode cells is the low level of expression of Transforming
growth factor-beta 2 (TGF-β2), a multifunctional cytokine promoting cancer
progression in advanced cancers (260). We show that TGF-β2 stimulates
catalase transcription (Figure 43 a) and activity (Figure 43 b). Catalase is an
enzyme that catalyzes the decomposition of hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) to oxygen
and water. The activity of catalase decreases in Att Ode cells, explaining the
increase in ROS levels in these cells (Figure 43 c). The increase in transcription
and activity of catalase as a result of treatment with exogenous TGF-β2 leads to
a decrease in H2O2 levels (Figure 43 b). In the light of these findings, we have
treated the Att Ode cells with TGF-β2 and checked the expression levels of 9
genes to find an up-regulation in their expression as a result of the decrease in
ROS levels in these cells (Figure 42). This further supports our hypothesis that
the general down-regulation in parasite transcripts is a result of the increasing
levels of ROS in Att Ode cells.
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a

b

c
d

Figure 42: Catalase is activated by TGF-β2 and its activity is diminished in Att
Ode macrophages.
(a) The expression of catalase is diminished in Att Ode macrophages and
increases by recombinant TGF-β2. (b) The activity of catalase is diminished
(left panel) and H2O2 levels increase in Att Ode macrophages (right panel).
The catalase activity is rescued and H2O2 levels decrease after adding
exogenous TGF-β2. (c) The activity (left panel) and expression (right panel) of
catalase are diminished in Att Ode macrophages.
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Expectedly, treatment with recombinant TGF-β2 or catalase leads to the reestablishment of the metastatic phenotype of Att Ode cells and the inhibition of
TGF-β2 in the Vir Ode cells by blocking its receptor with SB431542 leads to a
decrease in their migration and invasiveness (Figure 44).

Figure 43: TGF-β2 increases cell migration by decreasing ROS levels through
catalase activation.
Matrigel traversal is lower when blocking the TGF-β2 receptor by SB431542
and higher when adding TGF-β2 or active catalase. Denatured catalase has
no effect on the migration potential of Ode cells.
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4.4.3 REANNOTATION OF Theileria annulata GENOME
Our parasite gene analysis in virulence and after attenuation was based on the
use of deep ssRNA-seq data. This data, in addition to being necessary for the
accurate profiling of the parasite transcriptome could also serve as a proof for
parasite genome re-annotation. In an attempt to refine the annotation of T.
annulata, first annotated 11 years ago (259), we have used the deep strandspecific mRNA-seq data to manually curate the genome version available on
PiroplasmaDb based on RNA-seq evidence and guided by a gene prediction
using Braker, a pipeline for RNA-seq-based genome annotation (261). The
genome of T. annulata is 8.35 Mb in size and comprise four chromosomes
containing in total 3797 protein coding genes. The majority of these genes had a
good coverage thanks to our deep sequencing (Figure 39 a and b). We have
proceeded to the correction of the existence gene models of T. annulata from the
current annotation based on ssRNA-seq evidence in the genome browser and
annotation tool Artemis (262) as in (263) . The applied corrections consist on:
i.

Correction of gene boundaries: the corrections to the gene models consist
of additions or deletions of one or more exons (Figure 45), a prolongation
or trimming to the nearest start or stop codon (Figure 46), fusion of 2 or
more exons or splitting of one exon into two or more exons (Figure 47)
and correction of the splice junctions to meet the correct exon coordinates
(Figure 48).
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Figure 44: Artemis view showing examples of exon addition or deletion.
(a) example of exon addition, (b) example of exon deletion. The view shows
the Braker annotation (light blue, line number 1), the current T. annulata
annotation (light blue, line number 2) and our curated annotation (red, line
number 3). The red boxes highlight the added and deleted exons.
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Figure 45: Artemis view showing examples of exon prolongation or trimming.
(a) example of first exon prolongation, (b) example of first exon trimming. The
view shows the Braker annotation (light blue, line number 1), the current T.
annulata annotation (light blue, line number 2) and our curated annotation
(red, line number 3). The red boxes highlight the prolonged or trimmed
exons.
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Figure 46: Artemis view showing examples of exon fusion or splitting.
(a) example of exon fusion, (b) example of exon splitting. The view shows the
Braker annotation (light blue, line number 1), the current T. annulata annotation
(light blue, line number 2) and our curated annotation (red, line number 3). The
red boxes highlight the fused or split exons.
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Figure 47: Artemis view showing an example of splicing.
The view shows the Braker annotation (light blue, line number 1), the current T.
annulata annotation (light blue, line number 2) and our curated annotation (red,
line number 3). The red box highlights the spliced exon.
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ii.

Merge of two or more adjacent genes: We have merged adjacent genes if
evidence for continuous splice junctions exists. After the merge, if the
gene exons span across the correct reading frame the merge is validated.
Otherwise, we revert the merged genes to their previous status (Figure
49).

3
2
1

Figure 48: Artemis view showing an example of gene merging.
The view shows the Braker annotation (light blue, line number 1), the current T.
annulata annotation (light blue, line number 2) and our curated annotation (red,
line number 3). The red box highlights the merging site.
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iii.

Unmerge of two or more merged genes: We split a gene into two or more
genes if evidence of discontinuous exons exists in addition to the
presence of start and stop codons in the suspected split area. The
Prolongation or trimming of the split genes to meet the new start and stop
codons should keep the gene exons on the right reading frame for a split
to be validated (Figure 50).
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2
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Figure 49: Artemis view showing an example of gene unmerging.
The view shows the Braker annotation (light blue, line number 1), the current T.
annulata annotation (light blue, line number 2) and our curated annotation (red,
line number 3). The red box highlights the unmerging site.
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iv.

Addition of new genes: We have run Braker to predict new genes and
used the predictions as hints for new CDS features. We have manually
evaluated the Braker-generated gene models that were compared to
strand-specific mRNA evidence to validate new genes (Figure 51).

1
2
3

Figure 50: Artemis view showing an example of new gene.
The view shows the Braker annotation (line number 1), the current T. annulata
annotation (line number 2) and our curated annotation (red, line number 3). The
red box highlights the newly added gene.
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v.

Gene deletion: because not all genes are transcribed at all times,
conditions or life stages, we have not deleted genes lacking mRNA
evidence. The only genes deleted are the ones overlapping with another
gene and lacking mRNA evidence. These were four genes (Figure 52).
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2
3

Figure 51: Artemis view showing an example of gene deletion.
The view shows the Braker annotation (light blue, line number 1), the current T.
annulata annotation (light blue, line number 2) and our curated annotation (red,
line number 3). The red box highlights the deleted gene.
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The changes applied to the current version of the T. annulata genome are
summarized chromosome-wise in table 10.

Table 10: Chromosome distribution of the corrections made to the current version
of T. annulata annotation

Chr. 4

Mitochondrion

60

46

0

16

24

14

0

0

2

0

0

0

prologations

0

1

0

0

0

fuse exons

11

8

2

0

0

split exon

16

7

14

14

0

splicing

68

42

64

60

1

Merge

18

9

17

14

0

Unmerge

5

0

4

1

0

RNA-seq

4

2

0

2

0

Braker

24

8

16

11

0

192

117

146

132

1

Correction
of gene
boundaries

New
genes

Chr.1

Chr. 2

Chr. 3

add exon

89

44

delete exon

51

trimming

Number of modified genes
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Out of the 3796 parasite genes, 588 genes needed correction representing 15%
of all genes, comprising primarily exon boundary corrections (14%), followed by
gene merging (Figure 53).

No Change
83%

Non-expressed
2%
15%

Corrected exons
Merge
Unmerge
Delete

Figure 52: Pie chart of the corrections made to T. annulata annotation.

79% of the gene models in the available T. annulata annotation was found to be
consonant with our ssRNA-seq evidence. Figure 54 represents an Artemis view
representative of the correct genes models in the current T. annulata annotation.
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Figure 53: Artemis view showing an example of correct gene models.
The view shows the Braker annotation (light blue, line number 1), the current T.
annulata annotation (light blue, line number 2) and our curated annotation (light
blue, line number 3).

We have used domain content scores from pfam (264), a database of protein
families, as an indicator of the overall quality of this annotation. Our curated
annotation of T. annulata genome contains 4314 protein domains, compared to
4200 in the publicly available annotation, which represents an increase of 114
new domains. The number of unique protein domain shows that 33 domains are
identified only after re-annotation and four were excluded after re-annotation
(Figure 55). Table 11 summarizes deleted and added domains information.
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Before re-annotation

After re-annotation

Figure 54: Unique domain numbers before and after re-annotation.

The analysis of pfam (http://pfam.xfam.org) protein sequences also showed an
increase in hits after re-annotation with 2399 unique pfam protein sequences
after re-annotation versus 2370 before re-annotation. We have also used the
confidence score e value as an estimate for the quality of our re-annotated gene
models. In most genes corrected the e values were improved (Figure 56).
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a

b

Figure 55: Confidence scores of genes corrected after re-annotation.
The dots represent -log10 of e values from each corrected gene before and
after re-annotation for (a) all T. annulata genes or (b) corrected genes only. The
yellow dots represent new genes added after re-annotation.
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Table 11: Added and deleted pfam domains.
Pfam

Added or
deleted

Name

Lowest E
value

Number of
Hits

PF13175.3

-

AAA_15

1.90E-08

1

PF07931.9

-

CPT

0.0044

1

PF00444.15

-

Ribosomal_L36

2.80E-05

1

PF00054.20

-

Laminin_G_1

0.00087

1

PF07986.9

+

TBCC

1.00E-17

1

PF06645.10

+

SPC12

1.00E-16

1

PF08576.7

+

DUF1764

5.60E-24

1

PF00188.23

+

CAP

3.00E-09

1

PF05020.12

+

zf-NPL4

2.90E-05

1

PF02637.15

+

GatB_Yqey

0.00038

1

PF05786.11

+

Cnd2

0.0007

1

PF09360.7

+

zf-CDGSH

1.70E-10

2

PF00588.16

+

SpoU_methylase

2.20E-22

1

PF03997.9

+

VPS28

9.20E-29

1

PF09808.6

+

SNAPc_SNAP43

6.10E-08

1

PF02260.17

+

FATC

1.70E-05

1

PF01172.15

+

SBDS

1.80E-28

1

PF06432.8

+

GPI2

4.50E-13

1

PF01984.17

+

dsDNA_bind

7.90E-16

1

PF00098.20

+

zf-CCHC

0.0035

2

PF05030.9

+

SSXT

5.90E-08
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+
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+
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1

The total number of new genes added based on RNA-seq evidence and Braker
hints is 67. The search for the existence of these genes in the T. parva and T.
orientalis annotations showed that 57 of these genes were identified in both T.
parva and T. orientalis, nine are shared with T. parva and one shared with T.
orientalis. Only one gene had no hits in either T. parva or T. orientalis (Appendix
7). In order to confirm the existence of these newly added genes in T. parva and
T. orientalis we have viewed the genomes of T. annulata, before and after reannotation, in addition to the genome of T. parva and T. orientalis in Artemis
Comparison Tool (ACT) (265). The visualization of all genomes confirms our
previous results (Figure 57).
The search for similar proteins in other species shows that most genes match
with hypothetical protein products. Other functions include two putative ribosomal
proteins, putative dephospho-CoA kinase, DHHC-containing protein 20, a
putative DNA-directed RNA polymerase subunit N and a putative dnaJ protein
(Appendix 8).
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Figure 56: Existence of newly added genes in T. parva and T. orientalis.
(a) and (b) ACT views showing examples of newly added genes after T.
annulata re-annotation (Line 1. Line 1.1 and 1.2 show the genome before and
after re-annotation, respectively) and their existence in T. parva (Line 2) and
T. orientalis (Line 3).
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Since these newly added genes were not represented in our analysis of the
DEGs after attenuation, we have analyzed their expression in the Vir and Att Ode
cells. The results show that none of the new genes is DE after attenuation
(Figure 58). However, the slight down-regulation of parasite gene expression is
reflected in the heatmap, further confirming our previous observations.
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Figure 57: Heatmap of the expression values of new genes.
The heatmap illustrates the log 2 values of normalized RC from the three
biological replicates of the Vir and Att Ode cell lines. The colors reflect
abundance of expression with green representing low expression, black
medium and red high expression.
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4.5 DISCUSSION
The analysis of parasite genes expression revealed that the majority of parasite
genes are slightly down-regulated after attenuation, a pattern previously
undescribed in T. annulata attenuated host cells. We show that this downregulation is a result of the oxidative stress suffered by the parasite in the
attenuated cell line and that it is rescued after ROS elimination. We also show
that the down-regulation of TGF-β2 in the attenuated cells is linked to this downregulation of parasite genes as a result of the increase in ROS levels due to
TGF-β2 and catalase down-regulation. The phenotypic results of TGF-β2
down-regulation in attenuated Ode cells include a decrease in catalase activity
and migration potential and an increase in ROS levels.
TGF-β2 is constitutively induced in T. annulata-infected cells, conferring an
increase in invasiveness to the infected leukocytes. The decrease in TGF-β2
levels in attenuated host cells and the disease susceptibility of the HolsteinFriesian breed, naturally producing high TGF-β2 levels, confirm the prometastatic role of TGF-β2 in T. annulata-infected leukocytes. The expression
levels of TGF-β2, but not TGF-β1 or TGF-RI, II or III are important in the
transformation of T. annulata host cells (75). High ROS levels, a decrease in
TGF-β2 expression and a decrease in invasiveness characterize the T. annulatainfected Att Ode macrophage cell line. However, ROS activate and increase
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TGF- β2 gene expression (266, 267) and TGF-β2 activates catalase transcription
inducing the decrease of ROS levels. These facts are conflicting with the low
levels of TGF-β2 but further stress the importance of TGF-β2 in the attenuated
phenotype of Att Ode cell line. In order to test if the low levels of TGF-β2 have an
effect on the observed down-regulation of parasite genes we have reconstituted
TGF-β2 to the Att Ode cells and tested the gene expression levels of nine genes
some of which display down-regulation in Att Ode cells. All tested genes were
up-regulated after treatment with TGF-β2 pointing towards its involvement in the
overall parasite gene down-regulation after attenuation.
The high level of ROS is associated the loss of virulence of Att Ode
macrophages due to improperly controlled high oxidative stress levels (126). This
accumulation of ROS is the result of their increased production or their deficient
elimination. Indeed, we found that catalase, an antioxidant enzyme that detoxifies
H2O2 by turning it into oxygen and water, is down-regulated in Att Ode cells both
in expression and activity. Many studies report catalase down-regulation in a
variety of tumors and cancer cell lines (268-272). This down-regulation is directly
linked to the inefficiency of H2O2 detoxification and consequently high ROS
levels, promoting angiogenesis, proliferation and genetic instability (273). We
report that TGF-β2 drives catalase transcription and the down-regulation of the
former in the attenuated form of T. annulata-infected macrophages induces the
transcriptional down-regulation of the latter. Both the metastatic potential and the
gene expression of the attenuated macrophages were restored after rescue of
TGF-β2 levels.
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It is clear from the large down-regulation of parasite genes after attenuation,
increase in this down-regulation after increasing ROS levels and rescue of their
expression after detoxification that oxidative stress affects not only the host cell
but also the parasite. Some parasites, like the closely related Plasmodium (274,
275), resist oxidative stress within the host, while others, Trypanosoma for
instance, are resistant to this stress (276). The question remains: does the low
but broad-ranging down-regulation of parasite transcripts reflect damage and
stress or adaptation to the extracellular milieu?
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4.6 CONCLUSION
The analysis of parasite gene expression before and after attenuation revealed a
pattern previously unidentified in T. annulata, which is the overall downregulation of most parasite genes in the attenuated macrophages. This trend was
clear from different levels of gene expression analysis, i.e. the analysis of the
whole parasite transcriptome, the most highly expressed genes and the analysis
of parasite significantly DEGs. This observation led us to focus on this trait
instead of the individual DEGs after attenuation.
The attenuated T. annulata-infected macrophage cell line Att Ode exhibit high
ROS levels and suffer a loss of virulence as a result of oxidative stress (126). We
report that the antioxidant enzyme catalase is down-regulated in Att Ode cells in
expression and activity. Here, we focus on this enzyme and investigate possible
links between this later and TGF-β2. We have reconstituted and blocked TGF-β2
in Att and Vir Ode cells respectively and tested the H2O2 levels, cell migration
and catalase expression and activity. Our results show that TGF-β2 controls the
transcription of catalase and its down-regulation after attenuation leads to a
deficient catalase production and an accumulation in ROS levels in the in Att Ode
cells. The oxidative stress resulting from this accumulation induces loss of
virulence in the attenuated Ode cell line.
TGF-β2 plays a pro-metastatic role in the invasiveness of T. annulata-infected
cells and its down-regulation in Att Ode cells leads to a decrease in their
invasiveness (75). This fact is consistent with the difference in susceptibility
between the Holstein-Friesian (Bos taurus) and Sahiwal (Bos indicus) stocks to
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tropical theileriosis. The Holstein-Friesian animals produce more TGF-β2 than
the Sahiwal animals which causes a higher invasiveness of the T. annulatainfected cells (277).
In addition to the analysis of parasite genes in Att and Vir Ode macrophages, we
have used the deep RNA-seq data to refine the annotation of the T. annulata
genome. Genome sequencing is not the end of any genome project. Proper
genome annotation is a fundamental step in identifying the genetic makeup of
any genome out of the raw data of the DNA sequence. The precise annotation of
genes is a key step when using genomic or transcriptomic tools for any
downstream study on a given organism. The comparison of our deep strandspecific mRNA-seq data to the publicly available T. annulata annotation revealed
a good correlation between the gene and splice sites coordinates and our deep
strand-specific mRNA evidence, indicating an overall good annotation of the T.
annulata genome 11 years ago (259). Our manual refining of the existing gene
models identified a total of 588 genes with faulty coordinates and 67 genes
previously unidentified in T. annulata. We have manually verified all 3796 T.
annulata genes and corrected the gene boundaries of the 588 genes that needed
correction and added the predicted and mRNA-seq validated 67 new genes to
yield a curated annotation of T. annulata. Our annotation was tested for pfam
domain and protein content and the results reveal an increase after re-annotation
by 114 protein domains and 22 protein sequences as compared to the publicly
available T. annulata annotation. Moreover, the analysis of the confidence score
e-value of the corrected genes shows an overall improvement in the quality of the
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annotation. We have also identified the 67 new genes in T. parva and T.
orientalis, a good indication that these are bonafide genes.
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CHAPTER 5: FINAL CONCLUSIONS
In this work we used the strength of NGS to describe and analyze the full
transcriptome of T. annulata and its host cells in different infected/uninfected and
virulent/attenuated cell line pairs. Using two different T. annulata-infected cell
lines we provide a database of the transcriptome of the T. annulata-infected host
cells and their uninfected counterparts, identifying the entire list of host cell genes
perturbed after T. annulata-infection. Then, in order to define the genes playing a
role in both host cell transformation and virulence, we have merged the
databases of infected/uninfected and virulent/attenuated cell lines transcriptomes
to identify four DEGs down-regulated after infection and up-regulated after
attenuation or vice versa. We believe these four genes are likely to be crutial to
both T. annulata-mediated transformation and virulence. These genes are
MMP9, RasGRP1, GZMA and SEPP1. With the exception of MMP9, a gene well
characterized in Theileria-infected cells, the roles of RasGRP1, GZMA and
SEPP1 in Theileria-mediated transformation have not been reported before.
Overall, these three genes describe the T. annulata host cell exhaustion and
silencing of tumor suppressor genes and genes needed for clearing infections in
order to successfully transform the host cell and guarantee virulence. The upregulation of these genes characterizes host cells after parasite attenuation.
In addition to transcriptome, we describe and analyze the miRNome of the T.
annulata-infected cell line TBL20 and its un-infected counterpart, with or without
BPQ treatment, in addition to the miRNome of the Att and Vir Ode cell lines. We
have used the host cells transcriptome data to better understand the miRNA-seq
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results. We have identified 35 DE miRNAs after T. annulata-infection and
identified their inversely correlated targets in order to understand the impact of
the differential expression of these miRNAs on T. annulata host cells. The
second most up-regulated miRNA is miR-126-5p, a pro-angiogenic miRNA
promoting cell replication by targeting DLK1 and the tumor suppressor gene
klotho. Importantly, this miRNA is also down-regulated in the Att Ode cell line.
The role of this miRNA in T. annulata-mediated transformation of the host cell is
largely unknown. We characterize the role of this miRNA in T. annulata-infected
cells and show that it positively regulates host cell proliferation, survival,
adhesion and invasion. Furthermore, we propose that miR-126-5p activates
MMP9 through the up-regulation of the transcription factor c-Jun.
In addition to the known Bos taurus miRNAs, we use our miRNA-seq data to
predict 365 candidate novel miRNAs. 15 of the predicted novel miRNA
candidates were found to be DE between BL20 and TBL20 cells. We have tested
and confirmed the expression of five of these miRNAs by qRT-PCR in BL20,
TBL20, Att and Vir Ode cell lines. What is more, the five tested predicted
miRNAs are up-regulated after infection but down-regulated after attenuation,
suggesting an important role for these putative small RNAs in the phenotype of
T. annulata-transformed cells.
In the current work, we do not limit our analysis to the host cell, we extend our
inquiry to include a study of the parasite transcriptome in virulence and after
attenuation. Surprisingly, this analysis revealed a slight but broad-ranging downregulation of the parasite transcripts, a phenotype, we show, resulting from the
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oxidative stress of the parasite. This stress is likely due to the insufficient
detoxification of ROS that accumulate in the attenuated host cells. We show that
TGF-β2 is responsible, at least partially, for this elevation of ROS because of its
down-regulation in the Att Ode cells and consequently the decrease in catalase
levels and activity. The rescue of either TGF-β2 or catalase restored both the
expression levels of parasite genes and the metastatic potential of the host cells,
confirming our hypothesis that parasite stress due to elevated ROS levels is due
to TGF-β2 down-regulation and is responsible for the general down-regulation of
parasite genes.
Finally, we have used the deep RNA-seq of the Ode cells to manually reannotate the T. annulata genome. The evaluation of the publicly available
genome on the light of the strand-specific mRNA-seq data revealed that the
annotation was good and needed only minor modifications. Only 15% of the T.
annulata annotated genes needed correction, with 588 corrected genes and 67
added new genes. The result of this genome manual curation is a better version
of genome annotation for future genomic and transcriptomic studies in T.
annulata.
Altogether, we provide six different datasets, three for host cell transcriptome
before and after infection or attenuation, two for host cell miRNome and one for
T. annulata transcriptome before and after attenuation, in addition to the analysis
of DE genes and miRNAs in each dataset. We identify four genes we propose as
key to T. annulata-mediated transformation and virulence and we characterize
the role of miR-126-5p in T. annulata-infected cells. Finally, we have unraveled
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the predominant down-regulation of T. annulata genes after attenuation and
identified low TGF-β2 and high ROS levels as being the causative agent of this
down-regulation. Lastly, we provide a corrected version of the T. annulata
genome.
This study is an exhaustive analysis of the transcriptome and miRNome of six T.
annulata host cells and the transcriptome of the parasite under virulent and
attenuated conditions.
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CHAPTER 6: FUTURE PERSPECTIVES
The current work describes the transcriptional landscape of T. annulata host cells
and could be exploited for further functional characterization of the role of the
identified DE genes and miRNAs in T. annulata-infected leukocytes. The
phenotypic similarity between T. annulata-infected cells and cancer cells makes
from our sequencing data and results a source of information for the expression
of potential or known oncogenes and tumor suppressor genes and miRNAs in
addition to potential regulators of host cell defense against parasitic infections.
Our sequencing data could also be useful for future T. annulata-related studies
as it provides the full description of the host cells mRNA and miRNA expression
values before, during and after infection.
We present in this work MMP9, SEPP1, RasGRP1 and GZMA as key dual
players in the mechanisms of T. annulata-host cell transformation and virulence
of infected macrophages. The identification of these genes has lead to the
unraveling of a decreased parasite clearance abilities in T. annulata-infected
cells and the exhaustion of these latter as a result of chronic infection. In the
exception of MMP9, the role of these genes in T. annulata-mediated
transformation and host cell/parasite virulence is not established. The
characterization of the role of these genes in infected cells is an important step
towards understanding these roles.
The pro-oncogenic role of miR-125-6p in the T. annulata-mediated host cell
transformation is now, thanks to this work, elucidated. We have shown that the
levels of miR-126-5p known targets are affected by this miRNA’s cellular levels.
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However, the existence of other new targets of this miRNA is possible. Hence,
the identification of such potential new miR-126-5p targets could help us to better
understand the mechanism by which miR-126-5p modulates the proliferation,
survival, invasion and migration of the infected cells. Another important piece in
this puzzle is the reason for miR-126-5p up-regulation after infection. We know
that the cellular levels of this miRNA increase after infection, but we do not
understand yet the causative agent of this up-regulation and the molecular
mechanism behind it. The identification of all the molecular players is key to
understand cellular pathway modulated by T. annulata to guarantee miR-126-5p
up-regulation
In addition to the expression levels of known host cell miRNAs we have identified
365 candidate novel miRNAs, out of which 15 were DE after infection. The
investigation of the existence of these novel miRNA candidates, especially the
DE ones, in human cancer cells is worth-while. These novel miRNA candidates
could play a role not only in the transformation of T. annulata host cells but also
in the tumorigenic properties of human cancer cells, if they are found to be
expressed by human cancer cells. Thus the investigation and characterization of
these potential small RNAs in human tumors and cancer cell lines could prove
beneficial.
All in all, this study provides full mRNA and miRNA-seq data for a comprehensive
and better understanding of the interaction and the transcriptomic and miRNome
changes of T. annulata infected cells after infection and during and after parasite
elimination and after host cell/parasite attenuation in addition to the transcriptome
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of the parasite in virulence and after attenuation. Another product of this study is
the curation of the currently available annotation of the T. annulata genome to
yield a refined and improved version of the parasite’s annotation. These results
and high throughput data will hopefully pave the way for future T. annulata
studies and potentially cancer research.
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CHAPTER 7: MATERIALS AND METHODS

CELL LINES
For the host cell or parasite transcriptome, miRNome and genome re-annotation
studies we have used six different cell lines: The un-infected BL20 and BL3 cell
lines and their T. annulata-infected counterparts TBL20 and TBL3, respectively
and the T. annulata-infected virulent and attenuated Ode cell lines Vir and Att
Ode.
BL3 and BL20 are immortalized lymphoid cell lines. They sustain cell division and
fail to initiate apoptosis (72). The BL3 and BL20 cell lines are bovine leukaemic
lymphoblast and lymphosarcoma cell lines, respectively (278, 279). TBL3 and
TBL20 are cell lines generated by in vitro infection of the bovine lymphosarcoma
cell lines, BL3 and BL20 respectively, with the Hissar stock of T. annulata (280).
TBL20 cells possess the same characteristics of naturally parasitized cells, e.g.,
generation of merozoites when cultured at 41°C (281) and the presence of
macroschizont-associated IKK signalosomes (79, 282). This shows that
BL20/TBL20 cells have an identical host background (72) and thus are a good
model to study the changes introduced by T. annulata to the host cell. The Ode
cells are vaccine cell lines, used at passage 69-72 (Vir Ode) or 311-314 (Att
Ode) (283).
The wound healing assay to test miR-126-5p was performed using the BoMac
cell line, a bovine macrophage cell line generated by calcium-phosphate
transfection with SV40 plasmid DNA (284).
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CELL CULTURE
The BL20 and TBL20 cell lines were cultured in RPMI 1640 medium with L-glu
and 25mM Hepes (Lonza) supplemented with 20% heat-inactivated fetal calf
serum (Sigma), 25mM Hepes (AppliChem), 100 units/ml of Penicillin and 100
ug/ml of streptomycin (Lonza). The BL3 and TBL3 cells were cultured in RPMI
1640 medium supplemented with 2 mM of L-glutamine (Lonza) and 10 mM
Hepes (Lonza), 10 % heat-inactivated FBS (Gibco), 100 units/ml of Penicillin and
100 ug/ml of streptomycin (Lonza) and 10mM b-mercaptoethanol (SigmaAldrich). The Ode Att and Vir cell lines were cultured in RPMI 1640 with 2mM Lglutamine (Lonza) and 10mM hepes (Lonza) supplemented with 10% heatinactivated FBS (Gibco) and 100 units/ml of Penicillin and 100 ug/ml of
streptomycin (Lonza). All cell lines were incubated at 37C with 5% CO2. The
BoMac cell line was cultured in DMEM +4.5g/L glucose +L-glutamine (Lonza),
supplemented with 10% heat-inactivated FBS (Gibco), 100 units/ml of Penicillin
and 100 ug/ml of streptomycin (Lonza) and 20mM of Hepes (Lonza).
RNA EXTRACTIONS
Cells were seeded at a density of 2.5x105 cell/ml in 3 biological replicates. RNA
was extracted using the PureLink RNA Mini Kit (Life technologies) following the
manufacture’s instructions. Briefly, cells were lysed and homogenized by
passage through a 21 gauge needle, 70% ethanol was then added to the lysate
and the samples were added to a spin cartridge to bind RNA. After 3 washes,
RNA was recovered in RNase-free water. Total RNA designated for miRNA
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experiments was extracted using the mirVana miRNA isolation kit (Thermo
Fisher) using the manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, cells were lysed and lysates
homogenized, Then total RNA extracted by organic extraction using acid phenol
chloroform. 100% ethanol was added to the lysates and the mix was passed
through a cartridge, washed 3 times then eluted in RNase-free water. The
quantity and quality checked by Qubit and Bioanalyzer 2100 respectively.
mRNA LIBRARY PREPARATION
mRNA libraries were prepared using the illumina Truseq Stranded mRNA
Sample Preparation Kit following the manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, the
mRNA was purified from 1-4 ug of total RNA using poly-T oligo-attached
magnetic beads then fragmented and primed. Subsequently, the first and second
strands of cDNA were synthesized using SuperScript III reverse transcriptase,
followed by adenylation on the 3’ end, barcoding and adapter ligation. The
adapter ligated DNA fragments were then enriched with 15 PCR cycles and
cleaned with Ampure XP beads. Finally, the libraries were validated using the
1000 DNA kit on 2100 Bioanalyzer (Agilent Technologies), quantified using qubit
(Life Technologies) then equally pooled.
miRNA LIBRARY PREPARATION
The miRNA libraries were prepared using the Truseq Small RNA Sample
Preparation kit following the manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, 1 ug of total
RNA was adapter ligated at the 3’ and 5’ ends, reverse transcribed, barcoded
then amplified with 11 PCR reactions. Then the cDNA was run on a 6% TBE
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PAGE gel (Novex, Life Technologies). After staining with CYBR Green the gel is
visualized on a UV transluminator (Doc-It imaging system, UVP) and the cDNA
constructs of a size between 145-160 bp were cut. The cDNA was then eluted
from the gel, concentrated and the libraries validated, quantified and finally
pooled.
SEQUENCING
Stranded mRNA libraries were sequenced on a Hiseq 2000 platform (Illumina) as
50 bp SE (BL20/TBL20) or 100 bp PE (BL3/TBL3 and Att/Vir Ode). T. annulata
transcriptome was sequenced on a Hiseq 4000 platform as 150 bp PE. miRNA
libraries were sequenced on a Hiseq 2000 as 50 bp SE.
REFERENCE GENOME
The Bos taurus genome size is 2.82 GB, organized in 29 pairs of autosomes and
two sex chromosomes. We have used the Bos taurus genome assembly version
Btau_4.6.1, this assembly version being the latest at the time of this study. The
assembly dates from October 2011. Btau_4.6.1 version covers 95% of the Bos
taurus genome and has 7x coverage. This assembly has an improved version of
the Y chromosome compared to the previous version Btau_4.6.
SEQUENCING DATA ANALYSIS
The quality of the reads and others parameters checked by FastQC
(http://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/fastqc/). The raw RNA-seq
reads were processed for adaptor trimming by Trimmomatic tool (285). The
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strand-specific reads were mapped on to Bovine genome (bosTau7; Btau_4.6.1;
GCF_000003205.5) using Tophat2 (-g 1 --library-type fr-firststrand) (286). The
samples with respective replicates were analyzed further for differential gene
expression by three different tools, Cuffdiff2 (84), DESeq2 (fitType ="local")
(286), and baySeq (287) with default parameters unless mentioned specifically.
The count values for DESeq2 and baySeq were calculated from BAM files using
HTSeq-count tool (288). The transcriptome quality plots were generated by
cummeRbund

package

(v2.14.0)

in

R

(http://bioconductor.org/packages/release/bioc/html/cummeRbund.html).
NEW GENE PREDICTIONS
We have used BRAKER1 (261) pipeline for unsupervised RNA-seq based
genome annotation. BRAKER1 uses GeneMark-ET (289) and AUGUSTUS (290)
for training and predicting the genes based on RNA-seq evidence. Strandspecific RNA-seq reads were mapped on to the T. annulata genome
(PiroplasmaDB-28) using splice-aware mapper TopHat2 (286). TopHat2
generated BAM files and genome assembly file were provided as input to
BRAKER1 pipeline.
NOVEL miRNA PREDICTION
We used mirTools2.0 (291) pipeline for known and novel miRNA discovery.
Sequencing reads are aligned to the bosTau7 genome using SOAP (292).
Annotations are added from miRBase (www.mirbase.org) and Rfam (293)
databases. The ‘unclassified’ aligned reads are further used for the prediction of
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novel miRNA, which is done by broadly used tool, Mireap (294). Mireap
combines minimum free energy, secondary structure, miRNA position and depth,
Dicer cleavage site etc to identify novel miRNAs from NGS data. The final
prediction contains the identification of mature and hairpin miRNAs, their location
in the genome, structure and other information.
miRNA TARGET PREDICTION
We obtained the 3’ untranslated regions (3’UTR) of Bos taurus genome from
UTRdb database (295). miRNA target prediction was done by miRanda v3.3a
(http://www.microrna.org/)

and

RNAhybrid

v2.1.1

(221).

miRNA

mature

sequences and 3’UTRs are given as input to the tools. Tools are based on the
miRNAs complementarity to the 3’UTR regions and binding energy of the duplex
structure.
PROLIFERATION AND SURVIVAL ASSAYS
The cells were cultured at a density of 2.5x105 cell/ml in a 12 well plate. The cells
were counted with the Bio-Rad T20 cell counter every 24 hours and values of cell
number and living cells percentage were taken. Trypan blue was used to exclude
dead cells and define the cell viability percentage.
ADHESION ASSAY
A 96 well plate was coated with fibronectin and incubated o.n at 4oC. 0.05% BSA
in RPMI was then added to each well and incubated 1h at 37oC. The wells were
then washed twice with 0.1% BSA in RPMI and chilled 2 min on ice. Cells were
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washed with PBS and 1x106 cells were resuspended in 100 µl of RPMI added to
each well. The plate was incubated at 37oC for 1h, washed once with PBS then
fixed with PFA 10 min at room temperature and washed once with PBS. The
plate was then incubated with 100 µL of crystal violet per well for 10 min at room
temperature and left to dry at room temperature. Finally, each well was
submerged by 100 uL of a 2% SDS, 2% ethanol solution for 30 min then the
absorbance was read in a plate reader at 595 nm.
INVASION ASSAY
The invasion assay was performed using the culture coat 96 well bme cell
invasion optimization assay following the manufacturer’s instructions (Trevigen)
(296). Briefly, 16 hours prior to the assay, cells were starved in serum-free
medium. The 96 well cell invasion chamber was left at room tempreture for 1h,
the chambers inserts were rehydrated with 25 µL of serum-free medium and
incubated at 37oC, 5% CO2 for 1h. Cells were harvested and counted and diluted
to 1 x 106 cell/ml in serum-free medium. 25 µL of cells (2.5 x 104) was added to
each top each top chamber and 150 µL of medium of each bottom chamber. The
chamber was then assembled and incubated at 37oC, 5% CO2 for 24 h. After 24
h content was removed from the chamber by inversion and well were washed
with 50 µL of wash buffer. The top chamber was transferred to the reciver plate
and cells were dissociated by addition of 100 µL of cell dissociation
solution/Calcein AM to bottom chamber and incubation for 1 h at 37oC, 5% CO2.
Cells were then removed from the membrane by light tapping and the top
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chamber was removed and the plate read at an excitation of 485 nm and an
emission of 520 nm.
mRNAs qRT-PCR
Total RNA was reverse transcribed using the High Capacity cDNA Reverse
Transcription Kit (Applied biosystems) in a 20 µL reaction as follows: 2 µg of
extracted total RNA, 2 µL of RT buffer, 0.8µL of 100mM dNTP mix, 2.0µL of 10X
random primers, 1µL of MultiScribe reverse transcriptase and Nuclease-free
water to a final volume of 20 µL. The reaction was incubated 10 min at 25°C, 2 h
at 37°C then the enzyme was inactivated at 85°C for 5 min. The real time PCR
was performed in a 10µL reaction containing 20-30 ng cDNA template, 5 µL 2X
Fast SYBR Green Master Mix, 500 nM of forward and reverse primers. The
reaction volume was completed to 10 µL with RNase-free water. The reaction
was run on the 7500 HT Fast Real-Time PCR System (Applied Biosystems). The
program was as follows: an activation step of 20 s at 95°C and 40 cycles of 1 s
denaturation at 95°C and 20 s annealing and extension at 60°C. GAPDH was
used as a housekeeping gene and the results were analyzed by the 2−∆∆CT
method (297). Primers were designed and assessed for secondary structures
using the Primer Express Software v3.0
FUNCTIONAL ANNOTATION
Up- and down-regulated DEGs were uploaded and analysed in DAVID (298) to
define the enriched biological processes, KEGG pathways and molecular
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functions and protein domains. The lists were tested using Benjamini and terms
with a p value <0.01 and a count of genes > 2 were considered as significant.
The miRNA target genes were uploaded and analyzed in genecodis
(http://genecodis.cnb.csic.es) (224). Terms with more than 3 genes and an FDR
of 0.05 were considered as significant.
miRNA qRT-PCR
RNA extracted with the mirVana kit was used. The cDNA was synthesized using
the TaqMan microRNA RT kit (Applied Biosystems) following the manufacturer’s
instructions. Briefly, a 15 ul rx was set for each biological replicate of each tested
miRNA. The RT rx contained 7 µL MMIX (100 mM dNTPs, 50 U/µL MultiScribe
reverse transcriptase, 10X RT buffer, 20 U/µL RNase inhibitor), 10 ng of total
RNA in 5 µL and 3 µL of 5X miRNA-specific RT primers. The RT was performed
at 16°C for 30 min, 42°C for 30 min and 85°C for 5 min. The qPCR was
performed in a 384 well plate as a 10 µL rx volume containing 1.33 µL of RT
product, 5 µL TaqMan 2X universal PCR MMIX, 1 µL of miRNA-specific 20X
TaqMan MicroRNA assay. The qPCR thermal cycle was set to 95°C for 10 min
and 40 cycles of 95°C for 15 sec and 60°C for 60 sec. Data was analyzed using
the 2−∆∆CT or the relative expression method by normalization to U6b as a
housekeeping miRNA.
SOFTWARES AND TOOLS
Venn diagrams were generated using biovenn, a free online tool for generating
area proportional Venn diagrams (http://www.cmbi.ru.nl/cdd/biovenn/index.php)
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(299)

or

Venny

2.0.2

(http://bioinfogp.cnb.csic.es/tools/venny/index.html).

Heatmaps were generated with giTools using log 2 values of normalized read
counts from 3 biological replicates (300). Graphs were generated using Prism 6.
Each value is represented as the mean ± standard error of the mean (SEM).
Primers were designed using primer express 3.0. Gene IDs were converted,
when needed, using Biomart (http://www.biomart.org) (301).
TRANSFECTION
Cells were transfected using the amaxa machine following the manufacturer’s
instructions. Briefly, 2.5x105 were pelleted and transfected with miRNA mimic or
inhibitor sequences at a concentration of 400 nM in 100 µL of transfection
reagent using the program O17. Cells were put in culture in a 12 well plate in 2ml
of complete medium and RNA extracted after 36 hours of transfection.
DYNAMIC MONITORING OF CELL ADHESION
The cellular adhesion was monitored using xCELLigence (Roche). Briefly,
0.7µg/ml of fibronectin was added to wells on 96X E-plate and incubated at 37°C
for 30 min then washed with PBS and incubated with 0.5% BSA for 1 h at 4°C
then wahed with PBS. 50 µL of cell suspension was added to each well and cell
adhesion and spreading was monitored every 5 min for 2 h.
INTRACELLULAR LEVELS OF HYDROGEN PEROXIDE (H2O2)
Cells were seeded in a 96 well plate at as 1x105 cell/well and incubated in
complete medium for 18 h prior to assay then PBS washed and incubated with
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100 µL/well of 5 μM H2-DCFDA in PBS (Molecular Probes). H2O2 levels were
assayed on a fusion spectrofluorimeter (PackardBell) by spectrofluorimetry at
485 and 530nm excitation and emission wavelengths respectively. Fluorescence
was monitored every 1 h for 5 h.
CATALASE ACTIVITY ASSAY
1x105 Cells were pelleted and lyzed in 50 µL of PBS, 1% NP40. In a 96 well plate
we added the lysate, 50 µL of peroxidase antibody (1/2000, Sigma) and 50 µL
H2O2 (1/4000, Sigma) and incubated the plate at 37°C in 5% CO2 for 10 min. 50
μL of OPD (SIGMAFASTTM) was then added and the absorbance immediately
read at 405nm. The catalase activity is reported to the protein amount sample
(bovine serum albumin microbiuret assay, Pierce, Bezons, France).
PHARMACEUTICAL INHIBITION AND ACTIVATION
TGF-β signaling was activated using the recombinant bovine TGF-β2 (NIBSC,
Potters Bar. UK), 5ng/ml and inhibited using 10µM of the TGF-Receptor I/ALK5
inhibitor SB431542, (Sigma). Cells were treated for 24 h at 37°C prior to assay.
Catalase activity was inhibited with the selective inhibitor Aminotriazole (AT)
(Sigma), and restored by adding bovine catalase (Sigma) by o.n treatment with
1200 µM of AT and 80U/ml of bovine catalase respectively.
WESTERN BLOTTING
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Protein extract was prepared by cell lysis using 20 mM Hepes, 0.1% SDS, 2 mM
EDTA, 1% NP40, 150 mM NaCl, phosphatase inhibitor cocktail PhosSTOP
(Roche) and the protease inhibitor cocktail tablet Complete mini EDTA free
(Roche) then protein concentration was determined by the Brdaford assay. The
cell lysates were then run in SDS/PAGE and transferred to a nitrocellulose
membrane (Protran, Whatman). The membrane was blocked for 90 min at room
temperature with 3% non-fat milk-PBST for anti-actin antibody or 5% non-fat
milk-TBST (for anti-catalase). The blocked membranes were incubated with
rabbit polyclonal antibody anti-catalase (Cell Signaling) or the goat polyclonal
antibody anti-actin I-19 (Santa Cruz Biotechnology) then with the peroxidaseconjugated secondary antibody rabbit anti-IgG or goat anti-IgG (Santa Cruz
biotechnology). The membranes were then washed and visualized on X-ray films
with ECL western blotting detection reagents (Thermo Scientific). β-actin was
used as a loading control.
The TGF-β2 (Figure 42), catalase activity (Figure 43), pharmaceutical inhibition
(Figure 44), adhesion (Figure 33) and invasion assays (Figure 34) and part of
functional analysis of miR-126-5p (Figure 28b, 31 and 36) were performed by
Malak Haidar PhD from Prof. Gordon Langsley’s lab in the pathogen genomics
laboratory, KAUST or the Laboratory of Comparative Cellular Biology of
Apicomplexa Cochin Institute, Paris, for un-availability of required material.
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APPENDICES
Appendix 1: Workflow of the host cell transcriptome analysis

Total RNA extraction

Attenuated vs virulent
cells

Infected vs uninfected
cells

BL20/ TBL20

Att/Vir Ode

BL3/ TBL3

ssRNA library preparation

Sequencing

Mapping

Differential expression
analysis
CuffDiff2, DESeq2, baySeq
Functional analysis
David
Merging all datasets
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Appendix 2: List of primers used for qRT-PCR
Gene symbol

Forward primer sequence

Reverse primer sequence

ICOSLG

CTGGGAGGAAAACCCAACCT

TTCTCCTAAAATTCCACGTGCTT

PPP1R14C

AGCATTGGCTGGTTTGGAAGT

GTCCTCACCATAAGCCACTGAGA

GGT1

TTCATCGCTCCAGGCAAAC

GTCGTCGCCCACGATGAT

NRADD

ACGACACTCCAAAAACCTTCTCTAA

GTTCTGCAGCATGGTTCTACCA

STARD10

GCGTCAAATACCCTGAGTGGAA

CGGGTGTAGCCACGGTTT

GMPR

TCCACACACGCCTGCTTTT

CCAGGACCTGCTGGAACCT

CPXM1

GCAGCAGCGGGATGGAT

AGATTTAGCACTGGTGTCTCTGGAT

B9D2

TGGCTGAGGTGCACGTGAT

CCACTTGCAGAACAGGCTACTTT

NT5M

GCACGAGCCCCATCAAGA

GCTTCTCCACCCAGGCATACT

CYBA

TTGGTCTGCCTGCTGGAATAC

CTGTCCACACCTCTCCATGGT

GSTK1

TCCACTTCCCCAAGGATTTCT

GCGCATGGCTGTCAAACTT

POMT1

TGTATTACGGGCAGTACATCTCTTTT

TGGTCCACTGCCATCCAAA

BLNK

ACCGTGGATGGCCCACTA

ATCCGCTTCCTGTTCTGACAAA

CAPN3

GATGATGGCACAAACATGACCTA

CTCAATCAACTCCCCCATTTTC

LOC101905099

CCAGCTCAGGGAGACACAATG

TTGCCCTTGAGCTTCAGTTTC

PAX5

GGCCAGGGTGTTGGTGACT

TGGCGAAGACCTTGCATTTT

PM0D1

GATTAACCTCATGCTGCAAGTCA

TGTTTCTTTTGGAGGAGCTGAAG

LIPA

GTGTACCACAAGCGCATTCCT

GGCATCCAAGCCCCAGAT

ITGB1

AATGTAACGAATCGAAGCAAAGG

GGCTGGATTTGAGTGATATCTTCTG

PDIA5

CGATGCCACCGTCAACAA

GTGTAGGAAACTCGGCAATGTG

VWA5A

GGCTTTGGTCCTGGGTATGAA

TTCGCATCCTTGTCAGGAAGT

NRP2

CCCATGTTGGACCCCTGAT

GGCCGAACGGAGTTCAGAA

MMP9

GCCCCGAAGCTGACATTGT

CCCGTTCTTCCCATCGAA

SEPP1

CGAGTTTCTCTCTGTGGCTTTGT

CCGACCAGCTTGCTTCCTT

GZMA

CATGCTATGACCCGGACACA

TGTTGCTTTTTTGTTCAGCTTTAGA

RASGRP1

CATCAGCTGCAGAACTTCAATACG

GCCTGGAAATAGAGCTGTGACA

Catalase

AGATGGACACAGGCACATGA

ACTGCCTCTCCATTTGCATT

GAPDH

TGCCGCCTGGAGAAACC

ACGCCTGCTTCACCACCTT
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Appendix 3: comparison of RNA-seq results from the current study and microarray results from the study
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Appendix 4: Comparison between BL20/TBL20 and BL3/TBL3 datasets. (a) Upregulated genes in TBL20 and TBL3. (b) Down-regulated genes in TBL20 and
TBL3. (c) Comparison between all datasets. Numbers represent R2 values.
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Appendix 5: Workflow of the host cell miRNome analysis

Total RNA extraction

Attenuated vs
virulent cells
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Differential expression
analysis
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Target prediction
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Appendix 6: List of the candidate novel miRNAs
miRNA
novel_1
novel_8
novel_25
novel_27
novel_61
novel_66
novel_69
novel_75
novel_97
novel_163
novel_180
novel_190
novel_198
novel_203
novel_215
novel_245
novel_268
novel_287
novel_295
novel_330
novel_389
novel_439
novel_446
novel_459
novel_479
novel_486
novel_501
novel_550
novel_582
novel_627
novel_635
novel_681
novel_700
novel_718
novel_742
novel_781
novel_828
novel_831
novel_850
novel_864
novel_865
novel_884
novel_891
novel_916
novel_920
novel_983
novel_985

length
22
20
23
21
22
23
20
22
24
23
21
22
24
23
22
24
22
21
24
22
23
24
21
23
24
21
22
20
23
21
23
22
21
20
20
22
21
23
22
22
23
24
22
22
21
22
24

Mature Sequence
TCAAAAGCGAGGCCTGGGCATC
CTCCTGTCTGAGCCTCGTCC
AAGGAGGAGAAGGGAGGGCAGTC
TCTTCCACCACGTCCCAGGTG
TGACCGCCTCTCCCCCTGCAGC
TGCGTCGGTGTCTCCGGGGGTCC
GTCGGGGCGGGGCGCACTGC
TCAGGCTAGGGCTTCCTTGGTG
ACCGGTCTTCCCTGATAGCTCAGA
TCTGGCTCCTCTCCCCTCTTAGG
TGTTCGGTATTGCCTGACTTC
TGAGCTTTTTAGCACAGAGCAA
AACTTTTGCCCCTAGTAACGGACT
GACCTGGCCAGCTGGAAGGAGAT
TATTGCACTTGTCCCGGCCTGT
GAAGATGACTGAGTGACTCACTTT
GTGGCCGGGGGGACCTGGCCCA
CTGAACTGATGGCTGCTGTAA
GAGGAGGGTGATCATCGCGGTGCT
CGTAGCGCCGCCTTCCCCCAGG
CCCCGGGCGCCTGTGTGAGGGTC
AGTGCAGCTGAGGACCAAGGCAGG
GTCTCGGGGCCAGTGGCGCAA
TCTCCCCTTCCTCCCTGCCCAGG
TCTGGGGTAACTTTGAGCAGGGGA
GTGGGCTGTGCCTGGTGACTT
TCCTCCCCTGGTCCTCCACAGA
TCTGAAGATTTAGGGGCCAC
ACACGCGTCCTTGGATCCTGACT
CCGCCCCCGGGGAGGCCGGCT
GAAGAGCCAGCTCATTAGAAAGG
TACGGAGATGAGAGGTCAGACT
TCCACCGCGGGGGCCCGGGGT
CGGGACTGGCCAGTGTTGAG
ACTTGCTGAGGCTCAACGTT
TCTGGCTCCTCTCCCCTCTTAG
GAGGCTGGGGTCGTTTTCTCC
ATGGCTGCCGCCCCCCGCTGGTT
GGTGGGGCGGGGCGGACTTTTC
TCGTGTCCCTTCGTTCTCACCC
CTTCCTCACACTTCCCGGGCAGG
CGGCCGCCCCCGGGGGGCCCGCCG
GTGGCCGGGGCCCCCATGTCCT
CATGGGGCTGCCCTTGGTCGCT
CAGTCCTGTCTGAGCGTCTGT
TGCCACGGGCTGGGCCTTGGGA
ACCCTCGGCCTCATGTCTCCCAGA

location
chr14:14905781:14905862:+_82(nt)
chr11:2339497:2339590:-_94(nt)
chr28:45410043:45410122:-_80(nt)
chr5:32899024:32899114:-_91(nt)
chr14:464750:464832:-_83(nt)
chr11:14236198:14236280:+_83(nt)
chr11:21272599:21272668:-_70(nt)
chr19:9658512:9658594:+_83(nt)
chr21:32229379:32229468:-_90(nt)
chr25:28076897:28076994:-_98(nt)
chr20:1577488:1577568:-_81(nt)
chr8:70315208:70315289:-_82(nt)
chrUn_JH126132:1815:1901:+_87(nt)
chr26:24482066:24482143:+_78(nt)
chr12:64463418:64463506:+_89(nt)
chr29:20802921:20803007:+_87(nt)
chr5:124154894:124154969:-_76(nt)
chr22:42885402:42885498:+_97(nt)
chrUn_JH125358:10009:10109:-_101(nt)
chr25:1042020:1042109:-_90(nt)
chr1:5244498:5244578:-_81(nt)
chr15:32654641:32654721:+_81(nt)
chr10:22097353:22097442:-_90(nt)
chr15:28284735:28284821:-_87(nt)
chr24:46851924:46852005:-_82(nt)
chr5:12547606:12547679:-_74(nt)
chr19:41259248:41259329:+_82(nt)
chr19:21300840:21300918:-_79(nt)
chr4:121994542:121994621:+_80(nt)
chr15:29053412:29053495:-_84(nt)
chr12:32144173:32144257:+_85(nt)
chr7:9547979:9548075:+_97(nt)
chr10:104818041:104818133:+_93(nt)
chr25:38452840:38452934:+_95(nt)
chr19:56438646:56438713:-_68(nt)
chr25:28076898:28076993:-_96(nt)
chr18:18331683:18331776:-_94(nt)
chr11:103070312:103070411:+_100(nt)
chr19:39573374:39573465:+_92(nt)
chr17:75771681:75771779:-_99(nt)
chrX:23885750:23885838:+_89(nt)
chr24:23359431:23359528:-_98(nt)
chr25:43665800:43665885:+_86(nt)
chrUn_JH121554:49194:49269:-_76(nt)
chr5:123357607:123357688:+_82(nt)
chrUn_JH125890:38798:38876:+_79(nt)
chr3:106009976:106010072:-_97(nt)
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novel_1013
novel_1024
novel_1049
novel_1060
novel_1084
novel_1095
novel_1118
novel_1141
novel_1150
novel_1198
novel_1224
novel_1231
novel_1314
novel_1322
novel_1324
novel_1332
novel_1353
novel_1364
novel_1377
novel_1393
novel_1404
novel_1420
novel_1454
novel_1499
novel_1526
novel_1546
novel_1550
novel_1552
novel_1566
novel_1571
novel_1577
novel_1592
novel_1598
novel_1652
novel_1664
novel_1671
novel_1695
novel_1704
novel_1706

22
20
24
23
22
23
21
20
24
22
22
22
21
22
24
21
23
21
23
22
22
23
22
24
21
23
23
24
22
22
21
22
23
23
22
22
24
22
21

CACAGTTGGCCCTCCTGATCTG
TCCCCGGGGACTCTTAGCGG
TTCGGCGCCACCACCCTGCGGGTC
AGCTCCCGTCTCCTCTGTGCTGA
AAACTGGGCTGAACTTTTTGGC
CCGCCTGGGTCCCTCGGCCGAGC
TGAGTTGGGCAGAGGCTTTGT
ATGGAGAGTTCAAGAGGGCG
GGGGGCCCGGGCACTCGGGGGTCC
GGAGGGCCAGGGGCTCTGGTCC
TCAAAAATTCGTTCGGGTTTTT
AGGAACCCAGATGAACTTTCTC
GGTGAGTCGCGCCGTCGGGGC
CTGCTGTCCGCCTGCCCACAGC
TGTCCCAGTCGCCCTCTCTGTAGG
ACAGGGGATGGTCTGGGCTGG
TCTGAGCCTGCCTCGTCCCCAGA
TGTGCCTGCCTGAGCGTCGCA
TCCGAGCGCCGACGGGGCCCTGC
CCGGATCCTGGCTGGCTCTGCA
CTGCCCTCTCGGGCCTGGGGAG
CTCCTGGGGCCCGCAGTCCCGCC
TCCCTCACGCGGGGGCCCGCGC
TTCTCATTGGCCTCACGTCCTGTC
AAAGGTTCGTTCGGGTTTTCC
AATGGAGAGTTCAAGAGGGCGGG
AGCCCTCACGTAGCCGGAAGCCT
ACTGTCTCTGTCTCCTTGCCCAGA
TGAGCTCAGACATCCTGCCCCT
TCACTCTGACTCTTCCCCCAGA
CCTGTCCCTGGACCCCCCAGG
TCTTTCCCCGGCATCTCCAAGA
TTGGCTGCACGAGAACCCTGGTT
GCGCTGAGCCTCTGGCCCCCAGT
TTTCCGGTCTCCAGAAGTGCCT
TGTTCCCCGCTCTGCGCCCGGT
TCAGTGGCAGAGTGCAGGGACCTC
TTTCACTTGGTGGGTCTGTCAC
TGGCTTGGGCGGAGGCTTTGG

novel_1707
novel_1722
novel_1729
novel_1730
novel_1734
novel_1751
novel_1777
novel_1782
novel_1789
novel_1816
novel_1820
novel_1887

22
20
22
22
20
22
22
21
24
22
23
20

TATTGCACTTGTCCCGGCCTGT
CGGGGGTCGGCCTGGCCTGG
CGAGGCTGGGGTCACTGTCCAT
GCTGCGGTGGTCCTTCCCTTCA
AGGAGTGGCTCTAAGGGCAG
CCACCCTCCGCTCCTCCCCAGT
GCCCGCCCCTCCGTCTCCCAGC
CCCGGTACTGAGCTGACCCGA
TCCCCTTCCTTCCGGCCTCCGCCC
CACGCTCCCCGGCCCTCCCGGT
TGACCTGCCCTCCTCCTCACAGG
CCGCGACCGGCTCCGGCTTC

chr18:52695425:52695500:+_76(nt)
chr10:69846833:69846911:+_79(nt)
chr28:7037038:7037117:-_80(nt)
chr25:36921905:36921981:-_77(nt)
chr7:71482617:71482701:-_85(nt)
chr17:45912093:45912175:-_83(nt)
chr8:89587068:89587163:+_96(nt)
chr8:83752037:83752131:+_95(nt)
chr15:82458288:82458377:-_90(nt)
chr21:30533544:30533627:-_84(nt)
chr4:69318467:69318548:+_82(nt)
chr19:64073189:64073269:+_81(nt)
chr11:104503450:104503540:+_91(nt)
chr2:141484892:141484968:+_77(nt)
chr29:44571869:44571950:+_82(nt)
chr19:49340239:49340323:-_85(nt)
chr14:580281:580370:-_90(nt)
chr2:60595588:60595661:+_74(nt)
chr3:104770192:104770263:-_72(nt)
chr8:103717906:103717990:+_85(nt)
chr26:46301579:46301662:-_84(nt)
chr25:43501027:43501098:-_72(nt)
chr6:21137853:21137920:+_68(nt)
chr1:6390854:6390923:-_70(nt)
chr15:27527512:27527587:-_76(nt)
chr8:83752036:83752132:+_97(nt)
chr6:113354623:113354703:-_81(nt)
chr23:26434105:26434192:+_88(nt)
chr25:28773697:28773774:+_78(nt)
chr3:106940641:106940720:+_80(nt)
chr25:38182633:38182714:+_82(nt)
chr3:15757681:15757772:+_92(nt)
chr14:64366189:64366275:-_87(nt)
chr18:62382232:62382310:-_79(nt)
chr25:42675602:42675685:-_84(nt)
chr18:23522055:23522126:-_72(nt)
chrUn_JH125838:16269:16347:+_79(nt)
chr15:54053763:54053847:-_85(nt)
chr8:111128391:111128479:+_89(nt)
chrUn_JH121333:197670:197752:_83(nt)
chr26:31790360:31790435:+_76(nt)
chrX:7204071:7204168:-_98(nt)
chr22:15524489:15524587:-_99(nt)
chr19:56208995:56209090:+_96(nt)
chr19:23482009:23482095:-_87(nt)
chr5:29747113:29747203:+_91(nt)
chr27:38791479:38791561:+_83(nt)
chr21:68466307:68466396:+_90(nt)
chrUn_JH122232:16632:16705:+_74(nt)
chr5:61810938:61811020:+_83(nt)
chrUn_JH122179:32972:33064:-_93(nt)
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novel_1893
novel_1894
novel_1913
novel_1927
novel_1930
novel_1947

22
22
23
24
21
20

GGAGGCAGAGCGCTCCTGCGGC
TCCTGTACTGAGCTGCCCCGAG
TAAGACCTCACATGCCTTGCAGT
TCTGACCCTCCCCTCTGACCCAGG
CGCGGGGTGGGGCCGGCGGGG
GAGGCGGGGATCGCGCGCCG

novel_1959
novel_1965
novel_1970
novel_1993
novel_2015
novel_2018
novel_2052
novel_2066
novel_2088
novel_2110
novel_2111
novel_2120
novel_2121
novel_2129
novel_2134
novel_2177
novel_2192
novel_2193
novel_2196
novel_2212
novel_2263
novel_2270
novel_2298
novel_2308
novel_2322
novel_2336
novel_2363
novel_2393
novel_2397
novel_2410
novel_2412
novel_2425
novel_2435
novel_2485
novel_2507
novel_2514
novel_2542
novel_2583
novel_2585
novel_2595
novel_2603
novel_2604
novel_2607
novel_2609
novel_2660

22
23
23
22
21
22
22
23
21
20
20
23
20
24
23
21
24
21
21
20
23
20
23
21
23
21
21
22
22
21
23
23
20
22
24
21
23
23
22
21
23
23
20
23
22

TCGCCCCGCCCCTCTGCACGAC
CTCACGGTCCCCTCCGCCCGCGC
TTCCGCGCTCTACGCCAGCCCGC
CGCCCCTCACTCGGTGTCCGGC
GAGGAGGGGCGCGCTGTGCTC
CTCGAGGCGCGCGCCGGTGTGT
GTCCCGCAGCGCGCGCCTCGCT
GAGGGGCGGGGCAGCAGAAGGGC
CGACTCCCGGCTGTCTCAGTG
GTCCCCCGGCCTCCGTCGCC
GCGGGGCTGGGCGTGCGGCT
TGCCGGGGACCCGGAGCCCCAGG
CCGGGTGCTCGAGGATTTTT
AGGAACGTGGACTCTGGGCCCAGC
TCTGATCCCTGTCCACTCGCAGA
GCCTGTCCCCCCCGCCGGGCC
TTGGGAAGCACAGACACTAGGACT
CTGACCCTTGACTCCCGCAGG
CTGAGTGCCCCGCCCCGCAGG
GCGGTGCGCCGCGGTCGGGC
TGAGGCCGGGAGCGGCCGGGCTC
GGGGGGCGGGGGCCGGGGCC
TGAGACCTCCGGGTTCTGAGCTG
CCGGGCCGGGCGGAGGCGGGC
ACTGCCCTAAGTGCTCCTTCTGG
TTCCCGGGGCCGGGAGCGAGC
TTGTCCAGGAGGGGCGGCACT
GGCGGCGGCGGCGGCTCTGGCC
TGTCGCGTCCGCGGGGGCCCCG
GCGTCTCCGGGACGGCTGCGG
CAGGGCGGGCAGAGCAGGCGCTC
ATGTCCGCGGGTTCCCTGTCCCA
CGCACCGCCGTCGTCGTTGC
TCCCTGGGCCGTCCTGGAGCCT
CGGCACAGCACAGAGGGGCTGGGT
CGTGCGGTTGCCCCGCCGGCC
GAGCGTCCACCACGTTCCCCTGC
AACAGGATGGGTAGCTTTTATAT
CAAGCGGGGGTTGCTCTCTAGT
GGGGCCGAGTCCCCTTCCCCT
TTGTCAGCTGCCCTCTGCACACG
TTTGGTGATGAGGATGCTGAGCC
GGGCTGTGGCTTCTGAGGTG
CGTGCCCCCTCTGCCCTCCCAGG
TAGTTTGTGTGAGGTCCCTGGC

chr27:25717684:25717762:+_79(nt)
chr27:38791478:38791560:-_83(nt)
chrX:20063187:20063277:+_91(nt)
chr7:5714364:5714444:+_81(nt)
chr24:818852:818945:+_94(nt)
chr5:77333603:77333674:-_72(nt)
chrUn_JH121299:293872:293946:+_75(
nt)
chr24:51334358:51334440:+_83(nt)
chr9:63916401:63916476:+_76(nt)
chr12:83104414:83104488:-_75(nt)
chr16:77537925:77538020:-_96(nt)
chr26:16319364:16319432:+_69(nt)
chrUn_JH121772:86946:87024:-_79(nt)
chr11:80295379:80295475:+_97(nt)
chr27:41890819:41890908:-_90(nt)
chr7:40295385:40295449:-_65(nt)
chr4:106263583:106263669:-_87(nt)
chr25:43751347:43751428:-_82(nt)
chrUn_JH122440:25930:25999:-_70(nt)
chr13:62126326:62126414:-_89(nt)
chr29:46080865:46080956:-_92(nt)
chr11:109243361:109243450:+_90(nt)
chr24:33973042:33973131:+_90(nt)
chr25:27728904:27728996:-_93(nt)
chr14:215800:215893:-_94(nt)
chr10:33818556:33818630:-_75(nt)
chr21:21508028:21508111:+_84(nt)
chr16:27307244:27307319:-_76(nt)
chr18:53226613:53226693:+_81(nt)
chr12:32854947:32855025:-_79(nt)
chr12:64462863:64462948:+_86(nt)
chr27:15637997:15638089:+_93(nt)
chr19:52054820:52054902:+_83(nt)
chr18:10742088:10742183:-_96(nt)
chr25:40262763:40262842:+_80(nt)
chr11:105821247:105821333:+_87(nt)
chr2:141415080:141415157:+_78(nt)
chr5:118128385:118128464:+_80(nt)
chr25:734381:734463:+_83(nt)
chr29:50317559:50317652:+_94(nt)
chr13:11458662:11458741:-_80(nt)
chr15:42850498:42850589:+_92(nt)
chr27:803885:803984:+_100(nt)
chr5:37139169:37139263:+_95(nt)
chr23:27108844:27108935:+_92(nt)
chr21:55615798:55615876:+_79(nt)
chr25:43677613:43677693:+_81(nt)
chr18:10481394:10481486:+_93(nt)
chr17:47026236:47026308:+_73(nt)
chr5:78684207:78684296:+_90(nt)
chr16:122811:122881:+_71(nt)

180
novel_2670
novel_2696
novel_2697
novel_2706
novel_2738
novel_2797
novel_2803
novel_2819
novel_2830
novel_2834
novel_2848
novel_2854

24
23
23
24
23
24
22
22
21
22
22
21

TCTGACTCTCCCCTCTGACCCAGG
TTCCCCTGCATCTGCATGCCAGG
CCGGGCAGCTGGGGGCCGGGCGG
TAGATCTGGGGTAGAGCCTGAGAT
TGAGCCTGGTGCCCTTCCTGCTG
CGCTCAGCCTCTGTCTTCCCCAGC
CAAAGTGCTGTTCGTGCAGGTA
CCTGAGCGCTCCGGGCTCCGCA
AGTAGGGCAGGCCTGAAGCCC
TCCAACTCTGCAACCATGTGGA
GAGAGATCAGAGGCGCAGAGTG
GCCAGTTTCGGTTGGGATGTG

novel_2857
novel_2858
novel_2867

23
20
22

CTCGGGAAGCTAGCTGGCCTTGT
TTAGTGTGTGTGTGTGAGTG
TAAAGAGAGACAGGGCTGTTCC

novel_2881
novel_2888
novel_2893
novel_2896
novel_2916
novel_2917
novel_2946
novel_2971
novel_2972
novel_2974
novel_2984
novel_2998
novel_3024
novel_3032
novel_3036
novel_3044
novel_3105
novel_3128
novel_3139
novel_3168
novel_3177
novel_3214
novel_3217
novel_3223
novel_3264

20
22
22
21
20
22
22
22
23
23
24
21
23
23
21
22
24
24
22
23
22
23
22
23
21

CAGCAAGGGACCTGTAGTTT
CTGTTGCCTCCCCTCCTCCCAG
GTCTCCCTGCGGGGGCCCAGGC
TCTGAGCCCAGGTGCCCCTGA
AGGACGGGGCCGAGGGAGCC
TATTGCACTTGTCCCGGCCTGT
ATAGCAGAGGAGTAGGAGGACA
TGAAAGGACCTGCCTGGGTAGA
TGAGGGGCAGAGAGCGAGACTTT
TCTGAACAAACTTTTTGGCCACC
AACGTGGGGCCGAGGGAGCCGGAC
GAGGGCCCCCCCCAATCCTGT
CCCTCTCCTGTGGAGCTGGCGTC
AACATTCAACGCTGTCGGTGAGT
GGGGCCGGGAGCGGGCGGGGT
GGTCTTGGACTGAGTCATGGGA
TGACTCATCCCTCCTGCCCTCAGG
CCGGTGCCGAGTTCTCCCCTTCCC
TCTGGCTGGCCCCGAGCTCAGG
CCCCCACTTGCATGACCCTGAGA
AGGGAGTCCCTGGTAGTTCAGT
CTCACCCTTCTGTGTGCGCTGCC
TCCTTTTCCCGCCTGTGCCGCC
CCCTCTCCTGTGGAGCTGGCGTC
GAGGAGGGGCGCGCTGTGCTC

novel_3281
novel_3301
novel_3314
novel_3340
novel_3356
novel_3360
novel_3390
novel_3498
novel_3499

22
22
24
20
24
22
20
22
23

TGGAGGGGAGTTTAGGTGAGGA
TTTGTGGACCTGAGGGCTGTGC
TTGAGGAGCGGGGCGTGCACGTCT
TTGGGAGAGCTTTAGGATGA
TGACCTCTGACCTTTGCCTCCCAG
TGGCTTGGGCGGAGGCTTTGGT
TCCCGGGGCCGGGAGCCGCT
TGCGGCTGCCGTTCTCTGCACA
AGGTGCCTGAGGCCGAGCGGTGG

chr7:5704165:5704251:+_87(nt)
chr19:27406956:27407050:+_95(nt)
chr19:15981435:15981522:-_88(nt)
chr1:82114335:82114415:-_81(nt)
chr7:38233077:38233155:+_79(nt)
chr26:51691616:51691689:+_74(nt)
chr25:38452657:38452739:+_83(nt)
chr10:13022982:13023056:-_75(nt)
chr9:99275781:99275855:+_75(nt)
chrUn_JH122954:12506:12586:+_81(nt)
chr1:65737615:65737696:-_82(nt)
chr1:150415734:150415826:+_93(nt)
chrUn_JH121389:142407:142488:+_82(
nt)
chr19:7771959:7772038:+_80(nt)
chr19:27859438:27859529:+_92(nt)
chrUn_JH121287:1300077:1300156:_80(nt)
chr25:38451456:38451543:+_88(nt)
chr28:33186515:33186600:+_86(nt)
chr27:45971813:45971897:+_85(nt)
chr12:21575339:21575424:+_86(nt)
chr12:64463428:64463506:+_79(nt)
chr21:173373:173451:+_79(nt)
chrUn_JH121329:23328:23407:-_80(nt)
chr19:21061826:21061904:+_79(nt)
chrUn_JH121531:84340:84430:+_91(nt)
chr29:50234064:50234160:+_97(nt)
chr13:58126919:58126994:+_76(nt)
chr5:115789661:115789737:+_77(nt)
chr11:98999508:98999585:+_78(nt)
chr19:56845411:56845508:-_98(nt)
chr18:15950676:15950758:+_83(nt)
chr25:4050846:4050946:-_101(nt)
chr3:104786434:104786514:+_81(nt)
chr11:48594422:48594508:+_87(nt)
chr5:60549336:60549426:-_91(nt)
chr19:47213522:47213606:-_85(nt)
chr25:42672130:42672210:+_81(nt)
chr11:80903649:80903733:+_85(nt)
chr5:115789831:115789911:+_81(nt)
chr16:77537925:77538003:-_79(nt)
chrUn_JH121353:135901:135973:_73(nt)
chrUn_JH126186:47904:47991:+_88(nt)
chr21:20649318:20649399:-_82(nt)
chr1:73011925:73012006:-_82(nt)
chr7:10737101:10737192:+_92(nt)
chr8:111128390:111128480:+_91(nt)
chr4:121744439:121744533:-_95(nt)
chr21:20643929:20644000:-_72(nt)
chrUn_JH126334:11068:11158:+_91(nt)

181
novel_3507
novel_3515
novel_3516
novel_3547

21
24
21
23

GGGGCGGGGCGGGGCGGCCTG
TCTGGGGCTCCCGCGGGGTGGGGA
CGGGGAGGATGGAGCCTGGCT
GTCGCCCCCTGTCCACCCGACGT

novel_3581
novel_3583
novel_3624
novel_3630
novel_3645
novel_3647
novel_3658
novel_3678
novel_3679
novel_3680
novel_3697
novel_3719
novel_3723
novel_3732
novel_3735
novel_3746
novel_3770
novel_3776
novel_3794
novel_3821
novel_3835
novel_3844
novel_3845
novel_3852
novel_3858
novel_3886
novel_3898
novel_3909
novel_3944
novel_3994
novel_4014
novel_4047
novel_4081
novel_4114
novel_4131
novel_4149
novel_4160
novel_4166
novel_4168
novel_4199
novel_4201
novel_4202
novel_4215
novel_4218
novel_4222
novel_4246
novel_4252

22
24
20
22
22
23
23
22
22
22
21
23
22
21
24
23
24
23
22
24
22
22
23
21
21
20
22
24
22
22
22
23
23
22
22
21
21
22
22
22
22
24
24
22
24
20
22

GGCCGCGAGGCCTCCGGGAGCC
CTCTGCCCGCTCTCTGTCTTACAG
AAGAGGGTGGGTAGCTTTTT
ACACCACGACTCTGCCCCCAGG
ACAGCGCCTCCACCCACCCACC
TGAGGCTGGGCCGGGGCTCACAG
TCTGACCCTTCCTCCTCTAGGAC
CTCCCGTGATGCTTCTCTGAAC
CTCCCGTGATGCTTCTCTGAAC
CGGCCCCGAGCCCGCGGACTTT
TTCCCTGAACACTCCTGGCCT
AACTCAGAGCGGTCCTGTCCGGC
GCAGGTAGGTTCAGAGCAGCCT
GTGAGCGAGCGCCGAGGCCCC
TGGCACAGGGTCCAGCTGTCGGCC
CTCCTGGGGCCCGCACTCTCGCT
ACCGGGTGCTGTAGGCTTTTCTTT
TGACAGTCCTCTGCCCCCACAGG
CAGCTGTGCCCTGTTCCCCAGG
CCAGATCCTCTTGCATCCCCCACC
AGCCCGGGCCGGGCCTGACCCT
CCGCCGCCGCGGCCGGGTCTCT
TGGGGTGGGGGGCCCGCCGGACC
GTGGGGGGCCGGGCACCCGGG
TCTGCCTCCTTTCCTCCCAGT
AAAAGAAGCACAAAAGAACT
CCTGGGGAAGGAGACGTGCCCT
TGGGGCATGAGGTTGGGGTGCTGG
GTCGGTGGTGAGGCAGGCACGA
AGCCACTGCCCACCGCACACTG
ACGCTCCTGCGTCGCCTGGGTC
ACTCGGCTCCCTCTCTCCACAGA
TGCCATGCCTGTGCTGTCCCAGG
TCCGCCTGCGTGGTCTCGGAGG
TGCCGCGCTGTTTCCCTGGTGT
GTGCGGGCGCAGGACGCGGCT
TCAGAGACTGCCCTGCTCCCC
TGTGGACCTGAGGGCTGTGCGC
GGGGGGGGCCGGGGCCGGGGGC
ACCCCCGCTCCACCCCGCGCCC
GAGGGGACTCGGGAGTCGGAGC
GGCGGGGTCGGGGCGGGGCAGAGT
TTGGGGGGGGGGCCGGGGCCCGGC
TCACTGGGCATCCTCTGCTTTA
CTGGTCCTGTACCCACCCTGCACA
TGCACCTCGCGCGGCCGCCG
CACGTGGTCGCCTGCCTGCAGC

chrX:23966421:23966514:-_94(nt)
chr6:118362949:118363039:-_91(nt)
chr18:50582288:50582362:-_75(nt)
chr18:42344790:42344868:+_79(nt)
chrUn_JH126304:188255:188343:_89(nt)
chr7:16613714:16613799:+_86(nt)
chr17:53213230:53213310:+_81(nt)
chr18:45723888:45723971:+_84(nt)
chr11:107413007:107413084:-_78(nt)
chr10:21172161:21172243:-_83(nt)
chr3:17778020:17778098:+_79(nt)
chr21:16264246:16264323:-_78(nt)
chr21:16017808:16017885:+_78(nt)
chr11:108528832:108528904:+_73(nt)
chr16:57876050:57876147:+_98(nt)
chr19:54950715:54950791:-_77(nt)
chr11:26585699:26585784:+_86(nt)
chr7:2697308:2697405:+_98(nt)
chr16:46538836:46538918:+_83(nt)
chr15:65136501:65136580:+_80(nt)
chrUn_AAFC02249844:369:458:+_90(nt)
chr23:18161385:18161465:+_81(nt)
chr11:103720217:103720309:+_93(nt)
chr12:84098043:84098143:-_101(nt)
chr22:51247907:51247983:-_77(nt)
chr22:10822971:10823055:+_85(nt)
chr7:9624069:9624144:+_76(nt)
chr11:109209322:109209417:+_96(nt)
chr23:17116578:17116671:+_94(nt)
chr8:78944146:78944219:+_74(nt)
chr22:43660752:43660842:-_91(nt)
chr7:5353532:5353621:-_90(nt)
chr8:72319516:72319602:-_87(nt)
chrUn_JH126371:72899:72978:-_80(nt)
chr22:488200:488275:-_76(nt)
chr21:66950470:66950569:+_100(nt)
chr7:9313456:9313553:+_98(nt)
chr14:8656336:8656426:-_91(nt)
chr14:2588768:2588858:+_91(nt)
chr11:4048410:4048492:+_83(nt)
chr29:46018428:46018510:+_83(nt)
chrUn_JH126186:66743:66829:-_87(nt)
chr23:18271033:18271116:-_84(nt)
chr7:42160183:42160277:+_95(nt)
chr25:43652100:43652178:+_79(nt)
chr9:78461218:78461300:+_83(nt)
chr25:8781104:8781194:+_91(nt)
chr21:65528337:65528423:-_87(nt)
chr5:115953944:115954038:+_95(nt)
chr23:8621261:8621345:+_85(nt)
chrUn_JH122412:41824:41902:+_79(nt)

182
novel_4279
novel_4311
novel_4319
novel_4330
novel_4338
novel_4346
novel_4363
novel_4384
novel_4403
novel_4420
novel_4423
novel_4454
novel_4481
novel_4508
novel_4525
novel_4536
novel_4557
novel_4560
novel_4570

22
21
21
22
22
21
21
22
23
21
23
22
21
20
23
23
24
21
22

TCAGGCCTGGGTGCCCCCTCCA
TCCCCAGCTCCCTCTCACTCA
AGGGGCTGGCTTTCCTCCGGC
GTGGGTCGGGGCGGAGGGGGCG
GGGGAAGGCAGAGCTCAGGCCC
TATTGCACTTATCCAGGTGAG
TCCCACCTCTGCCACCCGCAG
AAAAGTTCGTTTCGGTTTTTCC
AACATTCATTGCTGTCGGTGGGT
AGTAGAACAGCCGCCGCCCCC
TGTGGCCTCTGGGTGTGTACCCT
ACCAGGGCTGGAAGCTGCTTCT
CAGATCTGGCTTCTCTGGTGG
CCGGGACCAGCCTTGGAGAC
CATGTCAGTAGAGGCGCGTGTGC
ACACGCGTCCTTGGATCCTGACT
ACTGCGGCTGTGCCTCCTGCCAGG
CGCGGGGTCTGCCGGAGGCGG
TCGCTCGGTCTCTGCCCCCAGG

novel_4576
novel_4577
novel_4595
novel_4604
novel_4625
novel_4627
novel_4634
novel_4661
novel_4663
novel_4687
novel_4692
novel_4694
novel_4697
novel_4699
novel_4711
novel_4750
novel_4765
novel_4780
novel_4802
novel_4809
novel_4821
novel_4831
novel_4836
novel_4850
novel_4865
novel_4899
novel_4950
novel_4960
novel_4976
novel_5007
novel_5015
novel_5028

24
22
23
22
22
21
20
23
22
21
22
22
22
22
20
22
20
24
20
20
22
24
21
21
23
24
22
22
23
22
22
21

TACTGCCCTAAATGCTCCTTCTGG
GCGGGTCGCGCCGGCGGCCCTG
CCAAGACCTTCTGTTCCAGGGCA
TCCCGTGGGTCTGCCCGTGCCT
GCAGCCCCCGGCACCTCCCCCG
GCCTGGTATGACTCTTAGCGC
GAGGCGGGGGTCGCGCCTCC
TCTGACACCCTGTTTCCTGCTCA
TCCCACCTCTGCCACCCGCAGA
GCCCATGATGTGACTCTGAGC
TACTGTGCTGCAGCTGGGTAGA
TACTGTGCCTCGAATGGGTATG
TACTGTGCTTTGAATGGGTAGT
TGAGCACACCTGCCTGAGCAGA
GCGGGCAAGGGGGGGCGGCC
GAAGGGCAGAGGCCTGGGGACT
ATGTGGACCCAGGGAGCTGG
TCGGGGCAGACTGAGATAGAGAGG
CCTGTGACCATTGACTGTAA
CAGATCTGGCTTCTCTGGTG
CGAGGCGGGGGTCTCTGTGTTC
TCTGTTTCTGGCCGTGGCCCCAGG
GAGGGAGCTGAGGCGCAGAGT
AGGCGGGCCAGAGAGGAAGCC
CAGCCTGTGCCCTCACCCCCAGG
AAGGGACCTGAATGAACTTTTTGG
GCCTGGTGATGACTCTCTGACT
AAAAGGTTCGTTCGGGTTTTCC
ACCCCGGACGCCTGCTCTGGCCT
TGAAGTCCGGCTCGAAGGAGCA
GACCAGTGCGAGGCCTGTGGGA
GACTCGGGGGTCTCTCTCTTT

chr24:2370313:2370402:+_90(nt)
chr18:56093324:56093413:+_90(nt)
chr17:76195493:76195572:+_80(nt)
chr21:65866592:65866665:-_74(nt)
chr29:46602906:46602993:-_88(nt)
chr5:69671363:69671454:-_92(nt)
chr3:125167391:125167474:+_84(nt)
chr10:73227293:73227369:+_77(nt)
chr16:75929809:75929888:-_80(nt)
chrUn_JH121530:28053:28138:+_86(nt)
chr16:29541762:29541839:-_78(nt)
chr19:8518324:8518412:+_89(nt)
chr9:24917489:24917582:-_94(nt)
chr17:75240023:75240110:-_88(nt)
chr6:120067594:120067677:+_84(nt)
chr4:121994538:121994621:+_84(nt)
chr4:115670952:115671048:-_97(nt)
chr17:74420394:74420480:-_87(nt)
chr29:47095361:47095457:+_97(nt)
chrUn_JH121333:198179:198263:_85(nt)
chr5:115734868:115734944:-_77(nt)
chr5:120297056:120297145:-_90(nt)
chr21:65628493:65628582:-_90(nt)
chr7:7257516:7257595:+_80(nt)
chr15:123654:123720:+_67(nt)
chr19:35943567:35943653:-_87(nt)
chr7:42576227:42576308:+_82(nt)
chr3:125167399:125167475:+_77(nt)
chr3:19994216:19994283:-_68(nt)
chrX:17263466:17263544:+_79(nt)
chrUn_JH125461:4454:4532:-_79(nt)
chrX:17230868:17230946:+_79(nt)
chrUn_JH121329:22321:22399:-_79(nt)
chrUn_AAFC02268771:441:513:-_73(nt)
chr16:44430279:44430356:-_78(nt)
chr5:110080191:110080273:-_83(nt)
chr8:61791375:61791463:-_89(nt)
chrM:115:205:-_91(nt)
chr9:24917490:24917581:-_92(nt)
chr23:25160176:25160255:-_80(nt)
chr24:51024673:51024750:-_78(nt)
chr13:73751097:73751185:+_89(nt)
chr21:34114168:34114246:-_79(nt)
chr18:62501506:62501602:+_97(nt)
chr5:116021696:116021779:+_84(nt)
chr15:45372172:45372262:+_91(nt)
chr15:27527511:27527588:-_78(nt)
chr19:18757746:18757831:-_86(nt)
chr11:46160814:46160896:+_83(nt)
chr3:9510791:9510874:+_84(nt)
chr9:52533063:52533148:+_86(nt)

183
novel_5029
novel_5038
novel_5044
novel_5073
novel_5096
novel_5106
novel_5127
novel_5139
novel_5141
novel_5152

22
24
21
21
24
20
21
23
21
21

TAACACCCCTGAGCTCTTGGAG
TCTTCCCACCCAGTGCACCCAGCA
GCGTGGCTGGGGGCTGCCCCC
GCTCCACCACGTTCCCCGGGC
ACACATGACTGATGGCTGCTGAGG
TAGCAAGAGCTCATACACAC
GGGGTGAGGGTCGCTCTCCTG
AGGACTGACCGCTGAGCTTGCAG
AAGCAGGCTGTGGGTGCCAGC
GATCCCTGTCTGAACGTGCCA

novel_5169
novel_5190
novel_5193
novel_5203
novel_5209
novel_5220
novel_5227
novel_5236
novel_5241
novel_5247
novel_5259

24
23
22
24
20
24
21
20
20
21
22

TACTGCCCTAAATGCTCCTTCTGG
AACCGGTGATGAGAAGACTGAGT
TGCCTGCCTGCTCGTCTGAGTC
ATGACATGATGAGGTTTTCTGAGG
ATCCCGGGGCCGAGGTGGCC
TCAGACCCATATTCTCATAGGCCA
TATTGCTCTTGTCCCTGTTTA
CCAGGAGGCCTCTTGGACTT
GCTTCCTCGCCCTGGAGCCA
GAGGCGGGGGTCGCCTGCTAC
TGGCAGGCAGCTGGGTCAGGAG

novel_5274
novel_5287
novel_5315
novel_5349
novel_5356
novel_5368
novel_5396
novel_5424
novel_5460
novel_5469
novel_5473
novel_5480
novel_5486
novel_5509
novel_5538
novel_5541
novel_5553
novel_5594

23
22
23
23
22
22
23
23
22
22
24
23
23
22
24
23
24
22

TGAGTGCCTCCCCTGTCCACAGC
TGCCCATGATGTGACTCTGAGC
CCGCCCAGGACAGCTCACCCGGT
TGACCTTCGGTCTCCTGTCCCCT
CACTCTGTGCAGCCGCTCCAGG
TTGGGGTCTGGGAGCCCTCACC
TGGCCTGTCTCCTCCCGCTCAGG
AACATTCAACGCTGTCGGTGAGT
CCAGGGCGGGTGGTACTCCAGA
TCTGCCAGGCTCTTCTCTGTCT
CAAGCCCACCTGTTACCCTCTAGC
CCAGGCCTGCTGGACCGACGCCC
CTCAGGGCCCGCGGCGGCCGGGG
GAGCCGGGGGTCGCTGTGTGCT
TCACTGGACCTAGCAGAGCTCCCA
TCACGGCCGCCCTTCTCTGCAGA
TCGCGCCCCCGCCCGCCCGCCCGC
AGGGGCTGGCTTTCCTCCGGCC

novel_5609
novel_5618
novel_5619
novel_5633
novel_5638
novel_5642
novel_5721
novel_5736
novel_5739
novel_5752

22
22
22
21
23
20
20
22
21
24

CGCTGCGGGTTCCGGAGGGCCC
CTATACGACCTGCTGCCTTTCT
AAAAAGTTCGTTTGGGTTTTCT
TATAGCACTTGTCCATGCTTT
CACTAGATTGAGAGCTCCTGGAG
TTCTTTTTGGGGGGGATTAT
ACCGATGATGCTGTCTGACC
ACGCCCTTCCCCCCCTTCTTCA
CATGTGGACCCAGGGAGCTGG
GTGGGTCTTAGGCTCTGAGGGCCA

chr7:42469777:42469856:+_80(nt)
chr29:45045044:45045137:+_94(nt)
chr26:51566598:51566676:-_79(nt)
chr3:125258523:125258611:+_89(nt)
chr7:5919008:5919095:+_88(nt)
chr7:69116704:69116783:+_80(nt)
chr24:48236993:48237074:+_82(nt)
chr22:52890786:52890857:-_72(nt)
chr22:51285074:51285150:-_77(nt)
chr4:29416370:29416445:-_76(nt)
chrUn_JH121333:198179:198262:_84(nt)
chr13:65642486:65642585:+_100(nt)
chr26:23135127:23135201:-_75(nt)
chr4:78896057:78896150:+_94(nt)
chr25:39545664:39545743:-_80(nt)
chrX:30823368:30823445:-_78(nt)
chr19:49120401:49120492:-_92(nt)
chr15:25796835:25796914:+_80(nt)
chr21:59508301:59508397:+_97(nt)
chr18:38324557:38324632:-_76(nt)
chr21:32318550:32318628:-_79(nt)
chrUn_JH121412:80948:81047:+_100(nt
)
chr3:19993567:19993636:-_70(nt)
chr5:115923989:115924085:+_97(nt)
chrUn_JH124121:8817:8900:-_84(nt)
chr12:14564501:14564582:+_82(nt)
chr7:4294895:4294972:-_78(nt)
chr21:65328992:65329078:-_87(nt)
chr16:75929992:75930072:-_81(nt)
chrUn_JH121412:80704:80796:+_93(nt)
chr20:24075326:24075401:+_76(nt)
chr5:115947409:115947491:+_83(nt)
chr3:108296653:108296739:+_87(nt)
chr10:104827786:104827874:+_89(nt)
chr11:109205925:109206017:-_93(nt)
chr19:31862245:31862332:-_88(nt)
chr17:75570944:75571033:-_90(nt)
chr11:30165743:30165831:-_89(nt)
chr17:76195492:76195573:+_82(nt)
chrUn_JH121473:127077:127167:+_91(
nt)
chr8:89772218:89772316:+_99(nt)
chr11:62637543:62637620:+_78(nt)
chr20:27764695:27764772:-_78(nt)
chr1:80153817:80153903:-_87(nt)
chr15:74289847:74289914:+_68(nt)
chr6:119642149:119642227:+_79(nt)
chr5:121819685:121819766:-_82(nt)
chr5:10853703:10853785:-_83(nt)
chr5:33736421:33736520:+_100(nt)
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novel_5769
novel_5777
novel_5796
novel_5806
novel_5811
novel_5828
novel_5841
novel_5846
novel_5916
novel_5922
novel_5925
novel_5961
novel_5977
novel_5997
novel_6008
novel_6009

24
20
22
20
22
22
23
23
22
22
23
21
23
22
20
20

AAAACTGGAACGAACTTTTTGGAT
TATTGTACTTGTCCCAGGGC
TCTGTCCCACTCCTGCCTGCAG
CCCTAGATATCTGAGATGCA
ACTCTTCCCTCCCTCGGCCGGC
AACTGTTAGGAGGCTTGGCTGC
TATGTTGGACAACGTGGATAGCA
TGACCTCTGCCATGCACCCTCAT
TTGCTCCCTCCACACCTCCAGA
CCAAAAGTTCGTTCGGGTTTTT
TGAAAAGTTCGTTTGGGTTTTTC
GGAGAAGCGTCTGTTAAACCA
ACTGATGTGAAGGTGGTTTGGCC
CTGTCCGCGGGGTCTGCCGTCA
AAAGGTTCGTTTGTTAAGAA
TTGGCTCGAGGGCCTTAGAG

chr27:44204865:44204949:-_85(nt)
chr3:36673945:36674037:-_93(nt)
chr9:43016137:43016218:-_82(nt)
chr19:2744235:2744319:-_85(nt)
chr2:32400809:32400887:-_79(nt)
chrUn_JH122309:21855:21935:+_81(nt)
chr7:43890690:43890771:+_82(nt)
chr29:50926229:50926303:-_75(nt)
chr19:49218426:49218519:-_94(nt)
chr12:31809800:31809881:+_82(nt)
chr8:74527918:74527998:-_81(nt)
chr21:18676396:18676487:+_92(nt)
chr19:51986120:51986193:-_74(nt)
chr21:66873674:66873767:+_94(nt)
chr18:36672349:36672429:-_81(nt)
chr14:66049028:66049119:-_92(nt)
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Appendix 7: BlastN results of the newly identified genes after re-annotation

new gene 1

Chr.
CR940348

Start
355371

End
355950

Strand
+

new gene 2

CR940348

371009

371355

+

new gene 3
new gene 4

CR940348
CR940348

891940
1092195

892233
1092509

+
+

new gene 5

CR940348

1092564

1092746

+

new gene 6

CR940348

1357491

1358280

-

new gene 7

CR940348

1400610

1400879

+

new gene 8

CR940348

1401764

1402265

-

new gene 9

CR940348

1489868

1490156

-

new gene 10

CR940348

1516547

1517277

+

new gene 11

CR940352

491141

491640

-

new gene 12

CR940352

1326965

1327700

+

new gene 13

CR940352

107446

108010

-

new gene 14

CR940352

137102

137645

+

new gene 15

CR940352

161695

162575

-

new gene 16

CR940352

432108

432546

+

new gene 17
new gene 18

CR940352
CR940352

599237
648327

600571
648834

-

new gene 19

CR940352

746050

746345

+

new gene 20

CR940352

849369

849909

+

new gene 21

CR940352

948934

949257

+

new gene 22

CR940352

1016195

1016716

+

new gene 23

CR940352

1075970

1076591

-

new gene 24

CR940352

1154783

1155392

+

new gene 25

CR940352

1225903

1226184

-

new gene 26

CR940352

1669149

1669328

+

new gene 27

CR940353

92730

93605

-

Matching Gene
AAGK01000002
AAGK01000002
AP011947
AAGK01000002
AP011947
AP011947
AAGK01000002
AP011947
AAGK01000002
AP011947
AAGK01000002
AP011947
AAGK01000002
AP011947
AAGK01000002
AP011947
AAGK01000002
AP011947
AAGK01000005
AP011948
AAGK01000005
AP011948
AAGK01000005
AP011948
AAGK01000005
AP011948
AAGK01000005
AP011948
AAGK01000005
AP011948
AP011948
AAGK01000005
AAGK01000005
AP011948
AAGK01000005
AAGK01000005
AP011948
AAGK01000005
AP011948
AAGK01000004
AP011949
AAGK01000005
AP011948
AAGK01000005
AP011948
AAGK01000005
AP011948
AAGK01000006
AP011948
AAGK01000004
AP011949

%
identity
60.62
95.74
70.21
91.75
73.2
65.05
82.35
51.43
70
63.41
100
77.14
100
89.47
96.88
93.94
87.5
77.27
73.33
67.74
76.74
40.65
91.11
88.89
93.33
86.67
91.07
65.33
88.14
65
77.78
63.89
53.57
44.52
97.96
75.7
86.67
82.61
82.35
63.74
48.48
90.7
38
92.47
66.28
80.77
42.96
74.58
44.07
62.62
41.79

e value
1.00E-27
4.00E-32
2.00E-17
1.00E-55
3.00E-47
4.00E-41
2.00E-11
2.00E-07
2.00E-16
9.00E-09
2.00E-16
2.00E-12
4.00E-31
4.00E-04
3.00E-31
7.00E-27
6.00E-42
3.00E-05
9.00E-22
3.00E-16
3.00E-47
5.00E-27
4.00E-33
5.00E-28
3.00E-45
5.00E-36
2.00E-62
2.00E-27
1.00E-25
4.00E-78
3.00E-18
2.00E-09
3.00E-17
3.00E-28
7.00E-24
4.00E-44
9.00E-32
1.00E-28
1.00E-26
4.00E-28
2.00E-13
2.00E-20
1.00E-31
7.00E-51
1.00E-33
8.00E-28
2.00E-20
8.00E-21
2.00E-06
6.00E-47
7.00E-17

Species
T. parva
T. parva
T. orientalis
T. parva
T. orientalis
T. orientalis
T. parva
T. orientalis
T. parva
T. orientalis
T. parva
T. orientalis
T. parva
T. orientalis
T. parva
T. orientalis
T. parva
T. orientalis
T. parva
T. orientalis
T. parva
T. orientalis
T. parva
T. orientalis
T. parva
T. orientalis
T. parva
T. orientalis
T. parva
T. orientalis
T. orientalis
T. parva
T. parva
T. orientalis
T. parva
T. parva
T. orientalis
T. parva
T. orientalis
T. parva
T. orientalis
T. parva
T. orientalis
T. parva
T. orientalis
T. parva
T. orientalis
T. parva
T. orientalis
T. parva
T. orientalis
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new gene 28
CR940353
new gene 29 CR940353

143670
204396

144085
205675

+
-

new gene 30

CR940353

306040

306614

-

new gene 31
new gene 32

CR940353
CR940353

516973
521777

518264
521952

+
-

new gene 33

CR940353

605411

605943

-

new gene 34

CR940353

859799

860481

+

new gene 35

CR940353

1074206

1074689

+

new gene 36

CR940353

1221660

1222180

-

new gene 37

CR940353

1223018

1223642

+

new gene 38

CR940353

1239041

1239368

-

new gene 39

CR940353

1332375

1332724

+

new gene 40

tannA_chr01

2358917

2359560

+

new gene 41

tannA_chr01

104673

105170

-

new gene 42

tannA_chr01

323163

323546

+

new gene 43

tannA_chr01

664760

665656

+

new gene 44

tannA_chr01

799095

799547

+

new gene 45

tannA_chr01

845409

845819

-

new gene 46

tannA_chr01

1123449

1125101

+

new gene 47

tannA_chr01

1153227

1153710

-

new gene 48

tannA_chr01

1153763

1154633

-

new gene 49

tannA_chr01

1159857

1160463

+

new gene 50
new gene 51

tannA_chr01
tannA_chr01

1171870
1198257

1172264
1198574

+
-

new gene 52

tannA_chr01

1198754

1198981

-

new gene 53

tannA_chr01

1348263

1348722

-

new gene 54

tannA_chr01

1373660

1374071

+

new gene 55

tannA_chr01

1436481

1437697

+

new gene 56

tannA_chr01

1546052

1547020

-

new gene 57
new gene 58

tannA_chr01
tannA_chr01

1663491
1682645

1663845
1682978

+
+

AP011949
AAGK01000004
AAGK01000004
AAGK01000004
AP011949
AAGK01000004
AP011949
AAGK01000004
AP011949
AP011949
AAGK01000004
AAGK01000004
AP011949
AP011949
AAGK01000004
AAGK01000004
AP011949
AAGK01000004
AP011949
AAGK01000004
AP011949
AAGK01000001
AP011946
AAGK01000001
AP011946
AP011946
AAGK01000001
AAGK01000001
AP011946
AAGK01000001
AP011946
AAGK01000001
AP011946
AAGK01000001
AP011946
AAGK01000001
AP011946
AAGK01000001
AP011946
AP011946
AAGK01000001
AAGK01000001
AP011946
AAGK01000001
AAGK01000001
AP011946
AP011946
AAGK01000001
AAGK01000001
AP011946
AAGK01000001
AP011946
AAGK01000001
AP011946
AAGK01000001
AP011946
AAGK01000001

38.3
91.3
71.74
89.36
80.85
64.52
70.37
87.5
85.71
73.91
93.75
87.5
78.12
77.78
95.12
83.75
41.3
78.26
62
71.11
54.93
71.01
57.14
92.16
76.47
85.71
95.24
50.43
23.57
87.2
73.89
68.25
51.43
61.9
67.44
86
60.93
54.23
55.56
80
97.06
83.78
91.3
66.67
89.33
83.56
84.78
85.96
83.87
76.67
66.43
58.33
71.79
49.11
86.79
63.89
100

2.00E-10
8.00E-07
5.00E-13
5.00E-22
1.00E-20
3.00E-04
2.00E-31
1.00E-47
9.00E-34
6.00E-19
5.00E-14
6.00E-13
1.00E-11
7.00E-33
2.00E-18
2.00E-77
6.00E-41
6.00E-24
5.00E-15
1.00E-37
6.00E-16
1.00E-22
2.00E-05
7.00E-24
3.00E-18
4.00E-12
1.00E-07
8.00E-30
9.00E-09
3.00E-85
2.00E-66
2.00E-44
4.00E-11
6.00E-26
4.00E-17
4.00E-80
1.00E-47
1.00E-38
7.00E-16
2.00E-25
3.00E-15
2.00E-15
2.00E-06
2.00E-07
9.00E-40
7.00E-37
1.00E-27
3.00E-26
5.00E-10
2.00E-08
6.00E109
3.00E-45
7.00E-48
6.00E-29
2.00E-31
5.00E-06
7.00E-22

T. orientalis
T. parva
T. parva
T. parva
T. orientalis
T. parva
T. orientalis
T. parva
T. orientalis
T. orientalis
T. parva
T. parva
T. orientalis
T. orientalis
T. parva
T. parva
T. orientalis
T. parva
T. orientalis
T. parva
T. orientalis
T. parva
T. orientalis
T. parva
T. orientalis
T. orientalis
T. parva
T. parva
T. orientalis
T. parva
T. orientalis
T. parva
T. orientalis
T. parva
T. orientalis
T. parva
T. orientalis
T. parva
T. orientalis
T. orientalis
T. parva
T. parva
T. orientalis
T. parva
T. parva
T. orientalis
T. orientalis
T. parva
T. parva
T. orientalis
T. parva
T. orientalis
T. parva
T. orientalis
T. parva
T. orientalis
T. parva
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new gene 59

tannA_chr01

1729300

1729631

-

new gene 60

tannA_chr01

1917225

1917347

+

new gene 61

tannA_chr01

2066117

2066870

-

new gene 62
new gene 63
new gene 64
new gene 65

tannA_chr01
tannA_chr01
tannA_chr01
tannA_chr01

2068913
2078378
2095564
2358498

2069183
2078727
2096020
2358829

+
+
+
+

new gene 66

tannA_chr01

2397957

2398408

-

new gene 67

tannA_chr01

2413152

2413695

-

AAGK01000001
AAGK01000001
AP011946
AAGK01000001
AP011946
AAGK01000001
AP011946
AAGK01000001
AAGK01000001
AAGK01000001
AAGK01000001
AP011946
AAGK01000001
AP011946

80
50.24
72
84
64.71
73.91
66.67
80
53.85
76.92
84.62
78
86.67
67.86

3.00E-15
2.00E-49
8.00E-15
6.00E-22
8.00E-15
2.00E-11
4.00E-04
1.00E-07
7.00E-16
9.00E-26
3.00E-38
1.00E-27
2.00E-10
7.00E-07

T. parva
T. parva
T. orientalis
T. parva
T. orientalis
T. parva
T. orientalis
T. parva
T. parva
T. parva
T. parva
T. orientalis
T. parva
T. orientalis
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Appendix 8: BlastP results of the newly identified genes after re-annotation

Strand

Matching Protein

new gene 1

+

TP02_0806

%
identity
71.779

new gene 2

+

BBM_III08845

new gene 3
new gene 4

+
+

new gene 5

e value

Matching protein

1.98E-74

hypothetical protein

78.947

7.85E-15

unspecified product

TP02_0542
TOT_020000437

91.753
65.049

1.10E-61
4.87E-45

hypothetical protein, conserved
uncharacterized protein

+

CF000547

65.517

3.47E-07

unspecified product

new gene 6

-

TP02_0308

53.459

4.21E-49

new gene 7

+

TP02_0283

97.222

2.66E-18

hypothetical protein
60S ribosomal protein L39,
putative

new gene 8

-

TP02_0282

98.305

6.88E-35

new gene 9

-

TP02_0237

93.151

4.35E-46

hypothetical protein
DNA-directed RNA polymerase
subunit N, putative

new gene 10

+

TP02_0223

91.176

1.02E-38

hypothetical protein

new gene 11

-

TOT_030000603

58.108

1.41E-56

hypothetical protein

new gene 12

+

TP03_0575

79.487

9.83E-40

hypothetical protein

new gene 13

-

TP03_0053

88.043

3.97E-51

hypothetical protein

new gene 14

+

TOT_030000798

55.128

4E-19

uncharacterized protein

new gene 15

-

TP03_0082

84.615

1.28E-80

hypothetical protein

new gene 16

+

TP03_0211

84.906

2.57E-62

hypothetical protein, conserved

new gene 17
new gene 18

-

TP03_0291
TP03_0309

79.381
62.366

1.24E-44
6.17E-34

hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein, conserved

new gene 19

+

TP03_0353

73.77

3.63E-23

hypothetical protein

new gene 20

+

TP03_0404

81.522

1.38E-46

hypothetical protein

new gene 21

+

TP03_0457

94.048

1.08E-52

new gene 22

+

TP03_0473

84.932

1.69E-39

hypothetical protein, conserved
signal recognition particle,
putative

new gene 23

-

TP03_0904

60.909

2.95E-43

hypothetical protein

new gene 24

+

TP03_0527

90.37

3.82E-84

hypothetical protein

new gene 25

-

TOT_030000350

66.667

2.35E-38

hypothetical protein

new gene 26

+

TP03_0776

72.881

7.82E-21

hypothetical protein

new gene 27

-

TP04_0040

72.067

1.65E-84

hypothetical protein, conserved
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new gene 28
new gene 29

+
-

PCHAS_1032800
PBANKA_1032000
PY17X_1034400
TP04_0111

86.111
86.111
86.111
54.124

1.27E-15
7.70E-16
8.20E-16
1.08E-45

conserved Plasmodium protein,
unknown function
conserved
Plasmodium protein,
unknown function
conserved
Plasmodium protein,
unknown function
hypothetical
protein, conserved

new gene 30

-

TOT_040000739

82.022

2.63E-50

conserved hypothetical protein

new gene 31
new gene 32

+
-

TP04_0259
TP04_0261

78.571
63.333

2.31E-08
8.43E-06

hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein

new gene 33

-

TP04_0301

93.694

1.11E-71

hypothetical protein, conserved

new gene 34

+

TP04_0429

84.762

8E-57

hypothetical protein

new gene 35

+

TP04_0534

67.5

9.72E-42

hypothetical protein

new gene 36

-

TP04_0616

87.302

8.33E-77

hypothetical protein

new gene 37

+

TP04_0617

80.214

1.1E-103

hypothetical protein

new gene 38

-

TOT_040000941

75.862

4.3E-26

conserved hypothetical protein

new gene 39

+

CF002556

55.556

1.21E-23

unspecified product

new gene 40

+

TP01_1119

76.056

2.37E-29

ribosomal protein L1, putative

new gene 41

-

TP01_0027

81.148

1.21E-65

hypothetical protein

new gene 42

+

TP01_0150

91.25

3.62E-43

hypothetical protein

new gene 43

+

TP01_0313

69.841

1.34E-89

hypothetical protein

new gene 44

+

TP01_0393

81.148

1.12E-65

hypothetical protein

new gene 45

-

TOT_010001249

53.571

5.89E-30

uncharacterized protein

new gene 46

+

TP01_0554

70.779

9.91E-66

hypothetical protein

new gene 47

-

TOT_010000530

73.846

1.35E-25

DHHC-containing protein 20

new gene 48

-

CF002389

74.51

1.13E-21

unspecified product

new gene 49

+

CF002394

67.677

8.26E-41

unspecified product

new gene 50
new gene 51

+
-

TOT_010000535
-

74.359
-

1.93E-37
-

hypothetical protein
-

new gene 52

-

TP01_0585

89.041

9.65E-42

hypothetical protein, conserved

new gene 53

-

TOT_010000608

84.783

3.37E-22

hypothetical protein

new gene 54

+

TP01_0668

89.474

0.000877

hypothetical protein

new gene 55

+

TP01_0585

89.041

9.65E-42

hypothetical protein, conserved

new gene 56

-

TP01_0729

94.355

1.62E-79

dnaJ protein, putative

new gene 57
new gene 58

+
+

TOT_010000736
TP01_0793

61.538
89.474

4.88E-21
3.92E-43

hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
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new gene 59

-

TP01_0811

50

5.05E-16

dephospho-CoA kinase, putative

new gene 60

+

-

-

-

-

new gene 61

-

TP01_0977

94.558

9.5E-99

hypothetical protein

new gene 62
new gene 63
new gene 64
new gene 65

+
+
+
+

TP01_0979
TP01_0985
TP01_0996
-

85.417
80.769
56.14
-

1.56E-24
1.00E-23
4.04E-11
-

hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
hypothetical protein
-

new gene 66

-

TP01_1138

85.577

1.69E-57

hypothetical protein

new gene 67

-

TP01_1147

82.857

4.61E-30

hypothetical protein
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